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LOK SABHA DEBATES 

LOKSABHA 

Monday, May 28, 1990lJyaistha 7. 1912 
(Saka) 

The Lok Sabha met at 
Eleven of the Clock 

[MR. SPEAKER in the Chaiti 

[English] 

MR. SPEAKER: Shri Sathe. 

[ Trans/ation] 

SHRI VASANT SATHE (Wardha): Mr. 
Speaker ..... . 

MR. SPEAKER: He is in mood today. 

THE MINISTER OF FINANCE (PROF. 
MADHU DANDAVATE): We have to go to 
the other House. There are Bills pending in 
the other House. Let the papers be allowed 
to be laid. 

MR. SPEAKER: Mr. Sathe, I will call you 
after Papers are laid. Now papers to be laid. 

Prof. Madhu Dandavate. 

11.04 hrs. 

PAPERS LAID ON THE TABLE 

{English] 

Industrial Finance Corporation of India 
(Payment of Gratuity to employees) 
Regulation 1968; Annual report etc. of 
and Reviewon Industrial Development 

Bank of India for 1988-89 

THE MINISTER OF FINANCE (PROF. 
MADHU DANDAVATE):' beg to Jay on the 
Table-

(1) A copy of the Industrial Finance 
Corporation of India (Payment of 
Gratuity to employees) RegUlations, 
1968 (Hindi and English versions) 
published in Notification No. S.D. 
1/88-122 in Gazette of India dated 
the 5th March, 1988 under sub-
section (3) of section 43 of the 
Industrial Finance Corporation Ad, 
1948. [Placed in Library. See No. 
L T.-1 003/90] 

(2) (i) A copy of the Annual Report 
(Hindi and English versions) 
of the Industrial Development 
Bank of India together with 
Audited Accounts of the Gen-
eral Fund and the Develop-
ment Assistance Fund for the 
year 1988-89 under sub-sec-
tion (5) of section 18 and sub-
section (5) of section 23 of the 
Industrial Development Bank 
of India Act, 1964. 

(ii) A copy of the Review (Hindi 
and English versions) by the 
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[ Translation] 

Govemment on the working of 
the Industrial Development 
Bank of India forthe year 1988-
89. [Placed in library. SeeNo. 
LT.-1004190] 

Annual Report and Review on All India 
Handloom Fabrics Marketing Corpora-
tion Society Ltd. Delhi for 1988-89 and of 
National Institute of Fashion Technol-
ogy, New Deihl and Statement re-delay In 

Laying these Papers 

THE MINISTER OF TEXTILES AND 
MINISTER OF FOOD PROCESSING IN-
DUSTRIES (SHRI SHARAD YADAV): I beg 
to lay on the Table; 

(1) (i) A copy of the Annual Report 
(Hindi and English versions) 
of the All India Handloom 
Fabrics Marketing Cooperative 
Society limited, Delhi, for the 
year 1988-89 along with Au-
dited Accounts. 

(ii) A copy of the Review (Hindi 
and English versions) by the 
Government on the working of 
the All India Handloom Fab-
rics Marketing Cooperative 
Society Limited, Delhi, for the 
year 1988-89. [Placed in 
library. See No. L T.-1 005190] 

(2) (i) A copy of the Annual Report 
(Hindi and English versions) 
of the National Institute of 
Fashion Technology, New 
Delhi, for the year 1988-89 
along with Audited Accounts. 

(ii) A copy of the Review (Hindi 
and English versions) by the 
Government on the working of 
the National Institute of Fash-
ion Technology, New Delhi, 
for the year 1988-89. 

(3) A statement (Hindi and English 

[English] 

versions) showing reasons for de-
lay in laying the papers mentioned 
at (2) above. [Placed in library. 
See No. LT-1006l90] 

Annual report of and review on Govlnd 
8allabh Pant Paryavaran Evam Vlkas 
Sansthan, for 1988-89 and statement ra. 

delay In laying these Papers 

THE MINISTER OF ENVIRONMENT 
AND FOREST (SHAI NllAMANI 
AOUTAAY): I beg to lay on the Table: 

(1} (i) A copy of the Annual Report 
(Hindi and English versions) 
of the Govind Ballabh Pant 
Himalaya Paryavaran Evam 
Vikas Sansthan for the year 
1988-89 along with Audited 
Accounts. 

(ii) A copy of the Review (Hindi 
and English versions) by the 
Government on the working of 
the Govind Ballabh Pant 
Himalaya Paryavaran Evam 
Vikas Sansthan for the year 
1988·89. 

(2) A statement (Hindi and English 
versions) showing reasons for de-
lay in laying the papers mentioned 
at (1) above. [Placed in library. 
See No. L T.-1 007/90] 

Annual Report of and review on Institute 
of Constitutional and Parliamentary stud-
ies, New Delhi, for 1988-89 and a state-

ment reo delay in laying these papers 

THE MINISTEROFSTEELANDMINES 
AND MINISTER OF LAW AND JUSTICE 
(SHRI DINESH GOSWAMI): I beg to lay on 
the Table-

(1) (i) A copy of the Annual Report 
(Hindi and English versions) 
ofthe Institute of Constitutional 
and Parliamentary Studies, 
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New Delhi, for the year 1988-
89 along with Audited Ac-
counts. 

(ii) A statement (Hindi and Eng-
lish versions) regarding Re-
view by the Government on 
the working of the Institute of 
Constitutional and Parliamen-
tary Studies, New Delhi, for 
the year 1988-89. 

(2) A statement (Hindi and English 
versions) showing reasons for 
delay in laying the papers men-
tioned at (1) above. [P1aced in 
Library. See No. LT. -1 008/90] 

Statement correcting reply given on 
14.5.1990 to U.S.Q. No. 8472 regarding 
Institute of material science and Life 
Science and Statement reo reasons for 

delay in correcting the reply 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOL-
OGY (PROF. M.G.K. MENON): I beg to lay 
on the Table a statement (Hindi and English 
versions) (i) correcting the reply given on 14 
May, 1990 to Unstarred Question No. 8472 
by Shri Basavapunnaiah Singam, M.P. re-
garding Institutes of Material Science and 
Life Science and (ii) giving reasons for delay 
in correcting the reply. [Placed in Library. 
See No. LT.-1009/90] 

Annual report of and review on Institute 
of Applied Manpower Research, New 

Delhi, for 1988-89 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOL-
OGY (PROF. M.G.K. MENON): On behalf of 
Shri Bhagey Gobardhan, I beg to lay on the 
Table-

(1) A copy of the Annual Report (Hindi 
and English versions) of the Insti-
tute of Applied Manpower Re-
search, new Delhi, for the year 
1988-89 along with Audited Ac-
counts. 

(2) A copy of the Review (Hindi and 

English versions) by the Govern-
ment on the working of the Institute 
of Applied Manpower Research, 
New Delhi, for the year 1988-89. 
[Placed in Library. See No. L T.-
1010/90] 

Notification under Export (Quality Con-
trol and Inspection) Act 1963; Review and 
report of India tea and Restaurants Ltd., 
Bombay, for 1987-88 and a statement re. 
delay in laying these papers; Annual 
report etc. of and review on Tea Board, 
Calcutta for 1988-89 and a statement reo 

delay In laying these papers 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF COMMERCE (SHRI AR-
ANGILSHREEDHARAN): I beg to layonthe 
Table-

(1) A copy each of the following Notifi-
cation (Hindi and English versions) 
under sub-section (3) of section 17 
of the Export (Quality Control and 
Inspection) Act, 1962:-

(i) The Export Inspection Agency 
Death-cum-Retireme nt Gratu-
ity (Amendment) Rules, 1990 
published in Notifications No. 
S.O. 518 in Gazette of India 
dated the 25th February, 1990. 

(ii) The Export Inspection Council 
Death-cum-Retirement Gratu-
ity (Amendment) Rules, 1990 
published in Notification No. 
S.O. 519 in Gazette of India 
dated the 25th February. 1990. 
[Placed in Library. See No. 
L T.-1011190] 

(2) A copy each of the following papers 
(Hindi and English versions) under 
sub-section (1) of section 619A of 
the Companies Act, 1956:-
(i) Review by the Government on 

the working of the India Tea 
and Restaurants Limited. 
Bombay, for the year 1987-88. 

(ii) Annual Report of the India Tea 
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and Restaurants Limited, 
Bombay, for the year 1987-88 
along with Audited Accounts 
and comments of the Comp-
troller and Auditor General 
thereon. 

(3) A statement (Hindi and English 
versions) showing reasons for de-
lay in laying the papers mentioned 
at (2) above.[Placed in Library. See 
No. LT.-1012/90] 

(4) (i) A copy of the Annual Report 
(Hindi and English versions) 
of the Tea Board. Calcutta, for 
the year 1988-89. 

(ii) A copy of the Annual Accounts 
(Hindi and English versions) 
of the Tea Board, Calcutta, for 
the year 1988-89 together with 
Audit Report thereon. 

(iii) A copy of the Review (Hindi 
and English versions) by the 
Government on the working of 
the Tea Board, Calcutta, for 
the year 1988-89. 

(5) A statement (Hindi and English 
versions) showing reasons for de-
lay in laying the papers mentioned 
at (4) above. [Placed in Library. 
See No. LT.-1013/90] 

[ Trans/ation] 

Notification under Central Excises and 
SaH Act 1944, Income Tax Act 1961, 
Customs Act, 1962, Amendment to regu-
lation 22 of Reserve Bank of India Gen-
eral Regulations 1949, Consolidated 
Report of the working of Public Section 
Banks for 1.1.88 to 31.3.89 and annual 
report of and review on Industrial Fi-
nance corporation of India for 1988-89 
and Report of C.A.G. of India for year 
ending 31.3.89-Munlcipal corporation of 

Delhi 

THE MINISTER OF FINANCE (PROF. 
MADHU DANDAVATE): I, on behalf of Shri 
Anil Shastri, beg to Jay on the Table:-

(1 ) 
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A copy each of the following Notifi-
cations (Hindi and English versions) 
under sub-section (2) of section 38 
of the Central Excises and Salt Ad, 
1944:-

(i) G.S.A. 797(E) published in 
Gazette of India dated the 31 st 
August, 1989 together with an 
explanatory memorandum re-
garding payment of duties of 
Excise on the Steel Bead Wire 
Rings used in the manufac-
ture of Cycle/Cycle Rikshaw 
tyres. 

(ii) G.S.A. 950(E) published in 
Gazette of India dated the 1 st 
November, 1989togetherwith 
an explanatory memorandum 
regarding duty of Excise on 
parts of Stationary Battries for 
manufactu ring/assembly of 
complete Stationary Batteries 
at site which was not being 
levied prior to 8th May, 1984. 

(iii) G.S.A. 1018(E) published in 
Gazette of India dated the 20th 
November I 1989 together with 
an explanatory memorandum 
regarding duty of excises on 
building materials manufac-
tured at the site of construction 
of building for use at such site. 

{iv} G.S.A. 418(E) published in 
Gazette of India dated the 30th 
March, 1990 together with an 
explanatory memorandum 
making certain amendments 
to Notification No. 162186-CE 
dated the 1 st March, 1986 so 
as to insert S. No. 17 A in the 
proviso thereto. 

(v) G.S.A. 433(E) published in 
Gazette of India dated the 2nd 
April, 1990 together with an 
explanatory memorandum 
making certain amendments 
to the Notification No.175/86-
CE Dated the 1 st March. 1986 
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so as to specify a ceiling of 
rupees fifty five lakhs for clear-
ances of specified goods at 
concessional rate of duty 
mentioned in the said notifica-
tion. 

(vi) The Central Excise (Second 
Amendment) Rules, 1990 
published in Notification No. 
G.S.R. 440(E) in Gazette of 
India dated the 9th April, 1990. 

(vii) The Central Excise (Third 
Amendment) Rules, 1990 
Published in Notification No. 
G.S.R. 441 (E) in Gazette of 
India dated the 9th April, 1990. 

(viii) G.S.R. 393(E) published in 
Gazette of India dated the 23rd 
March; 1990 together with an 
explanatory memorandum 
seeking to exempt air-guns air-
rifles and air-pistols from the 
whole of the duty of excise 
leviable thereon. 

(ix) G.S.R. 394(E) published in 
Gazette of India dated the 23rd 
March, 1990 together with an 
explanatory memorandum 
making certain amendments 
to Notification No. 47/90-CE 
dated the 20th March, 1990 so 
as to prescribe a concessional 
rate of basic excise duty of Rs. 
8.50 per kg. on nylon filament 
yarn above 750 deniers with-
out any end-use condition. 
[Placed in Library See No. L T-
1014/90] 

(2) A copy each of the following Notifi-
cations (Hindi and English versions) 
under section 296 of the Income-
tax Act, 1961:-

(i) The Income-tax (Eighth 
Amendment) Rules, 1990 
published in Notification No. 
5.0. 269(E) in Gazette of India 

dated the 29th March, 1990. 

(ii) The Income-tax (Ninth Amend-
ment) Rules, 1990 published 
in Notification No. S.D. 319(E) 
in Gazette of India dated the 
11 th April, 1990. 

(iii) The Income-tax (Tenth 
Amendment) Rules, 1990 
published in Notification No. 
5.0. 325(E) in Gazette of India 
dated the 12th April, 1990. 

(iv) The Income-tax (Eleventh 
Amendment) Rules, 1990 
Published in Notification No. 
S.D. 354(E) in Gazette of India 
dated the 26th April, 1990. 
[Placed in Library. See No. 
LT.-1015190] 

(3) A copy each of the following Notifi-
cations (Hindi and English versions) 
under section 159 of the Customs 
Act, 1962:-

(i) G.S.R.246(E)toG.S.R.386(E) 
published in Gazette of India 
dated the 20th March, 1990to-
gether with an explanatory 
memorandum regarding Cus-
toms Duty changes and ex-
emptions in the context of 
Budget proposals pertaining 
to Indirect Taxes announced 
by the Finance Minister in Lok 
Sabha on the 19th March, 
1990. 

(ii) G.S.R. 388(E) published in 
Gazette of Indiadatedthe21 st 
March, 1990 together with an 
explanatory memorandum 
making certain amendments 
to the Notification No. 144/90-
Cus., dated the 20th March. 
1990 so as to delete redun-
dant entry. 

(iii) G.S.R. 396(E) published in 
Gazette of India dated the 26th 
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March, 1990 together with an 
explanatory memorandum 
making certain amendments 
to Notification no. 49/90-Cus., 
dated the 20th March, 1990 so 
as to prescribe basic customs 
of 100 per cent on all items 
other than polysulphones. 

(iv) G.S.R. 400(E) published in 
Gazette of India dated the 27th 
March, 1990 together with an 
explanatory memorandum 
making certain amendments 
to Notification No. 137/80-
Cus., dated the 20th March , 
1990 so as to permit two more. 
specified items at a conces-
sional rate of 25 per cent ad 
valorem for passengers avail-
ing concessions. 

(v) The Baggage (Amendment) 
Rules, 1990 published in Noti-
fication No. G.S.R. 401 (E) in 
Gazette of Indiadatedthe27th 
March, 1990 together with an 
explanatory memorandum. 

(vi) The Transfer of Residence 
(Amendment) Rules, 1990 
published in Notification No. 
G.S.R. 402(E) in Gazette of 
India dated the 27th March, 
1990 together with an explana-
tory memorandum. 

(vii) S.O. 260(E) published in 
Gazette of India dated the 27th 
March, 1990 together with an 
explanatory memorandum 
regarding revised rates of ex-
change for conversion of cer-
tain foreign currencies into 
indian currency or vice-versa. 

(viii) G.S.R. 405(E) and G.S.R. 
406(E) published in Gazette 
of India dated the 28th March, 
1990 together with an explana-
tory memorandum seeking to 
exempt goods temporarily 
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imported under AT A Camet 
for display or use in exhibi-
tions, fairs, meetings and simi-
lar events from the whole of 
the basic, additional and aux-
iliary duties of customs. 

(ix) G.S.R. 419(E) and G.S.R. 
420(E) published in Gazette 
of India dated the 30th March, 
1990 together with an explana-
tory memorandum seeking to 
exempt raw materials and 
components when imported for 
manufactureof specified prod-
ucts for supply to hundred per 
cent export oriented undertak-
ings or free trade zones from 
the whole of the basic, addi-
tional and auxiliary duties of 
Customs. 

(x) G.S.R. 421 (E) published in 
Gazette of India dated the 30th 
March, 1990 together with an 
explanatory memorandum 
making certain amendments 
to notification No. 137/90-Cus., 
dated the 20th March, 1990. 

(xi) G.S.R. 422(E) published in 
Gazette of India dated the 30th 
March, 1990 together with an 
explanatory memorandum re-
garding exemption to goods 
imported into India against an 
advance Licence from the 
whole of the basic and addi-
tional duties of Customs levi-
able -thereon. 

(xii) G.S.R. 423(E) published in 
Gazette of India dated the 30th 
March, 1990 together with an 
explanatory memorandum re-
garding exemption to goods 
imported into India against a 
Blanket Advance Licence from 
the whole of the basic and 
additional duties of Customs 
leviable thereon. 
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(4) 

(xii) G.S.R. 424(E) published in 
Gazette of India dated the 30th 
March, 1990 together with an 
explanatory memorandum 
making certain amendments 
to the Notification No. 140190-
Cus., dated the 20th March, 
1990. [Placed in Library See 
No. LT-1016/90] 

I, 
A copy of an amendment to Regu-
lation 22 of Reserve bank Of India 
General Regulations, 1949 (Hindi 
and English versions) published in 
Gazette of India dated the 22nd 
April, 1989 under sub-section (4) of 
section 58 of the Reserve Bank of 
India Act, 1934. [Placed in Library. 
See No. LT-1017/90] 

(5) A copy of the Consolidated Report 
(Hindi and English versions) of the 
working of the Public Sector Banks 
for the period from the 1 st January, 
1988 to 31 st March, 1989. [Placed 
in Library. See No. LT-1018190] 

(6) (i) A copy of the Annual Report 
(Hindi and English versions) 
of the Industrial Finance Cor-
poration of India for the year 
1988-89 along with the state-
ment showing the Assets and 
Liabilities and Profit and Loss 
Accounts of the Corporation 
under sub-section (3) of sec-
tion 35 of the Industrial Finance 
Corporation Act. 1948. 

(ii) A copy of the Review (Hindi 
and English versions) by the 
Government on the working of 
the Industrial Finance Corpo-
ration of India forthe year 1988-
89. [Placed in Library. See No. 
LT-1019/90) 

(7) A copy of the Report (Hin~i and 
English versions) of the Comptrol-
ler and Auditor General of India for 
the year ended the 31 st March, 
1989 (No. 4 of 1990)-Municipal 

Corporation of Delhi under article 
151 (1) of the Constitution. [Placed 
in Library. See No. L T -1020190] 

11.03 hrs. 

MESSAGE FROM RAJYA SABHA 

[English] 

SECRETARY -GENERAL: Sir, I have to 
report the following message received from 
the Secretary-General of Rajya Sabha:-

'I am directed to inform the Lok Sabha 
that the Rajya Sabha at its sitting held 
on Monday, the 14th May, 1990, adopted 
the following motion in regard to the 
Joint Committee on Offices of Profit:-

"That this House concurs in the rec-
ommendation of the Lok Sabha that a 
Joint Committee of the Houses to be 
called the Joint Committee on Offices 
of Profit be constituted for the pur-
poses set out in the motion adopted 
by the Lok Sabha at its sitting held on 
the 23rd March, 1990, and resolves 
that this House do join in the said 
Joint Committee and proceed to elect, 
in accordance with the system of 
proportional representation by means 
of the single transferable vote, five 
members from among the members 
of the House to serve on the said Joint 
Committee. " 

2. I am further to inform the Lok Sabha 
that in pursuance of the above motion, the 
following members of the Rajya Sabha have 
been duly elected to the said Committee:-

1. Sardar Jagjit Singh Aurora 

2. Shri Anand Prakash Gautam 

3. 
4. 

5. 

Shri Talari Prakash Manohar 

Shri Makhan Lal Fotedar 

Shri Sontosh Kumar Sahu. 
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11.04 hrs. 

COMMITIEE OF PARLIAMENT ON THE 
PENDING MATTER OF THE SCALE OF 
PAY AND CONNECTED MATTERS IN 
RESPECT OF THE SECRETARIES-GEN-

ERAL OF HOUSE OF PARLIAMENT 

Report 

[English] 

SECRETARY-GENERAL: I beg to lay 
on the Table a copy of the Report of the 
Committee of Parliament on the pending 
matter of the scale of pay and connected 
matters in respect of the Secretaries-Gen-
eral of Rajya Sabha and Lok Sabha. 

SHRI NIRMAL KANTI CHATTERJEE 
(Dumdum): Mr. Speaker, now the report of 
the Committee under item 00. 10 has been 
laid on the Table of the house. h is most 
unfortunate that many Parties and Groups 
have not been consulted. The matter of 
Secretary-General's emoluments is the 
concern of the entire Parliament. It brings in 
and involves the prestige of Parliament in 
relation to other services in the country. We 
are not aware, nor are many of the Groups in 
the House aware of this. What we want is, 
before the report is implemented, this should 
be intimated to all Members of different 
Parties/Groups (Interruptions) 

MR. SPEAKE R: The Secretariat cannot 
be discussed here. 

( Interruptions) 

11.41/2 hrs. 

COMMITTEE ON PRIVATE MEMBER'S 
BILLS AND RESOLUTIONS 

Minutes 

[English] 

SHRt SHIVRAJ V. PATIL (Latur): I beg 
to lay on the Table Minutes (Hindi and Eng-
I:sh versions) of the First to Sixth Sitting of 
the Committee on Private Members' Bills 
and Resolutions held during the current 
session. 

[Eng/ish] 

MR. SPEAKER: Shri Babanrao Dhakne. 

Shri A. Charles. 

(Interruptions) 

PROF. SAIF-UO-DIN: SOZ (Baramulla): 
Sir, I have to say something very important 
abut the statement of the Home Minister. 

MR. SPEAKER: I will come to you. 

SHRI VASANTSATHE (Wardha): Sir,l 
would like to raise with your permission a 
very important matter relating to the deterio-
ration of conditions in Punjab. Only the other 
day, we learnt that once again in the Golden 
Temple, people have gone in with arms. All 
the holocaust and catastrophe in Punjab 
mainly began by converting the Gurudawaras 
into fortresses, if you remember. Armed 
people go inside and build up so called 
castles there, from where then the attacks on 
the people outside get launched and , the 
most sophisticated arms being collected. 
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I do not know what is the policy of the 
GovernmElnt. Do they want the reversal of 
the entire process? Is the surrender so 
complete that openly the leaders of pro-
Khalistan elements can go in with arms-as 
we saw even from the photographs-and 
the police just stand by? I would really like to 
know from the Government because the 
whole country will be concerned now. If this 
is what is going to happen under your very 
nose, 'then what kind of progress or develop-
ment or normalisation can be expected? 
You are just now saying that you are going to 
work towards elections in Punjab. 

I would like to know from the Govern-
ment what is their attitude. What measures 
are they taking? Will they ensure and prcm-
ise the country that they will not allow the 
Gurudwaras to be converted into such for-
tresses filled with arms and will you see to it 
that people are not there with arms? Except 
the traditional sword that is allowed, nothing 
else should be allowed to be taken. No arms 
should be allowed to be taken into Gu-
rudwaras and temples. I would like to know 
the attitude of the Government. 

SHRI DINESH SINGH (Pratapgarh): Mr. 
Speaker, Sir with your permission I would 
like to raise two very important matters this 
morning. The first relates to the situation in 
Sindh in Pakistan. As you would have seen 
In the newspapers today, in the firing that 
has been going on there, 82 people had 
been killed including a large number of 
women who were demonstrating with Quran 
Sharif on their heads. More than 300 people 
have been injured. We do not wish to inter-
fere in the internal affairs of Pakistan. But, 
this is a matter which is of some concern 
because it happened right on our door step. 
These are the people who were misled at the 
very beginning when Pakistan was consti-
tuted into believing the two-nation theory 
and who had gone to Pakistan with hopes 
that had been generated in the two-nation 
theory and having gone there, are now in 
such a positicn that instead of being accom-
modated and given a decent life, they are 
being fired upon and shot at. We are con-
cerned that unless Pakistan does something 

to find a peaceful solution, we may have a ·Iot 
of trouble on our hands, the refugees and 
others. And therefore without wishing to inter-
fere in the internal affairs of Pakistan, we 
would wish to draw the attention of the 
Government and through this House of the 
people that a peaceful solution should be 
found to this problem. 

The second matter that I wish to rais€ :s 
concerning the functioning of this House 
now in its extended term. It has been a 
position taken by us and at the very begin-
ning the Leader of the Opposition had made 
it known in this House, that it is our intention 
to give constructive cooperation to the Gov-
ernment in the functioning of this House and, 
also you would have noticed it has been our 
endeavour to do so and, as a result, a 
number of Bills have been passed in this 
House as well as in the other House with full 
cooperations from us. 

SHRI NIRMAL KANTI CHATTERJEE 
(Dumdum): Even without discussion an 
important Bill like the Finance Bill was passed. 
( Interruptions) 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: Yes. The sitJ-
ation is that on the one hand, the Govern-
ment wishes to seek our cooperation in the 
bUSiness of this House, or'! the other hand, 
they take every occasion to try to have 
insinuations thrown at us b 1sed on half truths. 
From the very beginning, if you remember, 
from the Address of the President In this 
House, we have been asking the Govern-
ment for certain papers to be placed on the 
Table of the House. These papers are in the 
possession of the Government. There is no 
difficulty in placing them on the Table of the 
House. Then the country and the world will 
know what the truth is. If those papers 
contain names or allegations or anything 
about us, we would wish to see andearly 
implementation of any judicial or other proc-
ess that the Government may wish to take. H 
our names do not come, if the names of 
people sitting on the other side come, then 
also we would wish to see that there is earlv 
implementation of whatever action the Gov-
ernment proposes to take. But this kind of 
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suspended insinuations is neither good for 
the democratic functioning of the country 
nor for the relationship between the opposi-
tion and the Government. And therefore, we 
have been pleading with the Government 
that whether it is papers connected with the 
Bofors, whether ,it is papers connected with 
the Airbus, whether it is terms of reference of 
inquiry on Meham, these papers must be 
placed on the Table of the House. If these 
papers are not placed on the Table of the 
House, the' Government can hardly expect 
cooperation from us in the passing of the 
Bills that they propose to bring in the House. 
Therefore, I should like to mention very cate-
gorically that the cooperation can be that 
only if both sides cooperate. It cannot be an 
expectation from one side without taking into 
account the demands and the requests of 
the other side. Therefore, if the Government 
wish that we participate in this extended 
term and assist them in the passing of the 
Bills, then these papers must be immedi-
ately placed on the Table of 1he House. We 
have already .given four days notice to the 
Government. There is no difficulty in collect-
ing these papers. But if they are not placed 
in all humility, I would like to mention to the 
House that they would force us not to coop-
erate with them in the passing of these Bills. 
( Inte"uptions) 

[ Translation} 

SHRI L.K. ADVANI (New Delhi): Mr. 
Speaker, Sir, I being perhaps the only Sindhi 
Speaking person in the house, confirm Shri 
Dinesh Singh's assertion that the develop-
ments of Sindhi are very serious. 

MR. SPEAKER : Mr. Advani, Sindhi 
Language is included its in the VI 11th Sched-
ule of the Constitution, in that way all of us 
are related to Sindhi Language. 

SHRI L.K. ADVANI: I know that all of us 
had contributed in the Inclusion of Sindhi in 
the Vllth Schedule. The Government of India 
or India would not like to interfere in the 
internal affairs of Pakistan. But we have to 

keep in view that the developments of Bang-
ladesh had greatly affected our country and 
ultimately we had to inv.olve ourselves ac-
tively there. The happenings of Sindh indi-
cate that due to its internal problems, Paki-
stan is mt2ddling in our Kashmir and Punjab 
affairs. The Situation is explosive to such 
extent that within a day 120 persons were 
killed in Sindh which is a small province. The 
developments in Sindh may have greater 
impact in our adjoining regions of Rajasthan 
and Katch and inthe whole of our country. So 
we have to be very cautious in our approach. 
At the same time India shall continue its 
diplomatic efforts to compel Pakistan to 
prevent if from interfering into the affairs. 
Kashmir and Punjab. We should give a hint 
as well as a warning to the rulers of Pakistan 
to refrain from indulging in his adventurism 
and making our internal affairs an interna-
tional issue to cover up its internal problems. 

Secondly, I want to say that the Govern-
ment, should apprise in the Parliament of the 
situation that has been prevailing Punjab 
during the last 6 months. In 1984 a white 
Paper on Punjab was issued. Thereafter, 
there has been many incidents. I am very 
sorry to say that the migration which has now 
begun in Punjab also is a sign of deteriora-
tion of the situation. The Government should 
inform the House of all the facts abut Punjab. 
In the last few days the situation has further 
deteriorated because of the frequent cases 
of kid-napping and ransom. I think, these 
incidents are more disturbing than that cases 
of murder and violence. 

Last week, I myseH visited Abohar and 
met the people of that small T ehsil lira. The 
people from there came to meet me. They 
told me that within a month ransoms of about 
rupees one and half crore to two crores had 
been paid to secure release of kidnapped 
persons in that T ehsil. These are the serious 
situations prevailing there. the Government 
should take the Parliament into confidence 
and bring out a second white-paper which 
should indicate the facts not mentioned in 
the fresh White-paper and also details how 
Pakistan is interfe.ring in Kashmir. 
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SHRI DASAI CHOWDHARY (Rosera): 
Mr. Speaker. Sir, I associate myself with 
what has been said by Shri Dinesh Singh Ji 
and Shri Advani Ji about Sindh our country 
has always been the staunch supporter of 
democracy. We have always supported the 
movement for democracy in every part of the 
world. Sir, in the Sindh Provnce of Pakistan 
a struggle for restoration of democracy has 
been fur going on four sevt:!ral months. The 
Paki~tani Government is bent upon to Gush 
the movement which is being piloted by 
Muhazir-Kaumi-Movement under the lead-
ership of Shri Gulam Mustaba Jatoi who is 
the leader of the united opposition Party. As 
our leaders has said in Karachi and Hydera-
bad water and electricity supply has been 
discontinued for 13 days. The local Maullavi 
through the Mike announced that people 
have come in street to lodge their protest 
when the people came out on the road in 
protest. they were crushed by the Army. The 
Army Killed 135 persons and injured more 
than 300 persons. 

I, therefore, want say that it is our moral 
duty to support the movement for the resto-
ration of democracy being launched there 
and we denounce the efforts of the govern-
ment of Pakistan to crush the movement. 

[English] 

THE MIN ISTER OF INFORMATION 
AND BROADCASTING AND MINISTER OF 
PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS (SHRI P. 
UPENDRA): Sir, hon. Member, Shri Dinesh 
Singh has raised a number of issues. First 
thing, we have not made any insinuation 
about their cooperation or functioning in this 
House. We arp grateful to whatever coop-
eration they are giving-sometimes construc-
tive, sometimes otherwise. 

SHRI ZULFIQUAR ALI KHAN (Ram-
pur): Again an insinuation. 

SHRI P. UPENDRA: Statement of fact. 
Sir, we had a meeting of the leaders of all 
parties last week. In that meeting we decided 
on the business to be taken up this week. In 
the meeting, the leaders of the Congress (I) 

raised the question of placing some docu-
ments on the Table of the House which they 
demanded earlier. And we promised that 
whatever papers haveto be placed or can be 
placed, the Government will place them 
before the end of the session, that is, before 
the end of thjs week. Particularly they men-
tioned documents relating to the Bofors deal, 
the Airbus deal and the terms of reference of 
the inquiry into the Meham inciqent. All the 
three are engaging the attention of the 
Government. The Cabinet is taking a view 
today and tomorrow and, as promised by the 
Government, we will try to place whatever 
documents can be placed before the end of 
the session. 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: In this connec-
tion, Sir, this ambiguous statement made by 
the Ministerfor Parliamentary Affairs is what 
causes concern. He Says: "whatever papers 
have to be placed and whatever can be 
placed." That means, he will select what 
papers can be placed. This is what our 
objection is about. We want all papers to be 
placed so that he does not play around with 
that. (Interruptions) It is this kind of conceal-
ing certain papers that shows the intentions 
of the Government. (interruptions) 

I would then suggest to the hon. Minister 
for Parliamentary Affairs that he mIght post-
pone voting on these Bills till he has taken a 
decision, if he desires our cooperation on 
them. If he does not desire our cooperation, 
it is a different matter. But then the responsi-
bility for the Bills passing or not passing will 
be his, not ours. 

SHRI SOMNATH CHATTERJEE 
(Bolpur): Sir, so far as items 16 and 17 in 
today's list of business are concerned, one 
deals with the Amendment of the Constitu-
tion relating to the Scheduled Castes aod 
Scheduled Tribes Commission-statutory 
powers to be given-and the other relating to 
land reforms. 

I would like to know from Mr. Dinesh 
Singh whether his party, with or without the 
papers being laid on the Table, is going to 
support or oppose the Bills. Let them decide 
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whether they are going to oppose the Bills. 
We insist that these Bills should bA taken up 
by this House. These are two important Bills. 
They should be non-controversial Bills. These 
cannot be matters of a quid pro quo. These 
are types of Bills which cannot be a subject-
matter of a bargain. In the name of so-called 
constructive opposition, they cannot hold 
the country to ransom. 

( Interruptions) 

SHRIMATI GEETA MUKHERJEE 
(Panskura): While appreciating the demand 
for laying Bofors Papers on the Table, I 
would like to appeal to the Congress Party 
not to make that a pre-condltion to the pass-
ing of these Bills. (Interruptions) These are 
such Constitution (Amendment) Bills to which 
they are also committed. Therefore, I make 
an appeal that these two Bills be passed with 
the requisite majority. 

( Interruptions) 

SHRI BASUDEB ACHARIA (Bankura): 
This shows the intention and motive of the 
Congress (I) Party. (Interruptions) They are 
demanding a pre-condition for passing two 
important Constitution (Amendment) Bills. 
The Bill to include land reforms in the Ninth 
Schedule is an important one. This Bill also 
gives statutory power to Scheduled Castes 
and Scheduled Tnbes Commission. As stated 
by the Parliamentary Affairs Minlsh~'. Gov-
ernment will place all the papers ... (lntt~rrup
tions)... We know that they will place all the 
relevant papers on the Table of the House ... 
(Interruptions) ... But you should not bring 
this issue in the way of passing these two 
Bills, one of which is regarding land reforms. 
Is it that you do not want the Land Reforms 
Bill to be passed or you do not want to give 
statutory power to the Scheduled Castes 
and Scheduled Tribes Commission? Kindly 
inform about this to the House. 

PROF. N.G. RANGA (Guntur): This is 
just like holding a sword at my throat and 
then asking me to give my reply. Here are the 

Bills which we ourselves were anxious to 
pass. It has so happened so that they have 
come in now. Do they want to hold us to 
ransom? Here are the papers about which 
we have been worried, troubled and pained 
for three years. I do not speak only for 
myself. I myself have been anxious, more 
than others, to know the truth, the whole 
truth ... (Interruptions) .,. Mr. Speaker Sir, I 
went out of my way-Let me take the House 
into confidence-to ask the highest man 
concerned in our party, in our Government 
to assure me that there was nothing wrong 
on our Side and I was given that assurance 
which I accepted. But nevertheless, they 
have been saying 'something is there' and 
my conscience had Deen at great pain. Now, 
we want all the papers to be laid on the Table 
of the House. Why is it that they wantto keep 
them? Still people of this country are won-
dering as to whether there is something 
wrong because masses behind us are under 
the impression that we have done some-
thing terribly wrong. Is it not tha time that we 
should face the truth, the whole truth, noth-
ing but the truth? Is it wrong of us to say this? 
And, we are giving all our cooperation. They 
have no other right except the right of de-
mocracy and our attachment to it. Other-
wise, could this minority Government be 
there? Since we are devoted to democracy, 
we are supporting them. And they want to do 
it this way-holding us to ransom? It does not 
lie in the mouth of my friends in their new 
enthusiasm for democracy to say like this .... 
(Interruptions} ... Here is the son of a friend 
of mine. 

SHRI SOMNATH CHATIERJEE: 
Nostalgia is good but it does not h~lp us 
today. (Interruptions) 

PROF. N.G. RANGA: I want the truth, 
the whole truth. Let the papers be placed on 
the table of the House. Is it wrong on our part 
to ask for that? Should they not cooperate 
with me, the oldest democrat in this House? 
We are asking for all the papers. You are the 
custodian of our rights .... (interruptions). It is 
their elementary duty to respond to our 
demand. We have been waiting for all these 
years and we have been cooperating with 
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them. We are at the fag end of the session 
and we are going beyond the date that they 
themselves fixed for this session. We are 
asking them for the papers. Please for God's 
sake, let us clear the conscience of the 
people and place the papers on the Table of 
the House. Should they not cooperate with 
us? From their cooperators, their allies and 
themselves, can we not expect this much of 
minimum cooperation? That is all I have to 
say. 

SHRI CHinA BASU (Barasat): Sir, I 
quite appreciate the concern of Shri Dinesh 
Singh and our great leader, Prof. Ranga to 
know the truth and the whole truth. Yes, in 
earlier years we had also been demanding to 
know the truth. 

We have listened to the Government's 
position in this regard. Government wants to 
place before the House the relevant docu-
ments .... (Interruptions) But Sir, I am aston-
ished to see that now these Congress lead-
ers have taken recourse to hold the entire 
agricultural labour and peasantry of our 
country to ransom by not agreeing to coop-
erate with the Government to pass these two 
Bills. The agricultural workers number about 
ten era res in our country. They expect that 
the land reforms should be implemented and 
implemented as speedily as possible. This IS 

not the Time for me to emphasise the impor-
tance of the land reforms. They have failed in 
a very dismal manner for the last four dec-
ades in this respect and now when the people 
of our country, particularly the peasantry and 
agricultural workers want that the land re-
forms should be implemented expeditiously, 
they want to hold the entire agricultural 
workers .:md peasantry to ransom. The 
country would like to know what position they 
have taken in this respect. 

So far as the scheduled castes and 
scheduled tribes are concerned, they are 
having a statutory right to get their griev-
ances redressed and the-Government want 
to pass these very important measures which 
they have broughtforward before the House. 
I would appeal to them in the name of the 
people ofourcountry, in the name of millions 

of agricultural workers and scheduled castes 
and scheduled tribes that they should agree 
to pass these two Constitution Amendment 
Bills at least. At the same time, they should 
continue their fight for getting the truth and 
we shall also be with them in the matter of 
getting the truth. We also want that the 
corruption should be checked at the high 
places and it should not be encouraged and 
must be brought to light. 

I therefore, request my friends to coop-
erate so that these two Bills are passed .... 
( Interruptions) 

SHRI NANI BHAnARCHARYA (Ber-
hampore): In the all party leaders meeting-
I also had the privilege of attending that 
meeting--S/Shri Singh, Sathe and Kumar-
mangalam were also there. The leaders of 
the Congress Party were also there and 
there was a sort of understanding where it 
was said that the papers will be laid on the 
Table of the House. It is a matter of common 
sense that not all papers-papers which are 
likely to infringe the defence question, the 
security of the country cannot be made public. 
Papers sufficient to reveal truth regarding 
corruption and corrupt practices-are rele-
vant and can be laid on the Table of the 
House. 

SHRI P.R. KUMARMANGALAM (Sa-
lem): What is relevance? You please define 
relevance because last time they said rele-
vance has no relevance. 

SHRI NANI BHATTACHARYA: So, the 
understanding was that all the relevant papers 
will be laid on the Table of the House may be 
on the first day orthe last day of the Session. 
Now, it is surprising that these gentlemen 
are going back on their understanding and 
on their assurance. 

SHRI P.R. KUMARMANGALAM: We 
are not going back on any assurance. 

SHRI NANI BHATTACHARYA: Sir, it is 
surprising that they have put a pre-condition 
to extend their support to the Constitutional 
(Amendment) Bills. let these gentleman. 
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You tell the people of the country that they 
are opposing the constitutional amendment 
bill which is intended to safeguard the inter-
est of the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes. Similarly, let them also tell the people 
that they don't want to safeguard the inter-
ests of the poor peasants by giving the 
constitutional authority to the land laws. 

PROF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ (Baramulla): I 
can suggest a compromise formula. 

SHRI NAN. BHATTACHARYA: The 
Constitutional (Amendment) Bill makes it 
obligatory on the part of the State Govern-
ments to implement the provisions of the 
relevant clauses. So, I request Mr. Sathe, 
Mr. Singh and others to see things, to go 
deep int the affairs. 

SHRI P.R. KUMARMANGALAM: Yes, 
we want to go deep. 

SHRI NANI BHAlTACHARYA: There 
are papers whICh reveal the corrupt prac-
tices at the high level. The understanding 
was that they should be placed on the Table 
of the House. 

SHRI P. UPENDRA: Sir, hon. Shri Di-
nesh Singh, for whom I have great respect, 
obviated the need to call for any insinuatin. 
He made it so plain and crude, but... 

SHRI SOMNATH CHATTERJEE: But 
soberly. That is his qualification. 

THE MINISTER OF INFORMATION 
AND BROADCASTING AND MINISTER OF 
PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS (SHRI P. 
UPENDRA): Sir, I can understand if the 
Opposition takes exception to the passing of 
the Bills if the papers are related to the bills. 
They have nothing to do with the bills under 
consideration. They are absolutely different 
papers, not related to the bills. I don't know 
why they are linking up the laying of the 
papers with these bills which are very 
momentous bills and for which we have been 
waiting for a long time. People of this country 

particularly the Scheduled Castes and Sched-
uled Tribes and the land less workers are 
waiting for these bilts. They also raised the 
question of papers. They have taken excep-
tion to my adjectives. Sir, they have been in 
the Government for decades and they have 
rendered an invaluable service to the nation. 
They should understand which papers are to 
be laid on the Table of the House; what can 
be disclosed and what cannot be discloSed 
and also the practical difficulties. I can only 
take two examples. For example, the terms 
of reference of the Supreme Court inquiry. 
As you know, the Chief Justice of 1ndia has 
to be approached for his approval to name 
the Judge. An approach has already been 
made. We are waiting for a reply from the 
Chief Justice of India. As soon as we re-
ceive, it will be laid as well as the terms of 
reference will be announced simultaneously. 

As regards the Bofors' documents, we 
have received the unpublished report. Again, 
it requires the approval or concurrence of the 
Government of Sweden to make it public. An 
approach has already been made to the 
Government of Sweden also to make it public. 
I have given two examples of these practical 
difficulties orthe practical problems involved 
in laying. Her&, we are expediting it. We 
stand by our promise. I told them that before 
this Session ends, whatever papers can be 
laid, we will lay them. That is exactly what I 
said. I will stand by that. (Interruptions) 

SHRI KHEMCHANDBHAI SOMABHAI 
CHAVDA (Patan): Mr. Speaker, Sir, please 
allow me to say something. We are con-
cerned with the Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes. Items number 15,16 and 
17, all these three items relate to Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled Tribes. Please allow 
me to say something ... (Interruptions) 

[ Translation] 

MR. SPEAKER: Mr. Chavda, please 
take your seat. 

[english] 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: Mr. Speaker, 
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Sir. hon. Member. Shri Somnath Chatterjee 
had made a reference to me. I hold Shri 
Somnath Chatterjee with great respect. 

i Translation] 

MR. SPEAKER: You are making a per-
sonnel explanation. 

SHAI DINESH SINGH: Both, Sir. 
I, 

[English] 

SHAI SOMNATH CHATTERJEE: I said, 
he is a very sober person. He is a mis-fit 
there. 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: I have watched 
his performance when he used to sit on this 
side of the House. But something has 
changed very much in this transformation 
that has happened, that is, when he crossed 
the floor. I am sorry that in this request of 
ours to place the papers on the Table of the 
House for a very specific reason he is trying 
to mix it with various issues to give an im-
pression that we are not interested in those 
issues. I am sorry that Somnathji has raised 
the issue of Scheduled Castes and Sched-
uled Tribes. He knows very well that much 
before his party came into existence in the 
world. the Congress Party. underthe leader-
ship of Mahatma Gandhi, had been fighting 
for the rights of the Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes. (Interruptions) 

MR. SPEAKER: Please order. 

Please sit down. 

[ Translation] 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: Now, there are 
many so called supporters of the Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled Tribes. But I remem-
ber those days that if you sat and ate with the 
members of the scheduled castes, you were 
thrown out of your caste and community. It 
was then that Congress was struggling. h is 
very much easy now to sit in a restaurant and 
eat with somebody from the scheduled 

castes. (Interruptions) All that I am trying to 
say is that, it is not our intention ... (Interrup-
tions) 

[ Translation] 

SHRI DAU DAYAL JOSHI (Kota): That 
congress is dead. 

(Interruptions) 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: All that I am 
saying is that, we are equally interested in 
seeing that these Bills are passed. That is 
why, we are suggesting to the han. Minister 
for Parliamentary Affairs that he should fa-
cilitate the passing of these Bills. h is not that 
we are asking for these papers only from 
yesterday or today, we have asked for them 
three months ago. Does it take the Govern-
ment three months to collect these papers? 
h is their intention of not parting with these 
papers or placing them on the Table of the 
House that is creating concern in our minds. 
They want purposely to create a wrong 
impression in the country that they have 
certain materials and that they will not share 
them with the House. h only shows that they 
do not have any worthwhile case and they 
want to keep this charge going merely to 
gain a political advantage. And it is not our 
intention to permit them to gain this political 
advantage. I have great regard and affection 
for Mr. Upendra, but I see that he has begun 
to perform like his leader who combines 
many roles in one film. (Interruptions) 

SHRI VASANT SATHE: Krishna, 
Duryodhan and Kama-all in one. (Interrup-
tions) 

SHRI DINESH SINGH: Sir,"ewastrying 
to do the same thing in the House. 1 would 
beg of him to remain Mr. Upendra, and notto 
perform various other roles that afe being 
unfortunately thrust upon him. I can only 
assure him that it is our intention to assistthis 
House in passing this Bill; but we have 
limitations and difficulties on this also. (Inter-
ruptions) 
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[ Translation] 

MR. SPEAKER: Please take your seat 
there is unaminity about SCIST. 

( Inte"uptions) 

MR. SPEAKER: Mr. Chavda, Please sit 
down. We are already discussing what you 
are refferring to. 

SHRI SAIFUDDIN CHOUDHURY: I 
have only one suggestion to make on what 
the hon. Minister Mr. Upendra said. He has 
said that Government has written to the 
Swedish Government for disclosing the 
contents of the Audit Bureau Report, which 
was not published. I wish them success in 
their persuasion with the Swedish Govern-
ment. H they fail, then without bothering 
about what the Swedish Government is 
saYing, they should come out openly with 
facts. 

[ Translation] 

SHRI RAMASHRAY PRASAD SINGH 
(Jahanabad): Mr. Speaker, Sir, I am on a 
point of order. 

MR. SPEAKER: What is your point of 
order? Mr. Soz, please take your seat. He 
has raised a point of order. 

SHRI RAMASHRAY PRASAD SINGH: 
Sir, my point of order is that just now the 
learned Member Shri Dinesh Singh has said 
that his party had been struggling for the 
welfare of the Scheduled Castes and Sched-
uled Tribes from the very beginning even 
when the Communist Party was not in exis-
tence. I would like to remind the han. Mem-
ber about Jawa~arlal's book. "A Glimpse of 
World His,.,y' in which he has written that 
the Revolution of 1917 under the leadership 
of Lenin is a beacon for the poor and the 
down-tro.dden of the whole world and that it 
was proving to be very helpful in the Free-
dom-struggle of India. (lnte"uptions) 

MR. SPEAKER: This is not a point of 
order. Please take your seat. 

(English] 

PROF. SAIF-UD-DIN SOZ (Baramulla): 
Sir. the Home Minister is not here; and my 
privilege is involved. 

[Translation] 

MR. SPEAKER: There is no question of 
privilege-you make your point. 

[English] 

PROF. SAIF-UO-DIN SOZ: I have said 
it, and it has gone on reCord, that the Prime 
Minster's impulse regarding Kashmir is very 
sincere, because I had the privilege of talk-
ing to him a number of times. But the Home 
Minister's statement has misled the House 
as also the Prime Minister's which he had 
made on the 22nd in this House. He not only 
quoted a wrong figure of those who fell dead 
in the firing that was done by the para-
military on the mourners on the 21 st; and 
when I quoted the figures, he said that I was 
wrong, and he contradicted me and said 
these figures were concocted, wrong, untrue 
and then he said that I had got the figures 
from the terrorists. 

Now, my list is complete. I raised a 
question, with this House would you not like 
to know what has happened? I want to ask 
the Home Minister to inform this House: how 
many people died on the spot, and how 
many peopl~ died in the hospitals by that 
evening? It cannot be less than 50 that day. 
( Inte"uptions) 

AN HON. MEMBER: How many offi-
cers? (Inte"uptions) 

[ Translation] 

MR. SPEAKER: Please take your seat. 
There is no point his standing. 

( Inte"uptions) 

PROF. SAIF-UD-OIN SOZ: In Kashmir, 
there is terrible heart-burning on the Home 
Minister's statement here. He has contra-
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dieted me. Now 137 officers have appealed 
to the citizens of the world. 't has come in The 
Indian Express and other papers. (Interrup-
tions) I have not cOmpleted it. He owes an 
explanation to me, rather an apology. You 
must hear me because this is very important. 
( Interruptions) 

THE MINISTER OF HOME AFFAIRS 
(SHAI MUFTI MOHAMMAD SAYEED): 
The\e is discussion on this under Aule 193. 
I do not know how have you allowed him to 
raise this point. (Interruptions) 

SHRI P. UPENDRA: Discussion on thiS 
point is listed under Rule 193 today. 

PROF. SAIF-UD-DIN SOZ: No ques-
tion of discussion. 

He must withdraw the words saying that 
my information was based on the informa-
tion from the terrorists. I will not insist on my 
privilege motion if he withdraw the words 
saying that my information was based on the 
information from the terrorists. He must with-
draw these words. (interruptions) 

SHRI P. UPENDRA: Why are you rais-
ing it now? (Interruptions) 

MR. SPEAKER: Shri Khurana. 

( Interruptions) 

PROF. SAIF-UD-DIN SOl: The Prime 
Minister should not abolish the Ministry of 
Kashmir Affairs. (Interruptions) The Ministry 
of Kashmir Affairs cannot be abolished. He 
must consult leaders of political parties. (Inter-
ruptions) The Home Minister must withdraw 
this expression. 

[ Translation] 

MR. SPEAKER: I have not accepted 
your notice by motion 2 Privilege. 

SHRI MADAN LAL KHURANA (SOUTH 
DELHI): I am on a point of order, 

MR. SPEAKER: Mr. Soz, Sir. Please sit 
down. 

SHRI MADAN LAL KHURANA:- Sir, my 
point of order is, that you have not accepted 
the Privilege Motion and hon. Home Minister 
has said that discussion on Jammu-Kashmir 
is listed underthe rule 193. My request is that 
if discussion on Jammu-Kashmir continues 
we would also like to say something. We 
have brought all the documents. The way his 
name is associated with Terrorists ..... (Inter-
ruptions) 

MR. SPEAKER: There is no point of 
order, you please sit down. I have listened to 
your point of order. 

SHRI MADAN LAL KHURANA: My 
request is that we also want to saying some-
thing. Will there be only one issue in the 
discussion? 

MR. SPEAKER: There is no POint of 
order, You please. take your seat. You have 
already spoken about point of order. Mr. 
Ram Naik, you may raise the discussion 
about the strike. 

PROF. SAIF-UO-DIN SOZ: He must 
withd raw th is expression th at my information 
was based on the information from the ter-
rorists. (Interruptions) My information was 
not based on the information from the terror-
ists. I have no truck with them. He may be 
having it. (Interruptions) I will better walk 
out. (Interruptions) He must withdraw that 
expression and apologise. 

[ Translation] 

I will not yield till he withdraws his re-
marks. (Interruptions) 

MR. SPEAKER: Please take your seat. 

( Interruptions) 

PROF. SAIF-UD-DIN SOZ: He must 
withdraw this expression saying that my in-
formation was based on the information from 
the terrorists. (Interruptions) 
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[ Ttanslation) 

SHRI RAM NAIK (Bombay North): Mr. 
Spe~ker, Sir, the Telecommunication sys-
tem In the country has been disturbed for the 
last four days ........ (/ntsm..tptions) ... . 

MR. SPEAKER: Why are you standing? 
I shall call everyone. 

SHRI RAM NAIK: The officers of the 
T eJecommunicatins department are on strike 
and ... (Interruptions) 

SHRI KHEMCHANDBHAI SOMABHAI 
CHAVDA (Patan): I am on a point of order. 

MR. SPEAKER: Yes. 

SHRI KHEMCHANDBHAI SOMABHAI 
CHAVDA: On a point of order. Mr. Ram Naik 
is speaking. Then Prof. Soz is also speaking. 
( Interruptions) 

[T rans/ation] 

MR. SPEAKER: Which rule has been 
voilated. Shri Chavda, Please sit down. There 
is no point of order. 

( Interruptions) 

SHRI RAM LAL RAHI (Misrikh):- Mr. 
Speaker, Sir, I am on a point of order. 

MR. SPEAKER: What is your Point of 
Order? Under which rule you want to raise 
your point of order? 

SHRI RAM LAl RAHI:- I am going to 
place my Point of Order Just now, but please 
listen to my point. Mr. Speaker, Sir, just now, 
an Honble Member of BhartiyaJanata Party 
has levelled this allegation against Mr. Soz in 
the House ....... (Interruptions) 

MR. SPEAKER: There is no Point of 
Order. Please sit down. 

(Interruptions) 

[EngNsh] 

MA. SPEAKER: Mr. Soz, you take your 
seat. • 

PROF. SAIF-UO-OIN SOZ: He has to 
withdraw his words. He has misled the House. 

[ Translation] 

( Intenvptions) 

MR. SPEAKER:- Please take your seat. 

( Interruptions) 

SHRI RAM LAl RAHI: Mr. Speaker, Sir, 
I want that you should safe guard the honour 
of the Hon'ble Members ..... (Interruptions) 

MR. SPEAKER: Please sit down. There 
is no Point of Order. You are speaking against 
the order of the Chair. 

SHRI RAM NAIK:- Mr. Speaker, Sir, the 
whole Communication System in the coun-
try has been disrupted which has resulted in 
total chaos and collapse of the Communica-
tion system. People can neither talk with 
each-other in our country, nor there is any 
telecommunication link with the foreign 
countries. Secondly, the computer system 
has been broken out at all places whether it 
is Indian Air Lines Reservation system Rail-
way reservation system Fax System or it is a 
Telex system of Oil Companies. The news 
have not been coming through Teleprinters 
in the newspapers, as a result of which 
information is not being provided to the en-
tire country. Such a serious situation has 
been created. It has been reported that the 
employees of the telecom munication sys-
tem-telecommunication Engineer Service 
Association and Junior Telecommunication 
Officers Association have been agitating and 
launching work to rule agitation. During last 
November '89, the Government had accepted 
the recommendations of Telecommunica-
tion Commissioner, but the present Govern-
ment has not been accepting those points, 
that is why the present agitation has been 
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launched. h is being said that the Ministry of 
Finance has been creating some obstacles 
in its implementation. In the Bombay city 
alone, Mahanagar Telephone Nigam has 
been incurring a loss of Rs. one crore daily I 
would like to say that the Minister of Finance 
and Minister of Telecommunication should 
take the House into confidence about the 
situation and make a statement in this regard 
today itself. It is my submission .. (Interrup-
tions) ... 

[English] 

SHRI P. UPENDRA: Sir, the session 
has been specifically extended to complete 
pending urgent Government business and it 
was decided in the Business Advisory 
Committee as well as in the meeting of the 
Leaders, that other issues will not be raised 
until these Bills are passed. Again, we are 
spending lot of time on these issues. I re-
quest you to take up the legislative business 
of the House. (Interruptions) 

[Translation] 

SHRI BANWARILAL PUROHIT 
(Nagpur): Mr. Speaker, Sir, such a misman-
agement has not been seen in the Ministry of 
Communication till today. I come from 
Nagpur, though the telecommunication sys-
tem has been completely disrupted in the 
entire country, but telecommunication sys-
tem has totally collapsed in the nine districts 
of Vidharbha region of Nagpur. The services 
of Teleprinters, U.TJ, P.T.I. and FAX has 
been completely discontinued to the local 
newspapers of the state. Industries and 
Business has completely come to a stand-
still, because telephonic talk can not be 
made to other places of our country from 
Gujarat. Even there is no means of Commu-
nication to send messages to Delhi and 
Bombay for life saving drugs. FAX services 
has also been disrupted. Mr. Speaker, Sir, 
the telecommunication, system has been 
disrupted so much during the regime of 
present Government that no efforts has been 
taken to solve it. No talks have been held 
about the demands of the employees. The 
communication system may be improved 

after holding talks with the employees. To-
day, such is the situation in Nagpur city .•. 
( Interruptions) 

[English] 

12.00 hrs. 

MR. SPEAKER: Shri Kumaramanga-
lam. 

SHRI P. R. KUMARAMANGALAM 
(Salem): Sir, I would like to bring to the notice 
of the Government that the telephone situ-
ation is extremely bad and the telecommuni-
cation system is almost completely broken 
down. Yesterday night we could not make 
local calis .... (Interruptions) 

Sir, it is most unfortunate that after I 
have been called to speak, I note that the 
Minister gets up to speak and on his own he 
is trying to make a statement. There is a 
certain method ... (Interruptions) 

[ Translation] 

THE MINISTER OF TEXTilES AND 
MINISTER OF FOOD PROCESSING IN-
DUSTRIES (SHRI SHARAD YADAV): Mr. 
Speaker, Sir, aU that he is saying ............ . 

MR. SPEAKER: Please sit down. I have 
called Shri Kumarmangolam. 

(English] 

SHRI P. R. KUMARAMANGALAM: Sir, 
this issue has come up earlier. It was settled 
very amicably by discussing with the Junior 
Engineers Association, the Telecom Offi-
cers Association. Unfortunately, the Gov-
ernment is not taking positive steps to solve 
the problem. Communication is coming to a 
halt. Yesterday we could not make even 
local calls and the rE~ason is because the 
Government is taking the matter lightly. If 
only they could call the Association, discuss 
with them. they could settle the issue within 
minutes. Unfortunately this Government does 
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not seem to take any matter seriously and 
the whole telecommunication system is col-
lapsing. I would plead with the Govemment 
that they discuss with the Association imme-
diately on certain matters. Certainly it is not 
difficutt ... (/nterruptions) 

MR. SPEAKER: Shri Lokanath Ch-
oudhary. 

SHRt LOKANATH CHOUDHURY 
(Jagatsinghpura): Sir, the entiretelecommu-
nication system in the country is paralysed .... 
(Interruptions) The Government should come 
with a statement today as to what steps they 
propose to take to solve th is problem .. (Inter-
ruptions) 

MR. SPEAKER: Shri Chitta Basu. 

SHRI CHinA BASU (Barasat): Sir, as 
many hon. Members have drawn the atten-
tion to the complete disruption of the com-
munication system In our country. the hon. 
Minister for communication should make a 
statement.. (Interruptions) 

SHRI SOMNATH CHATTERJEE 
(Bolpur): We are also supporting this. 

SHRI CHinA BASU: The Junior Tele-
communication system officers and the 
Assistant Engineers had been agitating on 
this issue for a long time. They submitted a 
demand of having time bound promotion in 
October last. They demand that there should 
be a promotion in case of Junior offIcers after 
twelve years of continuous service and in 
case of Assistant Engineers, they should 
have this chance of promotion after ten years 
of service. This is a long pending demand of 
a very important section of our tele-commu-
nication officers. There have been some 
talks. I hope, the talks will bring about the 
desired results. I want that the Minister hImself 
takes up the negotiations and brings about a 
peaceful settlement of the situation so that 
the people can be relieved of this problem in 
telecomm unication. 

[ Translation] 

SHAI MADAN LAL KHURANA: I would 
like to submit about telecommunication 
system that you should ask him to make a 
statement, because telecomrmmication 
system has been paralysed there. My tele-
phone has been out of order for four day __ 
( Interruptions) 

[English] 

SHRI BASUDEB ACHARIA: On behalf 
of the entire House, Sir, you can ask the 
Minister to make a statement. 

MR. SPEAKER: I am not coming in the 
way. They are there and they can make a 
statement. 

[ Trans/ation] 

SHAI MADAN LAL KHURANA: Keep-
ing in view the atmusphene in the House, 
you should direct him to make a statement. 
You should ask him to make a statement in 
this regard .... (lnte"uptions) 

SHAI NATHU SINGH (Dausa): I make a 
request that Government should make a 
statement on the situation which has been 
created only by the strike of Engineers. 
Government should make a statement on 
the entire telecommunication system. (Inter-
ruptions) 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF PARLIAMENT ARY AFFAIRS 
AND'MINISTER OF STATE IN THE MINIS-
!F\" OF TOURISM ( SHRJ SATYA PAL 
MALIK): I will covey the feelings of the House 
to the concerned Mtnister and request him to 
make a statement about it. 

MR. SPEAKER: I would like to submit 
only this much that so many members have 
given their names to ask the Questions. 
Therefore, first of all, I would like to say that 
in the begining that Bill may be taken up for 
which the sittings of the House have been 
extended. 
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12.08 hr •• 

COMMITTEE ON ABSENCE OF MEM-
BERS FROM THE SITTINGS OF THE 

HOUSE 

First Report 

[ Trarn;lation] 

\SHRI BABANRAO DHAKNE (Beed): I 
beg to present the first report (Hindi and 
English version of the Committee on Ab-
sence of Members from the Sittings of the 
House. 

12.09 hrs. 

[MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER in the Chair) 

[English] 

SHRI BAL GOPAL MISHRA (Bolangir): 
I am on a point of order. Zero Hour has been 
a privilege of the Members to raise various 
issues concerning the country ... (Interrup-
tions) 

SHRIAJITPANJA (Calcutta North East): 
, bring to your kind attention that in this 
Session a rule has been made that for rais-
ing any point In Zero Hour a written notice 
"'as to be given between 10-10.30 A. M. to 
the Office of the Speaker. I have done so and 
notice was given exactly at 10 O'clock today 
regarding the misuse of national TV network 
and illegal showing of the film of NTR named, 
'Daana Veera Sura Karna'. This film is not 
national award winner n~r' an international 
award winner, nor sel~ed for Film Festival. 
No film can be shown in na'lional network on 
Sunday unless any of these conditions are 
fulfilled. Secondly, at 10.30 A.M. this film 
was started showing, although the time was 
11.30 A. M. and it went for a longer time then 
usually given for such films. The result is 
other films already fixed up during that time 

*Not recorded. 

were cancelled unilaterally causing loss to 
the common men, that is, producers con-
cerned. This is not the first time but in De-
cember 1989 and in January 1990 also this 
Government indulged in such mal-practices. 
Therefore, the TV has become a toy in the 
hand of a delinquent child named the Infor-
mation Minister, Shri P. Upendra I demand 
that the Minister must make a statement and 
no amount of professional charges and fees 
should be paid to NTR or anybodyelse in 
resped of this film, which was illegally shown. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: No point of 
erder. 

SHRI IBRAHIM SULAIMAN SAlT 
(Manjeri): Sir, I must say that the matter 
raised by Mr. Soz is completely different 
from the discussion under Rule 193. The 
Home Minister has misled the House. He 
has given wrong figures about those who 
were killed by firing on the mourners of 
Mirwaiz and he .rhust correct himself. The 
Minister should give correct figures. He has 
misled the House. He has also said that Mr. 
Soz has got i.mormation from the terrorists. 
This is also wery serious. H is different from 
discussion tinder .Rule 193. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Mr. Sulaiman 
Sait, you have had your say. Now, take your 
seat. 

PRF. SAIFUDDIN SOZ: Sir, I have 
decided to walk our. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Nothing of 
what Mr. Soz says wiJI form part of the 
record. 

~, 
(/nterruptions)* 

At this stage Shri Saifuddin Soz and some 
other hon. Members left the House 

SHRI M. J. AKBAR (Kishanganj): Sir, 
the Minister for Kashmir Affairs according to 
a report in the newspaper bas been divested 
of the Kashmir portfolio. The Ministry has 
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been disbanded. The Prime Minister has 
given a very confusing answer in the House 
and not informed the House about the status 
of that Ministry. I think. we are entitted 10 
know whether that Ministry exists or not. 

[ Translation] 

SHRI MADAN LAL KHURANA (South 
Delhi): Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I had given 
a notice about Bachhawat Wage Board and 
Hon. Speaker had promised to give me time 
to raise this matter in the House .. (Interrup-
tions) 

Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I would like to 
raise two points about Bachhawat Wage 
Board award. One is related to the Govern-
ment. Notification in connection with the 
implementation of the Bachhawat Wage 
Board award. Second is about the imple-
mentation of the report of the Expert Com-
mittee for grant of pension to journalists. 

Has the Government conducted any 
survey in connection with the implementa-
tion of the recommendations of the Bachha-
wat Wage Board and how many newspa-
pers owners have implemented these rec-
ommendations. According to my informa-
tion, only 10 per cent newspaper owners 
have implemented it and 90 per cent have 
not implemented them. Supreme Court has 
also not accepted the plea of News Paper 
owners, but the laws are obsolete. It is my 
subm ission to the Government that Govern-
ment should clear its position in this regard 
and the newspapers owners who have not 
implemented the award, should be asked to 
implement them. 

Similarly, the report of the Expert Com-
mittee about the pension to the journalists is 
lying in the cold storage, it should also be got 
implemented by the Government .... (Inter-
ruptions) .... 

SHRI HARISH RAWAT (Almora): Mr. 
Deputy Speaker, Sir, Hon. Members are 
fOllowing the procedure of making submis-

*Not recorded. 

sion In Zero Hour. Many important matters 
are baing raised under it. The issue of non-
implementation of Bachhawat Wage Board 
award has bean raised, the newspaper 
oYlners are not very serious about the imple-
mentation of its recommendations and these 
are not being implemented even atter the 
assurances by the Government again and 
again, because Government is not taken 
any stringent action against these newspa-
per owners. Many owners have gone to the 
court. I and my colleagues had given a notice 
the by ignoring all the norms prescribed for 
telecast of films, fUm of the N.T.A. had been 
telecast by Television. It appears that Radio 
and Television have become mouth piece of 
the National Front and the friends of the--
members of National Front Government 
under the leadershipof Shri Upendra ... (Inter-
ruptions) ... 

[English] 

MA. DEPUTY SPEAKER: This is not a 
point of order. Now you have had too much 
of your say ... 

( Interruptions) 

SHRI HARISH RAWAT: I am quoting 
the rule also Sir. 

MA. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Mr. Rawat, 
please take your seat. .. 

( Interruptions) 

MA. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Now Bills to 
be introduced. Shri Sharad Vadav ....... 

MA. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Only what 
Mr. Sharad Vadav says will form part of the 
record .... 

( Interruptions)* 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Ladhaji, it is 
not forming part of the record ... 

( Interruptions)* 
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[ Translation] 

JUTE MANUFACTURES DEVELOPMENT 
COUNCIL (AMENDMENT) BILL·· 

THE MINISTER OF TEXTILES AND MIN-
ISTER OF FOOD PROCESSING INDUS-
TRIE~ (SHRI SHARAD VADAV): Mr. Dep-
uty Speaker, Sir, I beg to move that leave be 
granted to introduce a Bill to amend the Jute 
Manufactures Development Council Act, 
1983. 

[English] 

IS: 
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The question 

''That leave be granted to introduce a 
Bill to amend the Jute Manufactures 
Development Council Act, 1983." 

The motion was adopted. 

[ Translation} 

SHRI SHARAD VADAV: Mr. Deputy 
Speaker. Sir. I Introduce the Bill. 

12.17 hrs. 

CONSTITUTION (SIXTY-NINTH AMEND-
MENT) BILL'" 

[English] 

THE MINISTER OF HOME AFFAJRS 
(SHRI MUFTI MOHAMMAD SAYEED): Sir, 
I beg to move for leave to introduce a Bill 
further to amend the Constitution of India. 

is: 
MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The question 

''That leave be granted to introduce a 
Bill further to amend the Constitution of 
India." 

The motion was adopted 

SHRt MUFTI MOHAMMAD SA YEEO: 
Sir, I introduce the Bill. 

[English] 

MATTERS UNDER RULE 377 

(I) Need for a Bench of Kerala 
Highcourt and an AdmInIstra-
tive Tribunal at Trlvendrum 
(Kerala) 

SHRI A. CHARLES (Trivandrum): Sir, 
the ques!ion of establishing a branch of the 
Kerala High Court at Trivandrum, the capital 
of Kerala. is pending for the last more than 
twenty years. In 1971 , the Kerala Legislature 
passed a unanimous resolution for estab-
lishing a Bench at Trivandrum. As no deci-
sion was taken. in 1985, the Kerala Govern-
ment clarified that this will be reviewed along 
with the decision for setting up an Adminis-
trative Tribunal at Trivandrum. But the 
Administrative Tribunal was also subse-
quently established at Cochin. As a resutt, 
there is neither a Bench of the High 'Court 
nor an Administrative Tribunal in the capital 
of Kerala. This has led to lot of administrative 
inconvenience. It is, therefore, requested 
that the Central Government may take ur-
gent steps for establishing a Bench of the 
Kerala High Court and an Administrative 
Tribunal at Trivandrum without further delay. 

[ Translation] 

(Ii) Need to construct a MuHI-Pur-
pose Dam on river Kosi in Bihar 

SHRI RAMENDRA KUMAR RAVI 
YADAV (Modhepura): Mrr Deputy Speaker. 
Sir, Kosi division in Bihar is affected every 
year by heavy rains and devastating floods 
in Kosi river leading to disruption of public 
life. Crops of the farmers are destroyed and 
a lot of inconvenience is caused due to 
disruption of transport facilites. Not only this, 
almost entire North Bihar is affected by the 
floods in Kosi river. Lakhs of houses, thou-

··Published in Gazette of India, Extraordinary, Part II, Section 2, dated 28.5.90. 
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sands of cattle, thousands of kilometres long 
pucca roads, crops standing in lakhs of acres 
of land are damaged and lives of thousands 
of people are adversely affected by it. Every 
year Bihar Government has to incur loss to 
the tune of crores of rupees due to devastat-
ing floods in the above river. The people of 
North Bihar had started an agitation for 
construction of a multipurpose dam on Kosi 
river in 1987with a view to provide protection 
from the noods in the Kosi river. but Kosi 
Dam has not been constructed so far. There-
fore, I urge upon the Central Government 
that a multi-purpose dam should be con-
structed on Kosi river in Bihar in consultation 
with Nepal Government at the earliest. 

(iii) Need to set up Industries basad 
on Telecommunication net 
work in Bihar 

SHRI MANJAY LAL (Samastipur): Mr. 
Deputy Speaker, Sir, Bihar is a backward 
state of our country. During the last 43 years, 
there has been little development in Bihar in 
comparison to other States. In regard to 
telecommunication industries it is very back-
ward. The outlay in the Seventh Five Year 
Plan was Rs. 9,000 crores. There. is a provi-
sion of Rs. 19,000 crores in the Eighth Five 
Year Pian. The Department of Telecom-
munications has opened its factories almost 
in all the states of the country. Uttar Pradesh, 
West Bengal and Delhi are very much for-
ward in this industry. But Bihar and Orissa 
are deprived of such industries so far. Keep-
ing In view the backwardness and unem-
ployment in Bihar and Orissa a provision 
should be made in the Eight Five Year Plan 
for setting up of telecommunication indus-
tries there. Many training centres and col-
leges connected with this industry particu-
larly in Bihar are running there. 

Therefore, the Planning Commission is 
requested that provision may be made for 
setting up telecommunication industries in 
Bihar. 

[English] 

(Iv) Need to electrify Railway line 
between Ranaghat-Bangaon 
section 

[English1 

DR. ASIM BALA (Nabadwip): Sir, Ran-
aghat-Bangaon section covers 33 Km. of 
distance. Ran service is the only means of 
communication on this section. Out-dated 
diesel \ocomotives run in this section with 
disruptive rail services. As a result, thou-
sands of passengers suffer regularly and 
can not go to their respective destinations in 
tIme. Railway authority adopts the practice 
of using damaged and unsuitable rakes 
keeping the passengers in danger. More-
over, there is neither a shed nor an over-
bndge in this section and in some stations 
there is no platform even. 

To remove the sufferings of the people 
electrification of this section is urgently 
needed. The local Railway authority (Seal-
dah) had recommended the electrification of 
this line in public interest but no action has 
b£en taken by the Railway Board so far. 

l WOUld, therefore, request the Railway 
Minister to fulfil the long-standing demands 
at this section at the earliest. 

[ Translation] 

(v) Need to provide financial aa-
slstance to Bihar Government 
for boring tubewells In Jaha-
nabad and Gaya districts to 
cope with the drinking water 
problem there 

SHRI RAMASHRAY PRASAD SINGH 
(Jahanabad): Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir per-
sons and animals are dying due to Shortage 
of drinking water in Bihar. The state Govern-
ment has failed to solve this problem. People 
are crying for water, particularly in hundreds 
of villages of Jahamlbad and Gaya district. 
That area is a rocky area and water is not 
available even after boring. Children and 
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animals are dying in Mahadev Vigata, 
Daulatpur, Akbarpur, Makpa, Parsauna and 
LOhgarh of Makhudpur- Block, Thikrorpur 
and Aahhit Kusaa of Ghorisi Block, Nadra, 
Jagdiha, Surjuvigha, Vajna, Balchan Vigha, 
Vihta, Satamas, Shokhavigha of Block Khi-
jar Sarai of Gaya district. I would like to make 
a demand that the Central Government 
should provide sufficient funds under special 
scheme to the State Government and issue 
instrUctions for boring tubewells in these 
village so that water is available. 

[English] 

(vi) Need for clearance of the gas 
based projects to meet the 
escalating power demands of 
Madhya Pradesh 

SHAI MADHAVAAO SCINDIA (Gwal-
ior): Madhya Pradesh is facing prospects of 
serious power shortage in 8th Plan with 
present availability being only 2115 MW 
against estImated requirement of 2500 MW-
a shortage of 17%. With rapid industrialisa-
tion and ever increasing agricultural demand, 
this is going to escalate even more within a 
few years. It is essential to create generation 
capacity to meet the 15% annual growth in 
demand. Moreover, most power sources 
being thermal bases, are concentrated in 
eastern MP resulting In heavy transmission 
losses the nOI thern part. 

In reply to supplementaries by me in Lok 
Sabhaon 10th April, the Energy Minister has 
stated, I quote frorn proceedings "I have 
already taken up this matter with my col-
league, Shri Gurapadaswamy a,ld he is also 
very much in agreement with it. We are trying 
that at least in future, whatever additional 
gas is available, priority is given for setting 
up power projects based on gas." Madhya 
Pradesh has Submitted proposals for four 
gas-based projects of 450 MW each, one of 
which is proposed to be located in Gwaliorl 
Datia district fed with gas from HBJ pipeline 
passing through this region. As this is a 
power project in the northern part of MP 
where thermal power generation is not pos-
sible due to non-existence of coal, it is vital 

(Amend.) Bill As Passed by R. S. 

that it receives early sanction especially since 
these projects have already been clearly by 
various central and state authorities, includ-
ing the Environment Ministry. I urge upon the 
Government to immediately dear this proj-
ect jor GwaliorlDatia district with utmost 
urgency, to meet the escalating demand for 
power in Madhya Pradesh, and especially its 
Northern region. 

[ Translation] 

(vii) Need to set up colour photo 
films unit at Majkhall in AI-
mora (U.P.) 

SHRI HARISH RAWAT (Aim ora): Long 
time ago an announcement was made to set 
up a colour photo films project at Majkhali of 
Almora district in Uttar Pradesh. It was an-
nounced in this House also. The Ministry of 
Industry had issued a letter of intent to an 
organisation named Pikup of the Govern-
ment of Uttar Pradesh. This organisation 
had entered into an agreement with an in-
dustralist, but unfortunately no progress has 
been made to set up this industry so far. 

I would like to request the Ministry of 
Industry to set up this industry expeditiously 
otherwise this letter of intent should be is-
sued to Hi"dustan Photo Film to set up it in 
Majkhali. 

12.26 hrs. 

CONSTITUTION (SCHEDULED CASTES) 
ORDERS (AMENDMENT) BILL 

As Passed by Rajya Sabha-contd. 

[Eng/ish] 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Now, we shall 
take up further consideration of the constitu-
tion (Scheduled Castes) Orders (Amend-
ment) Bill. Mr. Ram Vilas Paswan may con-
tinue his speech. 
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[ Ttanslaiion) 

THE MINISTER OF lABOUR AND 
WELFARE (SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN): 
Mr. Deputy Speaker. Sir I do not want to take 
much time of the House. I was thinking to 
conclude my speech on Friday itself but that 
was not possible. Therefore. now I conclude 
it in 5 minutes. It is a simple Bill which has 
been brought before tile Parliament. As you 
know that Centenary of Baba Saheb Am-
bedkar is being celebrated this year. The 
Government of India has decided to cele-
brate this year as the year of Sociaf justice. 
A Constitutional Committee has been con-
stituted under the Chairmanship of the Han. 
Prime Minister. In this year of Social Justice 
we shall try to put an end to social and 
economic inequalities and to bring the people 
of backward class in the main stream of the 
country. This Bill has been introduced to 
fulfill this very purpose. Agitated with the 
existing social system Baba Saheb Am-
bedkar adopted Buddhism in the year 1956. 
Lakhs of his followers also adopted Bud-
dhism. Before and after adopting Budhism 
Saba Saheb Ambedkar wished that he 
wanted to protect the rights of down trodden 
and Harijans and he adopted it only for this 
purpose and he made continuous efforts for 
it. 

The persons who belong to Scheduled 
Castes and embrace Budhism should also 
be provided the same facilities which are 
available to the people of the Scheduled 
castes. The Government of Maharashtra 
has already provided them facilities which 
are meant for Scheduled Castes but these 
has not been provided by the Central Gov-
ernment till now. An Amendment Bill was 
passed by the Parliament in the Year 1956 
under which those Scheduled Castes who 
embrace any other religion except Hinduism 
are not entitled to get facilities which are 
meant for the Scheduled castes. The provi-
sion had been made to give facilities under it 
for the people of Scheduled Castes who 
embrace Sikh religion. Nowthis Bi" is before 
you and this provision has been made in it 
that the persons of Scheduled castes. who 
have adopted Buddhism should also be 

provided the same facilities which are avail-
able to the Scheduled Castes. The Rajya 
Sabha has passed this Bill unanimously on 
the 8th May because on 9th it was Buddha 
Pumima. I am very grateful to you and con-
vey my thanks to the people of all parties. I 
thank the leaders and coUeagues of the 
Congress Party and particularly Shri Sathe 
that on that day he said that as far as the 
issue of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
tribes is concerned. we are unanimous and 
we will protect their rights. I feel that this Bill 
can be treated as non-controversial. The 
han. Members will certainly draw the atten-
tion of the Government and raised problems 
of Scheduled castes and Scheduled Tribes 
through this Bill. I know that our colleagues 
will say that people of other religions should 
also be covered under it but I would like to 
request you that the government wants that 
this issue should not be given political colour 
and these problems should be solved cutting 
across the party lines. This Bill has been 
introduced here because there is unanimity 
about it. As I stated earlier that this BiU has 
been passed by Rajya Sabha, that is why I 
wantthatthis should be passed in Lok Sabha 
with unanimity within little possible time. It 
will be a great achievement for us and forthis 
House. If it passes with unanimity, it will be a 
tribute to Baba Saheb Ambedkar in the real 
sense in this centenary year. 

With these words I would like to request 
you to take it up for consideration. 

[English} 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Motion 
moved: 

.,hat the Bill further to amend the Con-
stitution (Scheduled Castes) Order. 
1950 and the Constitution (Scheduled 
Castes) (Union Territories) Ordiu. 1951 
and to amend the Constitution (Jammu 
and Kashmir) Scheduled Castes Order, 
1956. the Constitution (Dadra and Nagar 
Haveli) Scheduled Castes Order. 1962. 
the Constitution(Pondicherry) Sched-
uled Castes Order, 1964 and the Con-
stitution (Sikkim) Scheduled Castes 
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Order, 1978, as p_sed by Rajya Sabha, 
be taken into consideration. • 

SHRI K. S. RAO (Machilipatnam): Mr. 
Deputy Speaker, Sir, the hon. Minister was 
informing the House that the Congress lead-
ers also are cooperating in this Bill. There is 
no denial about it. I understand from several 
oorners that the young Minister Mr. Ram 
Vilrs Paswan wants to be bold in protecting 
the rights or in going to the rescue of the 
unfortunate harijans in this country. Initially 
when the reservations were added to the 
Schedule, the basis for this was only their 
economic and social status. H it was only 
economic status, there were many more 
who should have been included. Taking into 
account the poverty position, inferiority and 
so much havoc that they were subjected to 
for generations, with the initiative of Gandhiji 
in those days, basically harijans were ac-
cepted and included in this Schedule. When 
we go to the question of whether some other 
castes are also to be included, many of them 
lead to hariJans only. But later on, it was said 
that by virtue of their taking up Christianity or 
Buddhism, those people were not consid-
ered as untouchable in their religion and so 
they should not be included. I do not find any 
justification in it. While I commend the hon. 
Minister for bringing Buddhists into the pur-
view of this Bill, I am unable to understand as 
to why he could not diSCUSS it in the Cabinet 
or he could not oonvince the Prime MInister 
for including the Christians, who are also in 
the same miserable state. When we discuss 
in Parliament or when we discuss with the 
enlightened citizens. it may not be known; 
But as people's representatives when we 
are oonnected with the rur~1 areas and when 
we go to the harijan voters, we are unable to 
differentiate the harijan Christian and the 
harijan Hindu, in the society. It is only now on 
paper that we are discussion whether it 
should be Hindu Harijan or Christian Harijan 
and whether it should be accepted or not 

KUMARI UMA BHARATI (Khajuraho): 
Christians do not have this kind of system 
( Interruptions) 

SHAI K. S. RAO: When we visit our own 
areas, our own wards which are segregated 

from the main village, it is very difficuft to 
identify who is Christian Harijan and who is 
Hindu Harijan. In the society also, they are 
called as Harijans and treated as Harijans. 
There is no distriction between Hindu harijan 
and Christian Harijan. That is only on record, 
when he goes forgetting admition into school 
or 00 liege that it is written, Christian or Hindu. 
But when you go to a Harijan ward, aU are 
treated as Harijans whether they are Hindu 
Harijans, Christian harijans or Buddhist-
Harijans. 

What I want to convince my colleagues 
and also the hon. Minister is, while appreci-
ating his initiativeto bring neo-Buddhists into 
the purview, I cannot understand why he 
could not think terms of convincing the 
Government or the House or the Prime 
Ministerto include Christians also who are in 
the same miserable state as what the Har-
ijans are. By any change, if the hon. Minister 
and my colleagues are of the opinion that 
some of the Christians have achieved better 
status in economy or social, then surely 
there are many Harijans also who are injoy-
ing the same status. By virtue of enjoying 
these privileges flowing out of reservation to 
first generation or seoond generation, some 
of them could have come out of poverty, 
some of them could have become rich, could 
have become seH-sufficient orwell-placed in 
society either in bureaucracy or employment 
or social status or in respect of property. If 
the House were to think that such people are 
to be discontinued these privileges or to be 
deleted from the Schedule, the wisdom lies, 
the boldness lies in including Harijan Chris-
tians who are very poor, who are in the same 
economy and social status, but to delete 
those harijans who are enjoying better status 
or better property in the society. I can under-
stand the reason in it. The hon. Minister must 
have the courage to say in this House and 
bring an amendment in this regard. 

I explain my own experience in ragged 
to Harijan Christians who are living in my 
constituency. When I go to a Harijan ward, 
irrespective of whether he is Harijan Chris-
tian or Harijan Hindu, four families will be 
living in one house, in one room, a little 
bigger one. 
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MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I will bring to 
your notice that I have been given a long list 
of your Party. H you are not completing your 
speech within 5 minutes, I would not be able 
to give time to same other members. 

SHRI K. S. RAO: Sir, the main point I 
wanted to impress on the hon. Minister is .... 

KUMARI UMA BHARATI: Point of or-
der. Dividing the. Christians into Harijan , 
Christians and high-caste Christians, I think, 
the han. Member has to ask the permission 
of John Pope Paul. He does not divide Chris-
tians into Harijan Christians and Sa vam 
Christians. According to the Christian relig-
ion, there is no Harljan or no Savarn. all are 
equal. What the han. Member is telling is 
against the Christian religion. He is insulting 
the Christian religion. (Interruptions) 

SHRI G. M. BANATWALI..A: Are the 
Members expected to look across the border 
and take instructions? (Interruptions) 

KUMARI UMA BHARATI: Do you deny 
the existence of the Bible? (Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: No point of 
order, Please. No cross-talking. 

SHRI K. S. RAO: We are boasting our-
selves with pride. Everyone of us says that 
our country is a secular country. When it was 
to be a secular country, is It a crime for any 
Harijan to take the Christianity In this coun-
try:? By virtue of taking to the Christianity, 
should he be deprived of the privileges that 
were given to him earlier when he was Hindu 
or Buddhist? On what basis, the Hon. Minis-
ter has come to this House to include neo-
Buddhists into the reserved list? On the 
same principle, a mere change of faith or 
religion. should not be a reason for prevent-
ing or for declining the privileges that are 
given to a poor man or a poor Harijan to 
enjoy a good status that he was entitled to 
earlier. If that principle were to be accepted 
for passing this Bill, the same principle must 
also include Harijan Christians in this. I do 
not want the han. Minister to make a mock-
ery of our policy of secularism by discriminat-

ing between Harijan Christians and Harijan 
Budhists or Harijan Hindus. I want this to be 
taken into account and I request the Han. 
Minister to include Harijan Christians and 
Harijan Muslims into this category and to see 
thatthey are not discriminated by only chang-
ing the faith. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Prof. Ram 
Ganes" Kapse, your Party has 18 minutes. 
I have three names before me. 18 minutes 
tor three Members. Six minutes each. 

PROF. AAMGANESH KAPSE (Thane): 
Am I allowed to speak for 18 minutes? 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: 18 minutes 
for three Members of your Party. 

SHAI K. S. RAO: From our side, we 
have obliged your timings. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I do not know 
whether all other Members would do that. I 
cannot quarrel with you all the time! 

[ Trans/ation] 

PROF. RAMGANESH KAPSE (Thane): 
welcome the Constitution (Scheduled 

Castes) Orders (Amendment) Bill, 1990 
moved In the House by the han. Minister in 
this birth centE'nary year of Dr. Baba Saheb 
Ambedkar and the 1 OOth death anniversary 
of Mahatma Phule. It is true that it is a belated 
step as it should have been done long back 
in 1956 itself. But- it was deliberately shelved 
by the Congress leaders at that time and 
today we are trying to do it. It's bener late 
than never, so I welcome the Bill. I would like 
to tell the House what was done by the 
Congress leaders in 1956. On the 14th 
October, 1956. i.e. on the Vijayadashmi day, 
Dr. Baba Saheb Ambedkar along with his 
five lakhs harijan followers adopted Bud-
dhism at Nagpur. But some days prior to it on 
the 25th Sptember, 1956, orders to this 
effect were issued by the government that 
the benefits of reservation, etc. would not be 
extended to Neo-Baudh Harijans. Is it the 
kind of justice done to Neo-Baudhs by the 
Congress regime? Does the Congress Party 
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want to do this type of justice? Does the 
Congress Party want to do this type of jus-
tice? Today, the congress people are saying 
that the justice should have done to them 
long ago. Who is responsible for the delay in 
giving justice to them? It is none but the 
Congress Party alone which is responsible 
for it, for which they should beg pardon of the 
House. We are rectifying their mistakes. 
They should thank us for this. Half of the total 
population of the dalits in Maharashtra 
adopted Budhism without any pressure what 
so ever or allurement. It was a spontaneous 
response of the people. There has never 
been and will never be an instance of the 
kind in the history of conversion in the world 
in which such a large number of people 
might have adopted anothe'r religion so 
peacefully and without any allurement. There 
is some justification for denying the benefits 
to the people who converted to Christianity 
and Islam because their conversion was not 
peaceful. 

[English] 

AN HON. MEMBER: That is not a point. 

PROF. RAM GANESH KAPSE: That IS 
a point which I want to stress. 

[ Trans/ation] 

What benefit did the dalits get from that 
convension? All the dalits contained to re-
ceive benefits, whereas Neo-Bandhs were 
deprived of all those benefits meant for 
downtrodden. Not to talk of any benefits to 
be accrued therefrom, five out of eight seats 
of the Lok Sabha reserved forthe Scheduled 
Castes were dereserved in Maharashtra 
alone. In the Legislative Assembly, they lost 
many more seats reserved for them. But 
they were the brave people who opted for 
this conversion at the cost of losing political 
power. They are not hanker after power. But 
this is not the case with the people who 
adopted Islam and Christianity as that con-
versions had taken place either under pres-
sure or for pecuniary benefits. Of course, 
they might have taken this recourse in pro-
test against the evil of untouchability prac-

tised in Hindu religion. Today, we will wel-
come them back in the Hindu fold as it is a 
fact that conversions took place out of greed 
for money or under compulsion. But Neo-
Baudhs were denied benefits to discourage 
the followers of Dr. Ambedkar to adopt 
Buddhism. They suffered for it. Today, with 
the support of the BJP and the leftist parties, 
these benefits are being extended to them 
again by the Janta Oal Government. Long 
ago, a committee was formed under the 
Chairmanship of Sardar Ballave Bhai Patel 
to identify the benefICiaries of reservation in 
the Hindu religion. In this regard, some yard 
sticks were fixed. Sikhs, Jainis and Budhists 
were all tr~ated as Hindus. No change has 
been made in this theory. Muslims cannot be 
pleaced on the same footing as they are 
governed by a separate personal law. That IS 
why some people are demanding uniform 
civil code in the country. So it is very difficult 
to decide at this stage as to whether the 
forefathers of people who adopted Islam 
thousand years ago were downtrodden or 
not. Our friends of the Congress Party are 
not prepared to tell this hard fact as they are 
more concerned for their votes. They are not 
concerned about giving them justice. But 
adoption of Budhism by Dr. Ambedkar and 
his followers stands on a separate footing. 
He made It clear that he would not accept 
Islam in which crores of people were ab-
ducted by the Nizams of Hyderabad Nor did 
he adopt Christianity as it was not the relig-
ion of the land, he said. Buddhism is a 
religion of this land and unlike Islam its 
religious practices are in conformity with the 
religious practices of the religion of the land. 
That is why he adopted this religion of the 
land. You should think of this also. Just now, 
they have been talking about the people who 
are economically bakward. What do they 
what? They do not want to do justice. Har-
ijans have been subjected to social injustice 
of immense degree. They do not believe in 
redeeming that injustice. I do agree that 
untouchability has been an evil of Hindu 
religion. We want to build an equalitarie:.n 
society in the country. We will welcome them 
if they lend their co-operation in our bid to do 
so. In the end, I would like to submit this 
much only that Dr. Ambedkar adopted this 
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religion in protest againstthe evil of untouch-
ability in Hindu religion. He had said that 
although he had born in a Hindu family but he 
would not prefer to die as Hindu. His portrait 
should have been displayed in the Central 
Hall long ago but it was done by the Janta Oal 
Government. Before this, the Congress 
Government did not visualise this idea. Nor 
did they think him \NOrthy of conferring 'Bharat 
Ratna'. Today, they are raising the issue of 
justice for them. Whatever you are saying is 
all .......... .*............ History is witness to it. 
So, whether the Congress Party supports or 
not, they should know that we are going to do 
this work. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Word will not 
go in the records. 

( Inte"uptions) 

[English] 

SHRI K. S. RAO: You will support this 
Bill only because .... 

( Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Mr. Rao, why 
do you carry on like this? I think all the 
Members of the House agree to the provi-
sion of this Bm. Hence, It is not, I think, 
necessary to make long speeches. There 
are other subjects to discuss. t hope the 
Members will coperate. Now, Shri Chand 
Ram. 

( Inte"uptions) 

PROF. P. J. KURIEN (Mavelikara): Let 
us stick to the time. 

( Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: You may 
please ask your Members to do that. 

"Expunged as ordered by the chair. 

by Rajya Sabha 

[ Translation] 

SHAI KALKA DAS (Karolbagh): Mr. 
Deputy Speaker, Sir, this is a matter of grave 
concern. A comprehensive discussion should 
be held on it. It is being drifted to the wrong 
direction. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: If you have 
some point different from what have already 
been made, you may make it. 

SHRI KALKA DAS: My name has been 
recommended to speak on this subject. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I will allow 
you. 

SHRt CHAND RAM (Hardoi): Mr. Dep-
uty Speaker, Sir, I would like to congratulate 
the hon. Ministerfor accepting a long stand-
ing demand and bringing this Constitution 
Amendment Bill. I understand that it is a blot 
on our SOCiety and particularly on the Hindu 
community that even after so many years of 
independence, atrocities are still being 
committed on the people belonging to back-
ward classes. In 1932. the Poona Pact was 
signed between Dr. Ambedkar and the then 
Hindu leaders. Under the pact, it was as-
sured by the Coste Hindu leaders that within 
a span of 10 years, all the scheduled castes 
people would be brought into the mainstream 
of the society. But It is regretted that the work 
has not been done till now. In .1936, Dr. 
Ambedkar, wrote a book named" A Nation of 
Castes". The Member who spoke priorto me 
said that one Dr. Ambedkar had stated that 
it was not in his hand to be born in a Hindu 
scheduled caste family, but it was within his 
capacity to fight against discrimination while 
staying in the Hindu religion. He waited for 
full twenty years after that. This speech was 
made by him in the meeting of 'Sath Path 
Todak Mandai' held at Lohore.lt was chaired 
by Sant Ram who passed away recently. 
Bhai Parmenand was the leader of Hindu 
Mahasabha then and he was also invited in 
the meeting, but later his invitation was 
cancelled. (Interruptions) 
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MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: We don't have 
time for long speeches. Please come to the 
points. 

SHRI CHAND RAM: I would like to say 
only this much that I would not say anything 
unnecessary or unimportant, but I would like 
to express my regrets over the fact that caste 
bondage laggedly follows a person belong-
ing to the Scheduled Caste, -even if he gets 
convened into some other religion including 
Christianity. Consideration of Caste and 
community orthat of high or low has no place 
in any religion, but even in Islam, people are 
discriminated against on the basis of caste, 
for if a Hindu weave:- converts into Islam, he 
is called a 'Pansari', and if a person belong-
ing to any other caste becomes a Muslim, he 
is called a 'Voman' and if a person belonging 
to any other community converts into Islam, 
he is called a 'Kabir Sikh'. The very soil of 
India is such that it divides people on caste 
and communal lines. Dr. Ambedkar, the 
founder of our Constitution, had in 1936, 
called for the abolition of caste system He 
wanted the enactmentof Hindu Code Amend-
ment Biil and somehow abolish the caste 
system. Now, with the introduction of this Bill 
seeking forthe Neo-Buddhists, the provision 
of all those facilities, as are enjoyed by the 
Scheduled Castes, can I expect of this Par-
liament of India to go ahead with the abolition 
of caste system. Can I expect from the 
people of India the establishment of a cas-
teless and egalitarian society? Earlier, in our 
speeches outSide the House, we used to 
profess too much the·extension of reserva-
tions to the neo-buddhists. I am glad that 
now it has been turned into a reality. Further, 
as he has already stated, Sarder Patel had 
recognised four groups in the Sikh commu-
nity as Scheduled Castes, but I would like to 
mention here that there were no scheduled 
castes among the Sikhs and caste system 
was non existent in that community. In fact, 
Guru Nanak Dev had vehemently opposed 
the practice of untouchability and he had 
said that there would be no untouchability 
among the Sikhs but it is a matter of great 
regret that over the years, four sikh commu-
nities viz: Kabirpanthis, Ramdasias, 
Mazhabis and Sikligars have come to be 

by Rajya Sabha 

recognised as scheduled caste sikhs. Now 
that the Nee-Buddhists too are being pro-
vided with the same facilities as are enjoyed 
by the scheduled castes. No doubt provision 
of reservation has been extended for an-
other ten years but I wonder whether there 
will ever be a time, when this caste system 
would be completely abolished and thrown 
out lock, stock and barrel? To achieve that 
end, once, I had written a letter to Pandit 
Nehru suggesting him to introduce the sys-
tem of inter-caste, inter-state and inter-relig-
ions marriages and to provide jobs to all such 
couples. In that letter, I had also asked him 
to abolish the use of surnarJ1es like Dwivedi, 
Trivedi, Chaturvedi, Pandit, Thakur etc, with 
the name of a particular individual but unfor-
tunately, Panditji did not agree to it saying 
that it would deprive the individual of his 
identity and as regards the inter caste mar-
riage, that was one's own choice. Regarding 
inter-caste, inter-religion, or inter-state mar-
riage, he said that it was a matter of one's 
own choice and moreover in our country, 
most of the marriages take place with the 
consent of parents and they are also ar-
ranged by them. Marriages outside the caste 
or community are resented and they lead to 
the problem of disorder and disharmoney in 
the society. On several occasions I have 
tried to get incorporated a provision in the 
law under which a separate Ministry may be 
established to look after the welfare of the 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 
and programmes for the upliftment of these 
people are undertaken in such a manner that 
they themselves should come forward to say 
that they did not stand in need of reserva-
tions any more. I sincerely hope that such a 
step woulrl be taken. Now, as it is in the case 
of Sikh and Hindu Scheduled Castes, who 
have been contesting elections from reserved 
constituencies, the Buddhists too are going 
to demand separate constituencies for them. 
Maharashtra has seven reserved constitu-
encies. Now supposing that out of them, two 
are reserved for the Scheduled Castes, the 
Buddhists are going to demand more re-
served Constituencies, saying that at the 
time of delimitation of these constituencies, 
they were not included in the list of Sched-
uled Castes and also because their popula-
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tion has increased over the years. In such a 
situation, perhaps you may have no other 
option, but to yield to their demand, but what 
if, other communities, including Christians 
too start raising similar demands? There-
fore, I feel that we should find out a solution 
to this problem. Our countrymen should give 
a serious thought to this issue. 

12.59 hr •• 

SHRI EDUARDO FALEIRO (Mor-
mugao): Thank you, Mr. Deputy Speaker. 
Well, we have heard all these speeches. I 
would like to say that since almost 19n, I 
have been urging the successive Govern-
ments to include Buddhists and people of 
other religions into the ambit of these provi-
sions. So, I am happy to the extent that neo-
Buddhists are given these benefits. But I 
oppose this Bill because it further alienates 
and further marginalises the Muslims and 
Christians onwards. And it is going to create 
a lot of problems. It is adding to the problems. 
I would like to say here that lot of problems 
would be solved and also my fascist friends, 
who are around here, would not have a 
ground if we had admitted .... 

PROF. RAM GENESH KAPSE: Sir, we 
are not fascists. (Interruptions) 

SHRI EDUARDO FALEIRO: Why did 
he arise? I have not mentioned. 

PROF. RAM GANESH KAPSE: We are 
not fascists. Who are fascists here? con-
gressmen are fascists. 

SHRI EDUARDO FALEIRO: I will sup-
port you. I do not know how far it is taken. But 
it is my conviction. If you all agree that all 
people of India are fundamentally Hindus, in 
a fundamental sense, that is my conviction 
and what I believe in. 

13.00 hr •. 

As far as philosophy and ethos are 
concerned, whatever may be our names or 
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languages, this is my view in this regard ... 
(Interruptions) ... It is not necessary of your 
welcoming it. It is not for you that I am saying 
this. It is as much yoU[ concern which is of is 
of mine also. We are all sharing good and 
had things basically. I am surprised how in 
our country we do not accept such funda-
mental truths and a lot of problems could be 
solved if we realise this fact. Now, we are not 
on that point. What we are talking about is 
thatthis discriminates unreasonably and adds 
to the tensions and conflicts as far as Mus-
lims and Christians are concerned. Time is 
limited. Instead of using my own words, let 
me use some other words, which everybody, 
in this House will accept. There is a very 
eminent person who stated thus: 

"Conversion from one faith to another 
did not change the socio-economic 
status of a person. It was, therefore, 
desirable that converts from Scheduled 
Castes to Buddhism, Christianity, etc. 
should be treated as Scheduled Castes." 

This eminent person in Prof. Madhu 
Dandavate, the Finance Minister. He said 
that Christians must be treated as Sched-
uled Castes. He said this in a Report submit· 
ted by a CommiSSion set up by his Govern-
ment and its allied parties, namely, the Mandai 
Commission Report. 

SHRI KALKA DAS (Karol Bagh): It is his 
personal view. 

SHRI EDUARDO FALEIRO: I will come 
to his impersonal view also in a second. he 
said this in Paragraph 10.36. Now, let us see 
what is the view of the Mandai Commission 
which is not personal. 

Paragraph 12.11 says: 

''There is no doubt that social and edu-
cational backwardness among non-
Hindu communities is more or less of 
the same order as among Hindu com-
munities. Though caste system is pecu-
liar to Hindu society, yet in actual prac-
tice, it also pervades the non-Hindu 
communities in India in varying degrees. 
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There are two main reasons for this 
phenomenon: first, caste system is a 
great conditioner of the mind and leaves 
an indelible mark on a person's social 
consciousness and cultural mores. 
Consequently, even after conversion, 
the ex-Hindus carried with them their 
deeply ingrained ideas of social hierar-
chy and stratification. This resulted in 
the Hindu converts inadvertently acting 
as,Trojan horses of caste system among 
highly equalitarian religions such as 
Islam, Christianity, Sikhism, etc. Sec-
ondly, non-Hindu minorities living in 
predominantly Hindu India could not 
escape from its dominant social and 
cultural influences. Thus, both from 
within and without, caste amongst non-
Hindu communities received continu-
ous sustenance and stimulus." 

So, this IS whatthe Mandai Commission 
and Prof. Madhu Dandavate has said. Now, 
let us swear in by Dr. Ambedkar. This is 
supposed to commemorate his birth centen-
ary. I am quoting from the Speeches and 
Writings of Dr. Ambedkar, Volume V, Chap-
ter on Conditions of converts published by 
Government if Maharashtra. Dr. Ambedkar 
says: 

"Has Christianity been able to save the 
convert from the sufferings and the 
ignominy which is the misfortune of 
everyone who is born an untouchable? 
Can an untouchable after his conver-
sion to Christianity take water from a 
public well? Are his children admitted to 
a public school? Can he enter a hotel or 
tavern which was not open to hIm? Can 
he enter a shop and buy things from 
inside? Will a barber shave him? Will a 
washerman wash his clothes? Can he 
travel in a bus? will he be admitted in 
Public Offices without compunction? Will 
be allowed to live in the touchable 
quarters of the village? Will the Hindus 
take water from him? Will they dine with 
him. Will not the Hindu take a bath if he 
touches him? I am sure the answer to 
every one of these questions must be in 
the negative. In other words, conver-
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sion has not brought about any change 
in the social status of the untouchable 
convert. To the general mass of the 
Hindus, the untouchable remains an 
untouchable even though he becomes 
a Christian." 

This is what Dr. Ambedkar has said on 
this issue. The point is that I have come here 
with an amendment and all what I am saying 
is supported by everyone who has studied 
this POint. The Kumara Pilla; Commission, 
the Elayaperumal Commission, the Sa-
tanathan Commission and the Chidamba-
ram Report agree on this point. Whoever has 
studied this point will agree to this point. This 
gives benefit in terms of employment. There-
fore, I have brought an amendment here to 
include Muslims and Christians on this Bill. 
Regarding employment, I must mention that 
I am not for any particular community like 
Christians or Muslims. I am always for justice 
and I will always be so as far as Parliament 
is concerned and that is what is expected 
from everyone of us. 

As far as the population of minority 
communrties in India is concerned, accord-
ing to the 1981 census, the religious minority 
communities constitute about 16.46 per cent 
of the population of India excluding Assam 
and the breakup is: Muslims-11.35 per cent; 
Christians-2.43 per cent; Sikhs- 1.96 per 
cent; Budhhists- 0.71 per cent, Zoroastrians 
(Parsees) - 0.01 per cent. Now, look at this in 
terms of employment; particularly, the posi-
tion of Muslims is very bad. 

Let me mention the last Defence Serv-
ices Examination results this year. The total 
number of successful candidates is 272 and 
out of that there are 2 Muslims, that means 
0.74 per cent when the population is 11 per 
cent; Christians3, 1.1 percent; and Sikhs31, 
that means 11.4 per cent. Forget about 
Defence Services. Let us take lAS and allied 
Services results declared this year. There 
are 17 Muslims out of 835 declared success-
ful candidates, though they have a popula-
tion of 11 per cent and it is just two per cent. 

I do not want to take much time; I would 
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just quote from what a very eminent colum-
nist Shri Prem Shankar Jha says in tOOay's 
times of India under the caption: Roots of 
Kashmir's Alienation. We are now trying to 
find out the roots of Muslim alienation there. 
In the column, he says: 

"In Kashmir militancy is not born out to 
poverty or economic deprivation, but of 
the despair of a small, select group of 
young people, who form a new but dis-
inherited middle class." 

Then in terms of employment. What he 
says is that it is lack of employment opportu-
nities. He says: 

"Every one cannot become an entrepre-
neur, much less a successful one. Thus 
there has also come into being growing 
class of job seekers that is looking 
specifically for salaried employment." 

He continues further: 

"Particularly galling to the young edu-
cated Muslims is the fact that the offices 
of the bank and the private sector 
companies in Kashm ir are also staffed 
overwhelmingly with people from out~ 
side Kashmir, and Kashmiri pandits. 
Kashmiri Muslims have obtained jobs, 
but these are concentrated at the lower 
end of the scale. Accusations of Indian 
colonialism are rooted squarely in this 
employment pattern." 

The basic problem is employment. 
Please do justice. It is a problem for every 
Indian; I know that. There is lack of employ-
ment opportunities for everybody; we must 
understand it. But there is particular lack of 
employment opportunities for minority com-
munities, particularly certain minority com-
munities. 

When I was in the banking. I was very 
happy to see that we were able to do some-
thing. I had not done anything, my officers 
did that. This was because I took the Chair-
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man of the Minority Commission to Kashmir 
and we had a meeting, I must say that cutting 
across all communities, the people of India 
are against discrimination. this is because all 
of us have suffered discrimination ourselves. 
In the clonial rule, none of us, whether Chris-
tians. Hindus or any other community were 
offered opportunities at par with the colonial-
ists. We were also under the boot of the 
colonialists. We are against discrimination 
against anybody. 

In view of this, this Bill is good in parts. 
but it is going to create more problems than 
it would solve. This is because this is a 
discrimination of as far as the Muslims and 
Hindus are concerned. There is unreason-
able discrimination. I hope, the Supreme 
Court Strikes it down under Article 16 and 
other provisions, because it is unreason-
able. 

With these words, I urge the Govern-
ment and I demand that justice be done. Do 
not be popUlist, do not try to get vote banks 
here and there. Do justice, work on prin-
ciples, which you are not doing. I will, there-
fore. abstain on this Bill. I say, neo-Buddhists 
must be given, but unless you give to the 
Muslims and Christians, I will abstain, un-
less, of course, Government accepts my 
amend, which, if they are fair, they will do, or 
bring their own amendment. 

AN. HON. "MEMBER: That means your 
support is conditional. 

SHRI EDUARDO FALEIRO: My sup-
port is not condWonal. I am abstaining; I am 
not supporting this Bill, I will abstain unless 
they include Muslims and Christians also at 
par. 

r Translation] 

SHRI KALKA DAS (Karol 8agh): Mr. 
Deputy Speaker, Sir, I rise to extend my 
whole-hearted support to the Constitution 
(Scheduled Castes) Order (Amendment) Bill, 
1990 and alongwith it I would like to express 
my gratitude to Shri Ram Vilas Paswan from 
the core of my heart, for his untiring efforts 
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which has resulted in the introduction of this 
Bill, which should have been brought for-
ward long back. 

Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, the facilities 
being provided to the Scheduled Castes are 
in fact, a compensation for the humiliation 
they had suffered as untouchables for hun-
dreds of years in the Hindu Society and the 
obstC\_cles that had blocked the way of their 
development over the centuries. Like a 
beacon light, Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar 
showed them a way to come out of that 
darkness. In 1935, he declared that it was 
not within his powers to take birth as a Hindu, 
but it was certainly within his control not to 
die as a Hindu. That is why, In 1956. he 
alongwith his five lakh followers crossed to 
the fold of Buddhism atthe DeekshantGround 
in Nagpur. It is a historical fact, that hitherto 
nowhere in the world such a mass conver-
sion had taken place in a single day and that 
too in such a peaceful manner and this 
historic step was taken by nonelse but by Dr. 
Babasaheb Ambedkar. Secondly. even in 
the past the people had turned to the fold of 
Islam or Christianity but those who became 
Muslims or Christians were converted to the 
religion either at the gun point or far certain 
material temptations from the Government 
and they were given the promised comforts 
but all those persons of Scheduled Castes 
who stayed back to the fold of Hinduism, 
continued to remain an oppressed and ex-
ploited lot. 

Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, just now my 
friend was saying that the story of even those 
converted to Islam or Christianity is in no way 
different from others. But here, I would like to 
ask whether any untouchability is practised 
In the churches, where Christians assemble 
for prayers and sermons? I would like to 
know from my muslim brethren whether 
untouchability is practised in Mosques and 
Dargahs. 

[ Translation] 

[English] 

SHRI EDUARDO FALEIRO: I would 
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just like to clarify, Sir. Every Christian, either 
here in this House or else-where, has got 
some or the other caste. Caste is still preva-
lent and it is an unfortunate fact. 

[ Translation] 

Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, what I want I 
want to say is that these facilities are being 
provided to the Scheduled Castes as a 
compensation for the possession, that was 
unleashed on them overthe centuries. What 
is disappointing is that those who are de-
manding the same facilities and privileges, 
as are being enjoyed by the Scheduled 
Castes within the Hindu fold, for Muslims 
and Christians, have all long been working 
against the interests ofthe Scheduled Castes 
and now they want to get all these facilities 
diverted towards this section of people. I 
believe that if these facilities are extended to 
those who are convent-educated, well-or-
ganised and have all along been enjoying 
the benefits of conversion, it would harm the 
interests of the Scheduled Castes and the 
neo-Buddhists, who have though made a lot 
of sacrifices are presently not getting the 
benefits of these facilities. I would be preju-
diCial to the interests of the Scheduled Castes. 
I would like to subm it that those who have got 
converted into Buddhism have not gained 
anything, despite their immense sacrifices. 
Though the sufferings that they had to un-
dergo as Scheduled Castes have slightly 
mitigated after conversion, they have been 
deprived of the facilities that they were en-
joying earlier. Unlike those, who got con-
verted into other religions, the neo-Buddhists 
were not provided with any incentives in-
cluding one in respect of the admission of 
their wards into convent schools, to pave the 
way of their upliftment. From that I under-
stand that the main reason and prime objec-
tive of this Bill is to provide facilities to the 
neD-Buddhists, who still continue with these 
age old political, social and economic condi-
tions and all those who are not provided with 
any incentives despite their converSion, 
should be given these facilities. That is the 
purpose of this Bill and those who are de-
manding the extension of these facilities to 
Christian and Muslim converts are in fact 
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harming the interest of the scheduled castes 
and they are doing injustice to them because 
if these facilities are extended to them. I fear 
that the educated christians and muslims, 
who were brought up in an egalitarian at-
mosphere would corner all the benefits and 
the scheduled castes and the Neo-Buddhists 
would continue with their miserable lot. 
Naturally, it would be prejudicial to their 
larger interests. 

I would like to submit that even now the 
Scheduled Caste Hindus are being iii-treated. 
They do not have any respect in the society. 
Buddhism is an inseparable part of Hindu-
ism. Gautama Buddha was also a Hindu 
prince. He wiped away the dirt of evil prac-
tices and customs. superstitions and con-
servative and obscurantist dogmas from the 
augean stables of Hinduism and established 
a refined and reformed Hinduism. I believe 
that it is one of the religions of this country. At 
the time of his conversion into Buddhism, 
Babasaheb Ambedkar explained the rea-
sons for his turning to the fold of Buddhism. 
In his lectures and books he has broadly 
enunciated the reasons for his conversion to 
Buddhism alone and not to any other religion 
because Buddhism was an Indian religion. 
Christians and Muslims asked him to come 
to the fold of their religions. The Nlzam of 
Hyderabad even went to the extent of offer-
ing him rupees 8 crore for the upliftment of 
his community provided-he turned to the fold 
of Islam but he reJected the offer saying that 
it was not a question of money, but that of the 
country. It was a question of nationalism. He 
said that he would adopt only that religion 
which had sprung up from the soil of this 
country. The feelings and sentiments of Dr. 
Ambedkar would be realised only when these 
facilities are extended to the neo-Buddhists. 
Had he not understood the importance of 
Buddhism, its Indian identity and its insepa-
rable links with Hinduism, he could have 
embraced Islam or Christianity. but he did 
not turn to any foreign religion. He got con-
verted into Buddhism because it had its roots 
in the soil of this country which was also the 
cradle of Buddhism. 
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Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I believe that 
this Bill introduced by the Government is the 
most appropriate one and all the facilities 
enjoyed by the Scheduled castes should be 
made available to the Nee-Buddhists also. 
This bill is in complete conformity with the 
vision and aspirations of Babasaheb Am-
hedkar. tt would he improper to make any 
amendment. It will be an injustice towards 
this section. 

Some hon. Members have given may 
suggestions in this regard. But I would like to 
quote these lines about their action. 

'Woh Qatl bhi karate hain to charcha-
nahin hota 

Ham aah bhli bharate hain to hOjate 
hain Badnam'. 

Thus though they have committed a 
grave crime by misguiding a section of 
masses, but they donot confess it and are 
trying for amendments in this bill so that they 
may malign us and the Government. 

Mr, Deputy Speaker, Sir, I heartily sup-
port this bill on behalf of my party and myself 
and oppose the move of Congress to distort 
it through amendments. They would have to 
reply for it to the people. Now these persons 
are bent upon harming that very section 
which has been voting them to power. They 
would be held answerable for it. I would like 
to emphasise it once again that this bill 
should not be tampered, at all or it would be 
a great blow to the interest of Neo Buddhists 
and scheduled caste people. 

With these words I support the bill. 

KUMARI MAYAWATI (Bijnor): Mr. 
Deputy Speaker, Sir, J would like to gIve 
some suggestions regarding Constitution, 
(Scheduled Castes) Order (Amendments) 
Bill. 

It is well known and as has been stated 
by several earlier speakers that Baba Saheb 
Dr. Ambedkar had declared that though he 
was born as a Hindu he would not die as a 
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Hindu. After having so declared he might 
have charged his religion at that very time. 
But he thought that he must study all the 
religions before embracing anyone of these 
because he felt that he must lead his follow-
ers in a right path direction. Therefore, he 
began to study all religions During that friend 
he was allured by many religions preaches. 
But Dr. Baba Saheb Ambedkar was not 
swayed away by them. And lastly on 14th 
Oct~ 1956 he embraced Buddhist religion 
with lakhs of his followers. He did so as he 
felt that this was India's indigenous religion 
and not a foreign one. I would like to point out 
one more thing in this connection. Just now, 
brother Kalkadas ji has said that Buddhism is 
a part of Hinduism. I oppose it. It is not so. 
Perhaps, he has not go through the Buddhist 
religion deeply. Had it been so, Baba Saheb 
Ambedkar would not have been forced to 
charge religion. I have a suggestion regard-
ing the Bill. This bill mentions all those who 
embraced Buddhism on 14th Oct as the 
Neo-Buddhists. I would like to say that by 
virtue of its excellence Buddhism has spread 
in foreign countries also. Therefore presid-
ing Neo to these Buddhists may create 
confusion and the foreigners may ask about 
their identity. They would be told that these 
neo Buddhists are the suppressed and down 
trodden people of Scheduled Castes. and it 
may give rise to ca5telsm as racism is al-
ready on rise all over the world. It will 
strengthen the precepts and the concepts of 
maner. Therefore as per may suggestion the 
prefix Neo should be scrapped as only 
'Buddhist' is sufficIent. 

Secondly, many earlier speakers have 
said that the National Front Government has 
done that work which should have been 
done by the Congress much earlier. Though, 
I support National Front Government, I do 
not agree with the opinion that you have 
done what was not done by the Congress. 
You should not thInk that the down trodden 
and suppressed people would be swayed 
away by your such words. I dont think so. I 
would like to fell the National Front Govern-
ment that, I and my party welcome and 
support their decision. But you have given 
~Ilese concession as you felt helpless before 
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rising power of the people of scheduled 
caste and suppressed and down troddensec-
tions on a largescale. The upholders of 
Hinduism are today worried at the fact that 
these people may become Muslims or Chris-
tians if they are still tortured and denied their 
rights you are speak all this in a bid to save 
Hinduism as the people of scheduled castes 
have risen up on a large scale and organised 
all the down trodden and suppressed people 
as a third force in the name of Bahujan 
Samaj all over the country. 

These are the points which I wanted to 
place before you and hope that you would 
surely consider my suggestions. 

With these words I conclude my speech 
while supporting the Bill. 

[English] 

SHRI G. M. BANA lWALLA (PONNANI): 
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, the Bill expounds a 
very sound principle namely, that mere 
conversion of a person from one religion to 
another does not overnight change his so-
cial, educational and economic position and 
status. The Statement of Aims and Objects 
also concedes the fact that such conver-
sions have failed to alter the social, educa-
tional etc. status of the converts. As such, 
the Bill seeks to extend the reservations and ' 
concessions enjoyed by the Scheduled Caste 
Hindus and Sikhs alsoto the Buddhist Sched-
uled Caste converts. So, the Bill. as I said, is 
based on very sound principles. 

I must point out, with respect to the 
soundness of the principle, that it is unfortu-
11 ate that the hon. Minister has stopped in his 
track, and has failed to do justice to all the 
sections of the people affected in the same 
manner. The Bill, therefore I must say, is a 
reluctant and half-hearted measure. We all 
wish that the han. Minister had nat stopped 
short in hiS own track, but would have done 
justice and would have been true to the 
principle expounded by him in the Aims and 
Objects of the B,II. 

I must draw the attention of the hon. 
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Minister and this House to what Gandhiji had 
said. Gandhiji wrote in 'Harijan' dated 
26.12.1936: 

'Whether the Harijan is nominally a 
Christian, Muslim or Hindu and now 
Sikh, he is still a Harijan. He cannot 
change his spots inherited from Hindu-
ism so called. He may change his garb 
and call himself a Catholic Harijan, or a 
Muslim Harijan or Neo-Muslim or Neo-
Sikh, but his untouchability will haunt 
him during his life-time." 

We, therefore, find that it is a fact that 
mere change of faith does not overnight 
bring about an alteration in the status of the 
person-social, educational or economic 
status. Therefore, there is every logic in 
asking the 'Government to se~ that these 
facilities or reservations or other conces-
sions are given to all the Scheduled Castes 
irrespective of the religion to which they get 
converted. A forceful plea has been made 
that Scheduled Caste converts to Christian-
ity, and Scheduled Caste converts to Islam 
should also have the same benefit. I have 
also come before the House with an appro-
priate amendment, and make a fervent plea 
that Scheduled Caste converts both to Chris-
tianity and Islam should be included within 
the purview of the Bill. looking at the injustice 
that is there today. 

There is an interesting book by Prof. 
Kande Prasad Rao, under the title 'Freedom 
of Religion for Harijans in India'. He has done 
a lot of work. He says at page 8: 

"As per the law in force, the status of a 
Harijan varies with the religion he pro-
fesses. A Harijan is at the maximum 
advantage if he professes the Hindu or 
the Sikh religion; at a lesser advantage 
if he professes the Buddhist religion; at 
a lesser advantage if he professes the 
Buddhist religion, and no advantage if 
he professes the Christian religion." 

This also holds true to a Muslim. : have, 
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therefore, made a strong plea that both the 
Scheduled Caste converts into Christianity 
and Islam must be brought within the pur-
view of the BiU, and they should also be 
entitled to the reservations and facilities 
available for the Scheduled Castes. I may 
point out here that the law accepts Muslims 
among the Scheduled Tribes. There can be 
a Muslim and there are Muslims among the 
STs. The Supreme Court has also recog-
nised this particular law. There are several 
judgments to this fact. Time is short. There-
fore' am not quoting from them. 

SHRI KALKA DAS: If he becomes a 
Muslim, will they treat him as untouchable? 

SHRI G. M. BANATWALLA: It is an 
interruption and I have yielded to the hon. 
Member. Let the hon. member be on record 
and I shall meet the point that he has raised 
in the hope that sooner counsel will prevail 
upon him, though I know that this hope is 
going to be belied. There is no doubt about 
the fact that Islam does not recognise any 
caste. A Christian will speak for his religion. 
I will take his words. As I understand, the 
Christianity also does not accept of recog-
nise caste. The question is not whether 
these religions like Islam or Christianity or 
Buddhism or Sikhism, accept caste or not; 
that is not a question. The fact remains that 
SC converts to these religions continue to be 
under the wrath of those who profess un-
touchability. Those who profess untouch-
abiiity, they continue to oppress and sup-
press and ill-treat the SCs irrespective of his 
being converted to some other religion. The 
life is made intolerable despite conversion. 

SHRI EDUARDO F ALEIRO (Mor-
mugao): He is an oppressor of all religions. 

SHRI G. M. BANATWALLA: The origi-
nal SC man, despite his conversion, contin-
ues to be under the suppression and oppres-
sion of those who practise untouchability. 
They make his life difficult. He goes to draw 
water from a well. He may be a Muslim, but, 
originally, he was a SC. Those who practise 
untouchability, they oppress and suppress 
him. That is a fact of life which has to be 
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understood. We here must not close our 
eyes; we have to see that social justice is 
done to every section of our society. 

I have also to say that the hon. Minister. 
while extending the reservation and other 
facilities of SC to Christians, to Buddhists, to 
Muslims and so on, must also correct the 
various other anomalies from which the SC 
people suffer today. Time does not permit 
m~ to speak more. I have already referred to 
a book written by the hon. Professor. I have 
quoted him here. There are several ex-
amples. For example, take the question of 
children. the children of a Harijan woman 
who marries a higher caste Hindu Now 
despite a fact that a SC woman marries a 
higher caste Hindu and despite a fact that 
she goes in a higher caste Hindu environ-
ment, she continues to be treated as SC 
member, and rightly so. But then the ques-
tion of her children comes up. 

Executive orders make very arbitrary 
discriminations, that if the children of such a 
woman are accepted in the higher society, 
they may not be treated as Scheduled Castes 
but if any child is not so accepted, he will be 
considered as a Scheduled Caste. Now, all 
these are very arbitrary discriminations and 
they diSCriminate betwe>en one child of the 
parents from another child of the same par-
ents. Such discriminations must also some 
to an end. 

Before I conclude, I must say, that there 
are many people, a large number, especially 
the Scheduled Castes themselves who do 
not like to be called 'Harijans·. They take the 
word 'Harijan' as very derogatory. We must 
respect their sentiments and the word 'Har-
ijan' should, therefore, be avoided and we 
must always use the word 'Scheduled Gaste' 
for them. 

I must point out that sometime back. 
perhaps in 1967 or 1968, the Government of 
India itself through various orders instructed 
the departments not to use the word 'Har-
ijan'. Let that be followed. 
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[ Translation] 

SHAI RAM VIlAS PASWAN: It is not so 
word 'Harijan' is unparliamentary and the 
correct words are 'Scheduled Caste or 
Scheduled Tribes'. 

[English] 

SHRIG. M. BANATWALLA: I thank the 
hon. Minister very much. But despite the 
fact, the word 'Harijan' continues to be used. 

So, my point is that even in Parliament 
the use of this word in the record must be 
banned and the proper word, "Scheduled 
Caste" should be used. I may refer to you a 
decision of the Press Council of India that 
was reported in the publication,''The Press 
Council of India: RevieW' dated October, 
1989 at page 145 and the Press Council was 
pleased to say, 

"The use of the word 'Harijan' should be 
avoided." 

Now. Sir, you are very very impatient 
and, therefore. I would conclude. I would 
only point out by saying that it is rather 
unfortunate and very agonising that one of 
the han. Members here has deemed it fit to 
inject dangerous communal overtones in his 
speech here before the House. He tried to 
discriminate between conversions to Bud-
dhism and conversions to Islam and so on 
and so forth and made sweeping and base-
less allegations that all conversions to Islam 
etc., have been by force. If that should have 
been the situation, the Muslims have ruled 
over this country for a thousand years and 
after a thousand years, Muslims would not 
have remained a minority, as they are today. 
( Interruptions) 

Sir, please control them. I heard them 
with rapt attention and they must also listen 
to me. They must also know the facts. This is 
how there is an upsurge of communalism in 
our country. (Interruptions) 

SHRI EDUARDO FALEIRO (Mor-
mugao): Sir, I am on a point of order. I want 
to seek a clarification. (Interruptions) 
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[ Translation] 

SHRI KALKA DAS:- They used to be 
converted by force. (Interruptions) 

SHRI BHOGENDRAJHA (Madhubani): 
I have a point of order .... (lnterruptions) 

SHRI G. M. BANATWALLA: You must 
have patience to listen. 

SHRI KALKA DAS: We won't listen 
incorrect things. 

SHRI BHOGENDRA JHA: I would like 
to request that we all express our view as we 
are free to do so but unfortunately 
he ....... (Interruptions) 

SHRI G. M. BANATWALA: Ha is not 
ready to listen our views despite the fact that 
we have listened to than. 

SHRI BHOGENDRA JHA: Mr. Deputy 
Speaker, Sir, I am on a point of 
order.( Interruptions) 

SHRI KALKA DAS: Mr. Deputy Speaker, 
the country's History is a witness to the fact 
that during the reign of Allauddin Khilji and 
Aurangzeb the Hindus were converted to 
Islam forcibly .... (Interruptions) 

SHRI RL.P. VERMA (Koderma): Mr. 
Deputy Speaker, It cannot be tolerated it is 
our direct insult ... (Interruptions) 

AN HON. MEMBER:- Mr. Deputy 
Speaker, he is a ................. that is why he is 
talking like ttrat. 

SHRI G. M. BANATWALA: Aha! You 
have not got the courage to listen. (Interrup-
tions) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I have al-
lowed only Bhugendra Jha. The interrup-
tions will not of on record. (Interruptions) 

. ·Expunged as ordered by the chair. 
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( Translation) 

SHRI BHOGENDRA JHA: Mr. Deputy 
Speaker, Sir, I am on a point of order. 

[English] 

SHRI IBRAHIM SULAIMAN SAlT 
(Manjeri): Somebody called Shri Banatwalla 
as .. That should be expunged. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I have al-
ready expunged it. Please take your seat. 

( Interruptions) 

SHRI KALKA DAS: Mr. Deputy Speaker, 
Sir, he is trying to ignore the bitter fact that 
Hindus were forcibly converted during Au-
rangzeb's time. (Interruptions) 

SHRI DAU DAYALJOSHI (Kota): Does 
he know that foreign money work millions of 
rupees is being pumped into India is he 
aware as to how and for what purpose that 
money is being used?This money is being 
used for religions conversions. (Interrup-
tions) 

MR DEPUTY SPEAKER: Please do not 
make provocative speeches as may result in 
making allegations and counter-allegations 
from both the sides. h is true that both the 
parties have a rightto freedom of expression 
and speech but nobody should speak any-
thing aimed at hurting the feelings of the 
other party. Shri Banatwala was saying 
something in reply. He too enjoys the right to 
speech. (Interruptions) 

SHRI DAU DAYAL JHOSHI: He was 
causing provocation rather than giving a 
reply. (Interruptions) 

SHRI SYED MASUDAL HOSSAIN 
(Murshidabad): Objectionable words, if ut-
terred by and person, should be expunged 
from the records. What is bad in it? (Interrup-
tions) 
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MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Please sit 
down otherwise it may give opportunity to 
others to comment. This should not be done 
when things have settled down in the House. 

SHRI BHOGENDRA JHA: Sir, I want to 
raise a point of order, every Member has a 
right to put forth his view I in the House. 
There can be difference of opinion and should 
be\there. There is nothing wrong in it. We 
arrived at a conclusion only after assessing 
everybody's point of view. But there are 
certain remarks that should not be made in 
the House because they are nQt in continuity 
with our constitution or the decorum of the 
House. Restraint should be exercised with 
reasons to these in the House. Some such 
remarks have been made from both the 
benches. (Interruptions) 

SHRI G. M. BANATWALLA: What ob-
jectionable remarks were make from our 
side? 

SHRI BHOGENDRA JHA: I said that 
these were raised from both the side-still, t 
can repeat your remark if you are very par-
ticular about it but such remarks have come 
from both the sides. These have come from 
this side too. (Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Mr. Banat-
walla, take your seat please. 

( Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Do not go too 
deep in it. Keeping in mind all that has 
happened here, I hare said what I had to say. 
Now. do not stretch th is debate too for please. 

( Interruptions) 

MR. OEPUTY SPEAKER: No nor, Mr. 
Jha. Please be seated. 

[English] 

PROF. P. J. KURtEN (Mavelikara): Sir, 
I am grateful that the objectionable remark 
had been expunged. But this is not the first 
time that such a remark has come here. Two 
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days before also the same remark was made 
here and then the honourable Mr. Advani 
himself stood up and expressed an apology. 
I would only request you, Sir, as you are the 
custodian of this House that it is not only 
enough to expunge such remarks but those 
Members who raise such remarks should be 
admonished by the Chair ..... (lntB"uptions) 

SHRt RAM NAIK (Bombay North): Sir, I 
am on a point of order. According to my 
understanding you had not removed or 
expunged any remarks so far as this debate 
is concerned. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I have ex-
punged. 

SHRI RAM NAIK: Which remarks? 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Reference to 
certain objectionable things. 

[ Trans/ation] 

SHRI KALKA DAS: My submission is 
that the hon. Member has stated that a 
person enjoining some respect only can be 
insulted, as if nobody commands respect 
here. What can be more callous and shallow 
remark than this? This too should be ex-
punged from the records. (Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: In this House, 
We should express our views in a manner 
that does not hurt the feelings of others and 
one's argument can be more fruitful and 
forceful only when one does not speak in a 
language that hosts other' feelings. You can 
present your argument without taking re-
course it and I am sure, all the Members are 
quite capable of doing it. I understand that 
this should to be stretched any for now. I 
have stated that the objectionable remarks 
have already been expunged from the rec-
ords. Now Shri Banatwalla may speak for a 
short while more and conclude. 

[English1 

SHRI G. M. BANATWALLA: It is unfor-
tunate that there has been communal exploi-
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[Sh. G.M. Banatwalla] 

tat ion of history. But I will abide by your ruling 
and will not go into the untruth that these 
people tried to ...... (lnterruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: You have 
made that point. 

( Interruptions) 

[ Translation] 

SHRI KALKA DAS: Mr. Deputy Speaker, 
Sir, now he is resorting to the same overtone 
again. 

[English] 

MA. DEPUTY SPEAKER: He is well 
within hi'S right to rebut it. 

(Interruptions)" 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Except Mr. 
Banatwalla's speech, nothing else will go on 
record. 

[ Translation] 

Please be seated. look, disorder is 
created as and when you try to control the 
Members from there. Leave that task to the 
person sitting in the chair. He can well main-
tain order. Four persons rise to counter your 
argument when over you try to speak and 
then there are replies and counter replies 
from both the sides. It is, therefore, better to 
allow the chain to do it. Everything will be set 
right. There will be no debate on this issue 
non onwards. Only Mr. Banatwalla will speak. 

[English] 

SHRI LOKNATH CHOUDHURY 
(Jagatsinghpur): Every Member before filing 
his nomination has taken the oath for Na-
tional integration. But, here, after becoming 
the Members of the House they are speaking 
in Q communal overtone. So, it is the duty of 

'*Not recorded. 
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the House to prevent them from doing so. 
Nobody will be allowed to subvert our secu-
lar Constitution. Our Constitution is based 
on secularism. So anybody speaking with a 
communal overtone should be prevented 
and their speeches should not be recorded. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I think, first of 
all, you will not prolong this discussion. H you 
prolong the discussion on the side issues the 
main issue will be side-tracked. So, I will 
seek. the cooperatlon of all the han. Mem-
bers not to raise any more points of order and 
not to raise any more discussions on the side 
issues. Now, with the spirit which is con-
tained in your statement, the entire House 
would agree. It would be for all the Members 
to speak in such a fashion that not only the 
feelings of the Members are not hurt but a 
situation is not created because of which the 
national Integration or the unity aspect is 
also not hurt. This applies to all the Mem-
bers. All the same, sometimes advertently or 
inadvertently if somebody has sald some-
thing, It is good for him to withdraw. " he does 
withdraw in we can take care of it. In many 
cases it is not good to dwell upon such issues 
in fashion that it is emphasised, too much. 
But, with the spirit which is contained in your 
statement, I think the House will agree. Now, 
no more discussions on the side issues. Mr. 
G. M. Banatwalla to continue. 

SHRI G. M. BANATWALLA ( Ponnani): 
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, while making a 
strong plea that Muslims converted and 
Christians converted from Scheduled Castes 
be included in the previews of the Bill. I must 
also say that there need not be apprehen-
sions that the Scheduled Castes persons 
will suffer in matter of their reservations. An 
attempt has been made here to create an 
alarm among the Scheduled Castes that if all 
these Scheduled Castes converted into 
Christians, Scheduled Castes converted into 
Muslims are also brought within the purview 
of the Bill, then the reservation and facilities 
of the present Scheduled Castes Hindus 
and Sikhs will suffer. An attempt has been 
made to provoke them. I am sure that such 
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attempts will be in vain. We can always have 
schemes to take care of the fact that the 
extension of the purview of the Bill does not 
rob or does not eat into the reservation, as at 
present are enjoyed by the present sections 
of the Society. Detailed schemes can always 
be worked upon. We are here discussing the 
principle on which the entire matter should 
be looked into. And the principle propounded 
by the han. Minister, as I had said at the 
begin~ing of my speech here·, is a healthy 
principle. It is a sound principle. But, let him 
not be a reluctant person to do social justice 
to all the sections of the people. Of course, I 
have my own amendment which I shall be 
moving at the appropriate time and I hope 
that the Government and the House will 
extend its approbation to that particular 
amendment. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Shri Jagpal 
Singh. 

SHRI SYEO MAS UDAL HOSSAIN 
(Murshidabad): Sir, I fail to understand why 
you are not calling Mr. Prem Pradeep. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: How do you 
take that I am not calling him? What makes 
you say that? I will call him when his turn 
comes. Please sit down. Don't worry, I will 
call his. 

SHRI SYED MASUDAL HOSSAIN: 
According to party strength, we are fourth, 
Sir. 

DEPUTY SPEAKER: It is not like that. 
will call him. Please do not make this 

unnecessary statement. 

[ Translation] 

SHRI SYED MASUDAL HOSSAIN: Y~u 
have first called the Members of the B.S.P. 
and the Muslim League. 

[English} 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Yes, they are 
also Members. You can not have any objec-
tion is that. 
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[ Translation] 

SHRI JAG PAL SINGH (Hardwar): Mr. 
Deputy Speaker, Sir, I rise to support the 
constitution Amendment Bill, 1990, brought 
in for such Harijans and Scheduled Castes 
who got converted to Buddhism some 26-27 
years ago, of course, with some suggestions 
and amendments; and would like to thank 
Shri Paswan for taking a timely band an 
appropriate step by bringing into shape the 
age old demand of the people of the country 
that Neo-Buddhists should be given all such 
facilities and concessions as are enjoyed by 
Hindu-Harijans. With the introduction of the 
Bill, one thing has become clear, and for that 
I would like to address the men from B. S. P. 
in particular, that ca$teism and untouchabil-
ity arethe only attributes of the Hindu Sabha. 
This is the reason behind the advent of 
Christianity and Islam in our country and 
casteism and untauchability crept into them 
as well. 

SHRI IBRAHIM SULAIMAN SAlT 
(Manjeri): There is no such thing like cas-
teism etc. in Islam. 

SHRI JAGPAL SINGH: I shall give you 
an examples. whether it is Islam or Christian-
ity, they cannot remain untouched by it. The 
most important characteristics of Hindu re-
ligion are Caste ism and untouchability ... 
( Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: It you want 
the speak without interruptions, please 
address the chair. 

SHRI JAGPAL SINGH: An evil him been 
polluting our Society for the last several 
thousands of years. Mayawati is present 
here. I would like to tell the people belonging 
to B.S.P. that with the introduction of this bill 
it has become clear that. conversion is no 
solution to Casteism and untouchability. 
Conversion is no longer relevant for bringing 
about economical and social development. 
It this bill is supported by the parties like the 
B.S.P. then it becomes clear that the eco-
nomic and social status of harijans cannot be 
improved through conversion thoughl sup-
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port this bill . Yet I would say that Shri 
Paswan is also a part of Hindu religion and 
his Hinduism is clearly manifest in his mov-
ing this bill he has late for harijan conver but 
no love for those harijans convert Christians. 
for harijan convert Muslims. He should have 
brought this constitutional amendment bill 
much earlier. In one of the Articles of the 
constitution it has been stated that Hindu 
religion well comprise of Sikhism Buddhism 
and Jainism and of no other religion. He 
should have given "equal status to all the 
Harijans whether converted into christianias, 
Muslims or Buddhists otherwise this bill is 
meaningless. 

The neo-Buddhists launched an agita-
tion demanding that they should also be 
provided with such facilities as have been 
extended to Schedule Castes and Sched-
uled Tribes. The South Indian Harijans who 
have converted themselves into Christians 
and those of the North Eastern region con-
verted in to Christianity have also been agi-
tating for the past twenty five to thirty years 
demanding similar facilities. Such demands 
are reported in the press daily. It their social 
and economic conditions have not improved 
despite converting into Buddhism, what it is 
the guarantee that they will improve now. 
This Bill does not contain any provision which 
may help eradicate the casteism and un-
touchability prevalent in the country. Can he 
guarantee that the level of social and eco-
nomic development of Neo Buddhists st":..Iuld 
be brought at par with other people in the 
society. After extending a few facilities to 
those Harijans. He has kept no such provi-
sion in this bill. H you extend these facilities 
to lakhs and crores of neo-Buddhists then 
you should also think in terms of increasing 
the reservations quota for Harijans, other-
wise it will affect the prospects of harijans. 
Paswanji. I request you to pay more atten-
tion towards their development of this com-
munity after bringing this bill. At present, 
despite working fortwelveto eighteen hours, 
wearing torn clothes and facing starvation 
we are not given due respect in this country. 
The need of the hour is that we should be 
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given due respect in the country and you will 
succeed in extending this respect only when 
you are in a position to bring about economic 
development of 22 crore people belonging to 
Schedule Castes and Schedule Tribes. 
Presently a sense of hatred not against any 
individual but towards whole Harijan com-
munity has developed in the Hindu religion, 
whether he is a Christian, a Buddhist or a 
Hindu, hatred for them is deep rooted in the 
blood of Caste Hindus. Paswanji,l had a~ked 
Shri P. Upendra to cancel the transfer orders 
of one Shri Shiv Kumar who is a Deputy 
Director in A.I.R. and is a heart patient. Four 
days ago he fell down from a bus and re-
ceived injuries but his transfer was not can-
celled whereas Shri Upendraji has himself 
cancelled the transfer of four such persons 
wh had been permtted as Directors. As such, 
I want to say that this is the root course. We 
tell the Ministers that atrocities are being 
committed on Harijans, but your Ministers 
are not prepared to listen to us. (Interrup-
tions) The need of the hour is to improve the 
economic and social status of these people. 

I am completing my speech but before 
that I wish to say one thing exploitation by 
feudal still continues in the country and the 
worst affected are the people belonging to 
weaker sections, the Harijans. The Govern-
ment must take adequate steps to chec 
feudal exploitation. In the rural areas it needs 
to be ensured that people get their full wages, 
and land reforms should be undertaken. 
This can help in bringing about social and 
economic development, merely moving a bill 
would be of no use. As such I would urge 
upon Shri Paswan to ensure that all Harijans 
get similar facilities irrespective of the fact 
whether they are Christian convertly Mus-
lims or Hindus. So that all of them can be 
brought at par with other communities. 

[English] 

SHRI IBRAHIM SULAIMAN SAlT 
(Manjeri): Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir. the word 
'Harijan' should not be used. It is unparlia-
mentary. It cannot be used. They should be 
called as Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes. The han. Member has been using the 
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word 'Harijans'. It should not be used. (Inter-
ruptions) 

[ Translation) 

SHRI JAGPAL SINGH: Mr. Deputy 
Speaker, Sir, I personally hold this view that 
the word Harijan should not be used and in 
case I have used it is wrong and should be 
expunged. 

I, 

ShAI KALKA DAS ( Karol 8agh): With-
draw it and say Schedule Caste. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Please res-
ume your seat. Mr. Jagpal, are you to deliver 
a speech or answer their questions. You 
please continue with your speech. 

SHAI JAGPAL SINGH: At the end, after 
making a demand that all Harijans should be 
treated at par and irrespective of the religion 
which they have adopted, they should get 
similar facilities and you should bring such a 
bill and at the same time you should not get 
the bill passed in a haste. You please with-
draw this bill and reconsider it. All the people 
belongmg to Schedule Castes should be 
give equal status. 

My other demand IS that In case you 
provide all these faCilities to crores of neo-
Buddhists then you should also think In terms 
of increaSing reservations in favourof Sched-
ule Castes and Schedule Tribes. 

With these words I thank you for having 
given me time to express my views. 

KUMAR I MAYAWATI (Bijnore): Mr. 
Deputy Speaker, Sir, I would like to say one 
thing to Bhai Jagpal Singh. It appears that he 
IS not aware of our party's Ideology. He has 
said that I have Supported thiS bill and that 
he was surprised that parties like B.S.P. had 
supported this bill. I would like to know from 
him as to what is wrong In this bill? It aims at 
benefiting the oppressed and downtrodden 
Community. As regards the convert Muslims 
and Christians. we are not against them. 
B.S.P. will be the first party to support reser-

*Not recorded. 
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vaticn young for these converts. Sikhs, 
Muslims, Parsis, Christians and Buddhists 
all are contributing their milk in building the 
Bahujan Samaj Party. Do you want to mis-
leading the people of the Bahujan Samaj 
Party in this manner ... (/nteffuptions) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: This is nt 
permitted you please Sit down. 

( Inteffuptions) 

SHRI JAGPAL SINGH: I have referred 
your name because I feel that after bringing 
this bill if conversions take place, they will not 
help in improving economic and social con: 
ditions of the Harijans. 

(Interruptions) 

[English] 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: This will not 
go on record. 

....... (Interruptions)" ..... 

( Translation) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: What is this 
going on. We cannot have a discussion in 
thiS manner. 

[English] 

The House stands adjourned for Lunch 
to meet at 3.00 p.m. and after Lunch Mr. 
Prem Pradeep will speak. 

1407 hrs_ 

The Lok Sabha then adjourned for Lunch 
. till Fifteen of the Clock. 

15.00 hrs 

The Lok Sabha fe-assembled after Lunch 
at four Minuties past Fifteen of the Clock. 
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CONSTITUTION (SCHEDULED CASTES, 
ORDERS (AMENDMENT) BILL 

As passed by RaJya Sabha Contd. 

[ Trans/ation] 

SHRI PREM PRADEEP (Nawada): Hon. 
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I use to support the con-
stitution (Scheduled Castes) Orders (Amend-
ment) Bill, 1990. This Bill has beer, intro-
duced in connection will the status of neo-
Buddhists, on it and a discussion is going on 
before speaking on the Bill, I would like to say 
something about Dr. Ambedkar 

Dr. 8. A. Ambedkar was a learned per-
son and a legal luminary. He was a great 
thinker and the community in which he was 
born had been the target of tremendous 
oppression exploitation and discrimination. 
During his schooling, he was made to sit 
outside the classroom. Even when he went 
to practise at the bar or was in the midst of 
religious people he met with stiff apposition. 
Ultimately he got recognition only when the 
points raised by him attracted public atten-
tion. 

The people whom we call sched uled 
Castes and Scheduled Tribes are actually 
'Adivasis'. These are the anginal Inhabitants 
of India although today they are counted 
among Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes. I would like to give the definition of a 
Scheduled Caste. It is a will known fact that 
Hindu Society does not account equal status 
to Scheduled Castes who are treated as 
untouchables. There are 2-3 reasons for 
this. As I said they were the original inhabi-
tants of this area and it IS quite possible that 
they were living In tribes. But when other 
people came to this area some of them went 
to the jungles and are today called Adivasis. 
Others who stayed in the area are called 
Scheduled Castes. These people were made 
slaves and everyone knows what type of 
work they were compelted to do. Even today 
these people carry right soil on their heads. 

It is said that people are converted from 
one religion to another by coercion, which-
ever be the religion. At that time Islam was a 
new religion with a new spirit. When a Sched-
uled Caste person converted to Islam he 
was accorded an equal social status. He 
could read 'namaz draw water from the same 
well and sit in the company of others. The 
founders of our Constitution, particularly Dr. 
Ambedkar, were disturbed over the appres-
sion faced by these people due to absence 
of economic means, lack of social recogni-
tion and non-availability of educational op-
portunities. 

When the constitution was being framed, 
speacila provision were made for Harijans, 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. 
But even 43 years after Independence their 
problems have not been solved although 
such a length of time is more than sufficient 
to bnng about a sea-change in any situation. 
Even today they are landless, uneducated 
and socially backward. This IS a reality. I 
don't want to go Into details but when a 
Harijan entered a temple, the temple was 
later washed to restore its sanctity. What 
does this prove? In these changing circum-
stances, we have introduced a Bill to amend 
the constitution with view to providing all fa-
Cilities to neo-Buddhists. We will, of course, 
support this Bill but at the same time we 
cannot ignore these various points of view 
which have been expressed in this context. 
It is not that Dr. Ambedkar suddenly changed 
his religion and switched over to Buddhism. 
Perhaps the idea struck him when he was 
framing the Constitution. Later in 1956 some 
special circumstances made him change his 
religion. But the essence of the debate on 
this subject is that Harijans remain un-pro-
tected whether they change their religion or 
not. 

There have been plenty of arguments 
on this subject in this House. For the sake of 
argument we say that if a caste Hindu mar-
ries a Harijan girl their child would be treated 
as a Scheduled Caste person. After some 
time it is possible that all castes will be 
treated as one. Every State does not have a 
common yardstick to classify various castes. 
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If some castes have a Scheduled Caste 
status in West Bengal they may not have the 
same status in Bihar or U. P. So the question 
arises regarding their social status and 
economic condition. I have received letters 
from many religious leaders stating that ours 
is a secular country and that other religions 
should also get the same facilities which the 
new Constitution Amendment Bill proposes 
for the followers of Buddhism. I think other 
M.Ps. also have received such letters. 

The religious leaders have appealed to 
the M.Ps. to raise this issue in Parliament. 
Now we are discussing whether to support 
this Bill or not. We cannot ignore the fact that 
there have been many people who have 
converted to Buddhism since the time of Dr. 
Ambedkar. But this does not mean that we 
should not support this Bill. We are in favour 
of this Constitution Amendment and would 
like all Members to pass it with a voice vote. 
If such a Bill is brought by the other side or by 
as religious leader. be it a Government Bill or 
a Private Bill. we shall definitely consider 
whether such a provision can be included in 
the Constitution or not. (lnte"uptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please finish in two 
minutes. 

SHRI PREM PRADEEP: All Members 
are free to express their views in this House. 
It is remarkable to note that in 1956. five lakh 
persons converted to Buddhism alongwith 
Dr. Ambedkar. But no facility is available to 
them. Dr. Ambedkar. one of the founders of 
our Constitution. ha~, clarified certain points 
and I suppose neo-Buddhists have also been 
mentioned by him I whole-heartedly support 
this Bill. With these words, I end my speech. 

[English] 

SHRI M. SELVARASU (Nagapattisum): 
Mr. Chairman, Sir, I whole-heartedly wel-
come and support the Constitution (Sched-
uled Castes) Order (Amendment) Bill, 1990. 
I congratulate the Government and the 
Minister for bringing this timely measure. 

It was in 1956, Scheduled Castes who 

were oppressed and suppressed converted 
to Buddhism under Babasaheb Ambedkar. 
They were called Nee-Buddhists. These Neo-
Buddhists though liberated from the social 
taboos of being called Harijans, could not be 
liberated from the economic backwardness. 
This economic backwardness is the main 
cause of their social backwardness and, 
therefore, the Minister has rightly brought 
forward the Bill for including them in the 
Scheduled Castes List. I welcome the meas-
ure. 

Similar grievance exists in the case of 
Scheduled Caste converts to Christianity. 
Convert Christians should also be included 
in the Scheduled Caste List. Convert Chris-
tians are still economically backward. Their 
lot can be Improved only if they are given 
concessions. I, therefore, strongly urge upon 
the Government to move an amendment to 
this Bill for inclusion of convert Christians in 
the Scheduled Caste List. 

In Tamilnadu, a large number of Nari 
Kuravas are in poor condition. Nari Kuravas 
lead nomadic life. Their condition can be 
improved only if they are included in the 
Scheduled Caste list. 

Dhobies and barbers also belong to 
poor and downtrodden sections of the soci-
ety. In some States, dhobies and barbers are 
oppressed and insulted. In villages, they are 
not allowed to draw water from wells; they 
are not allowed even to walk in the streets 
where high caste people live. For small er-
rors, these poor classes are punished se-
verely by village panchayats dominated by 
higher castes. I, therefore, request the hon. 
Minister to include both these communities 
in the Scheduled Caste List. • 

SHRI P. PENCHALLIAH (Nellore): Are 
barbers and dhobies suffering from untouch-
ability? 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Please do not inter-
rupt. 

SHRI M. SELVARASU: I also like to 
make an appeal on behalf of blacksmiths. 
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Blacksmiths are the weakest section of 
society in villages. They should be rehabili-
tated with special concessions. For this 
purpose, they should be included in the 
Scheduled Caste List. 

Sir, we have passed several legisla-
tions to curb atrocities on Scheduled Castes. 
But these laws are not being implemented 
properly. I request the Government to con-
stitute special monitoring cells in every Dis-
trict to watch the implementation of the pro-
visions. 

We are very proud that this Government 
has constituted special courts to try offences 
against Scheduled Castes. I request the 
Government to place on the Table a quar-
terly review of the functioning of the special 
courts in each State. That would keep us 
always informed and we can suggest im-
provements in the matter. 

We should also see that while naming 
national monuments, public places, Govern-
ment buildings-whether State Government 
or Central Governments-streets etc., we 
should, in no case, mention the caste along 
with names. Existing caste names from the 
names of streets, public places and monu-
ments should be dropped by an executive 
order. 

Not only that. To help the State Govern-
ments to formulate and implement special 
programmes for the welfare of Scheduled 
Castes, special grants should be provided to 
State Governments. Also, it must be seen 
that a specified percentage of State Plan 
allocation should be compulsorily spent on 
weHare of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes. 

With these words, I conclude. 

SHRI HUKUMDEC NARAYAN YADAV 
(Sitamarhi): Madam, I thank hon. Shri. Ram 
Vilas Paswan tor bringing this SiU, which 
may not look exhaustive but the points being 
expressed in this context are of great impor-
tance 
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"Sat saiyan ke dohre jon navak ke teer 
Dekhan mein chhote laage ghaon karer 

gambhir" 

This Bill will have a serious impact This 
implies that even after people belonging to 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 
convert to another religion, they should get 
the same facilities as before. 

I shall not level allegations on anyone 
because we do not understand the true 
meaning of religion. I don't believe that the 
religious devout do not have disparity, dual-
ity and discrimination in their minds. We are 
communal and are involved in petty commu-
nal matters, that is why we see duality in 
everything and our existence appears to be 
in danger. I would like to say that if anyone 
adopts a religion with genuine faith he re-
nounces worldly desires because it is a 
question of faith. If he converts to another 
religion because of money lust, cravings for 
world fame and desire for male issue then he 
is constantly obsessed by the apprehension 
of a fall. On the other hand, adoption of 
anther religion based on faith frees him from 
such fears and helps him make progress. 
The meaning of religion is to strengthen the 
bond between fellow human beings and 
remove discrimination. There would be no 
tension if we build a society where there is no 
discrimination. It is pleasing to note that even 
hon. shri Banatwalla and hon. Shri Faleiro 
have demanded that Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes people who converted to 
Islam or Christianity be given the same special 
facilities that were being given to them ear-
lier. Now we have reached that stage. But 
what are reasons for that? The persons 
belonging to the Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes get special opportunities 
because of the Constitutional and other 
provisions made under various laws by the 
Government and the House. Today every 
person is trying for his inclusion in the cate-
gory of the Scheduled Castes and Sched-
uled Tribes and a number of applications 
have been received in Biharforthispurpose. 
This is so happen\ng because persons be-
longing to the Scheduled Castes and Sched-
uled Tribes have been given special oppor-
tunities under the constitution. But why were 
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they given these sp&cial opportunities? Just 
because of the fact that earlier, the persons 
belonging to the upper castes had concen-
trated all powers in their hands who fully 
exploited it to their pleasure but on the other 
side there was also such a category of people 
in society which had no power. I would like to 
submit that the Government should bring an 
end to these inequalities and create a soci-
ety based on equality instead of providing 
special opportunities, as stated by Shri Ram 
Vilas Paswan. We will have to keep a check 
on those who have been enjoying power for 
the last millions of years and we should uplift 
the backward and the oppressed, it is only 
then that we will be able to create a society 
based on equality. For setting up a classless 
and casteless society which is also called an 
egalitarian society, we have to uplift the 
backward and keep a check on upper classes 
because there is no comparison between 
the two who are in the race. Even if both the 
categories of people are given equal oppor-
tunities, the disparity will continue. The aim 
of our constitution was to built a classless 
and casteless society. We have not taken 
any steps in that direction. We are just 
moving ahead and giving petty concessions 
to the backward, which is nothing but a drop 
in the ocean. This will not meet their require-
ments. Therefore, I would like to submit that 
this will not do anything and we will have to 
enact a legislation in this House and speak 
about it courageously. "We should come out 
of our iflusions. If we resolve to help the poor 
and to provide food to hungry, clothes to the 
naked, water to the thirsty, education to the 
illiterate, medicine to the sick and shelter to 
the homeless, we should try to achieve that 
objective through our constitution with all 
sincerity of efforts in that direction today 
itself. We have great respect for Dr. Am-
bedkar who had adopted the Buddhism. But 
, would like to say that some religious per-
sons are creating communal feelings in the 
country in the name of God and religious 
persons. The political parties are doing the 
same by discarding their ideals, prinCiples 
and values. While on one hand the number 
of religious communalists is increasing in the 
country. No community wants to do away 
with the other community because they think 
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that the existence of other oommunity is 
necessary for their progreSs. It is for this 
reason that the religious and political com-
munalists are not trying to bridge the gap of 
inequalities. Instead, they are working to 
maintain it. I would like to make a demand 
that a law should be formulated to cover up 
the loss which our country has suffered due 
to caste system. Shri Chand Ram has ex-
pressed the same views. In those days when 
we were working under the leadership of late 
Ch. Charan Singh, he told us that he had 
written a letter to Pandit Jawahar Lal Nehru. 
He had also told me with a heavy heart that 
his suggestion had not been accepted. 
Please think about its reasons. Nobody. 
considers Sh. Hukumdeo Narayan, Shri 
Chand Ram, Shri Ram Vials Paswan. Shri 
Mufti Mohammad Sayeed or Shri Arif Mo-
hammad Khan as the leaders of Harijans. 
Everybody says that Dr. Ambedkar was the 
great leader of Harijans and if a leader is as 
intelligent, dynamic and capable as it was 
Dr. Ambedkar, he will be called the leader of 
the Harijans. Choudhary Charan Singh was 
called the leader of the Jats, Shri Vish-
wanath Pratap Singh ;s considered to be the 
leader of Thakurs and Hukumdeo Narayan 
as the leader of Yadavs. In this country only 
a few families enjoy the privilege of produc-
ing National leaders and none else can reach 
those heights. We can neverthink of becom-
ing the leaders of the National level just 
because of our caste and the trend of ignor-
ing our intelligence so we will continue to fall 
a victim to exploitation. In case we are really 
interested to free our country from this ex-
ploitation, we shall have to break down the 
barriers of caste and class which has under-
mined our intelligence, knowledge and dy-
namism. Unless and until we pull down these 
barriers, we won't be able to build a new 
society and bring an end to the inequalities 
existing in our country. Afterall. for how long, 
all this will contunue. Even in 1977 when , 
was elected to this House for the first time' 
had said and I repeat it even today that it is 
some thing unfortunate for India that since 
independence we have been providing the 
facility of reservation to certain castes but 
none of us has ever thought as to why these 
castes have not been able to produce such 
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a leader to this day who could rise to the rank 
of a Cabinet Minister, right from the days of 
Pandit Jawahar Lal Nehru to the present 
regime of Shri Vishwanath Pratap Singh. 
Inspite of that facility reservation if these 
castes have not been able to produce a 
leader of that stature. We shall have to think 
in a new direction to analyse as to why the 
talent of this class of people could not see its 
full bloom inspite of the facility or reservation 
and where lies the basic fault. (interruptions) 
That is what I am saying. However the ques-
tion is as to who is responsible for it. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Mr. Yadav, please 
conclude. 

SHRI HUKUMDEO NARAYAN YADAV: 
I am just concluding. I am saying who is 
responsible for it. 

"Papi kaun manuj se uska nyaya chur-
ane vala, 
Yaki nyayako khojate vighan kasheesh 
udane val a" . 

The Government shall have to identify 
those who are responsible for it. Is it not our 
misfortune? I would like to request Shri Ram 
Vilas Paswan that now it is the Government 
of Janta Oal and it should not confine reser-
vation to the Government jobs only. The 
Government has not been able to provide full 
benefits or reservation to the persons be-
Iongingtothe Scheduled Castes and Sched-
uled Tribes for whom there are already pro-
vision under the law while on the other side, 
where reservatIon is not restricted by law, 
the Government does not adopt a liberal 
attitude towards them. Please tell me if any 
political party adopts a liberal attitude to offer 
seats in the Ralya Sabha and the State 
legislative Councils to the persons belong-
ing to the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes? Wethe caste Hindus, claim to bethe 
worthiest people and think others to be 
unworthy of becoming the Member of the 
Rajya Sabha and the State Legislative 
Councils. What will they get by these poli-
cies? Even in other committees constituted 

under the various Departments of the Gov-
ernment from time to time, there is no provi-
sion of reservation for these categories of 
people so the office of the Chairman and the 
Members is never offered to the persons 
belonging to the Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes. Then what is the use of 
this reservation? 

Madam Chairman, I am just concluding. 
A leader carries with him the ideas and 
impressions he inherits from his caste, varna 
and the society where he was born, and 
developed. All these trails which contribute 
to the shaping of his personality become 
binding on him and he can not see beyond it. 
So we have to free our country from those 
evil ways and to inculcate new ways to 
enable this country go ahead on the path of 
progress. Therefore a Bill should be simulta-
neously introduced with this bill, seeking the 
reservation for the persons belonging to the 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 
not only in the Lok Sabha, State legislative 
Assemblies and the Government jobs but 
also in the cabinet because you should see 
to it that five to ten persons of a particular 
caste may become Ministers but even two 
persons from amongst the Harijans and tribal 
cannot be given that prestigious place. A 
person of Scheduled Tribe can not become 
a cabinet Minister. I would like to request the 
Government to provide special opportuni-
ties to the people belonging to the Sched-
uled Castes, Scheduled tribes, Backward 
classes minorities and women in the policy 
making committees and the recruiting and 
appointing agencies such as Public Service 
Commission, University Service Commis-
sion and the Railway Board. Without it, the 
country will not progress. The Government 
can console themselves by making a few 
laws but like his forfathers the youth of new 
generation are not to be swayed by false 
temptations of the Government. We want to 
know if he is seized of their dubious ways of 
exploitation of the Government because 
genuine intentions need not be substanti-
ated by laws. Being it otherwise no law is 
going to give us our rights. Therefore what rs 
required at the moment is to create among 
the ~rsons belonging to those categories, 
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the traits of leadership and to bring them in 
the front line of the leaders. I would like to 
beg your pardon to say that very few persons 
belonging to the Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes are sitting in the front row 
of the House and the persons of Backward 
Classes are not to be found there. It a leader 
of these categories is not to be here, who will 
·care for them? I would therefore like to call 
upon the person of upper castes to give up 
theirlseats power on their own. I would also 
warn that being of otherwise the persons 
belonging to the Scheduled Castes, Sched-
uled Tribes, minorities and the women will 
come forward to capture it forcibly from them. 
With these words, I conclude. 

SHRI GOPI NATH GAJAPATHI (Ber-
hampur): Madam Chairman, I wish to make 
two specific representations in connection 
with the Constitution (Scheduled Casts) 
Orders (Amendment) Bill, 1990 moved by 
our dynamic han. Minister for labour and 
Welfare, Shri Ram Vilas Paswan. 

There are certain backward classes of 
different religions, who since ages, continue 
to be a deprived and under-developed lot, in 
significant numbers of over three lakhs, in 
the Districts of Ganjam, Koraput and Phul-
bani of Orissa State. 

Further, there is also another class of 
fishermen on the coastal regions of Ganjam 
District of Orissa State predominantly in the 
Gopalpur and Chatrapur Assembly seg-
ments. These poor and oppressed lot of 
fishermen, depend on fishing for their liveli-
hood. However, they are being subjected to 
a lot of hardship by the big industrial houses, 
who have taken to fishing as a major busi-
ness activity using deep-sea trawlers. The 
hapless fishermen, With their small country 
boats, are no match vis-a-vis the industrial 
giants and are thus under constant oppres-
sion for their baSIC livelihood. 

These backward classes and the fisher-
men are treated as untouchables and are 
given inhuman treatment. Even now, they 
are being oHended at public places like ho-
tels, school~, shops rivers, wells, etc. Basic 

needs like education, health facilities, jobs 
electricity, water supply and other social 
amenities are not provided to them. They are 
thus denied equality and social justice. Till 
date, they are landless, bonded labourers 
and as a result, their hopes, aspirations, 
skills and potentialities are dashed to the 
ground. 

It can be seen that till now, no religion, 
party or government has been able to help 
free the backward classes and fishermen 
from economic bandages and accord them 
socio-economic development. Programmes 
and schemes should be formulated for eco-
nomic rehabilitation of the under-developed 
lot. Laws against untouchability should also 
be strictly enforced to enable this section of 
deprived people to live like normal human 
beings. 

I WOUld, therefore, urge upon the Gov-
ernment, through you Madam Chairperson, 
to enact necessary legislation for recogni-
tion of the under-developed backward 
classes and also the poor, oppressed fisher-
men of Orissa State particularly during the 
current birth centenary year of Baba Saheb 
Ambedkarji. 

SHRI S. BENJAMIN (Bapatla): Fro a 
long time' could observe in this House the 
anxiety and concern that is expressed wher-
ever there are atrocities on harijans and 
Scheduled Caste people. And, I am greatly 
indebted and grateful to those people who 
have shown a great concern for the well-
being of the Scheduled Caste people who 
are spread from Himalyas to Cape Camorin. 
There is on place in the history to tell for what 
reasons this untouchability has come into 
being. We have no such authority to speak of 
course. We are the aboriglnals of this coun-
try as an han. Member has expressed and 
several people came to this country and 
invaded it. Perhaps a greater number of 
people have come from the Hindu side who 
thought to be the majority of this country 
land. But, we are the natives and we are the 
patriots. There is no doubt about our loyalty 
so far as our patriotism is concerned. 
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h so happened that we were driven our 
from our grounds and abodes. The profes-
sions that were given to us made us, even to 
this day, as if we are living almost below the 
poverty line. The professions that were left to 
us are miserable. We have to be the guards 
of cremation grounds. We have to remove 
the carcass. We have to remove the night 
soil. Those are the professions that were 
given to us as if they were doing a great 
mercy. Under such circumstances, it so 
happened that we were reduced almost like 
beggars of the State. In that condition, a 
question has arisen: "If religion can be taken 
as a ground, first discrimination has to stop.' 
As beggars of the State, we have approached 
at the temple, we have approached at the 
mosque and we have also approached at the 
church. But who is responsible for this con-
dition? I must say, the communal difference 
that was shown, the discrimination that was 
shown to us, must have been responsible for 
all these things. So, while going to temples 
also I am discriminated. But from centuries 
back-I can say a millenmum-I was dis-
crim inated and untouchability was practised. 
So along as untouchability is practised, to 
which community I belong to it, will not be a 
matterforconsideration. But fortunateJy, the 
Government has brought about a Bill, the 
Objects and Reasons of which were clearly 
stated, as a pre-concept for consideration. 
What is the concept? Religion has not in any 
way brought about a development or a 
change in the economic and social condi-
tions of the depressed classes or to the 
untouchables. Perhaps this conception must 
have to be revised and re-thought of. 

The true nature or the religiOUS concep-
tion is not social or economic but something 
else and that is, a communaon with God, 
consciousness development and a clear 
perception of the creator is the meaning of 
the religion. So, through religion, we com-
municate for the salvation of the soul and not 
for the soc:al or the economic development 
of the country. The criterion or the main 
object of religion or the end of the religion is 
transmutation of life. A transmutation of life is 

inherent in the religion itseH. That is why 
religion taken as an objective or reason for 
this stratification is not good at all because 
this stratification before long was made by 
Manu. 

That stratification was existing even 
before Manu. From that time onwards, be-
cause of this stratification being implemented 
in our case, we have become so untouch-
able and so poor that we approach every-
body for alms-because in creation there is an 
unsatiable hunger which is responsible for 
this. I am hungry; I beg you, this man and 
everybody who comes my way. You find 
beggars in the church, temple and the 
mosque. Will you discriminate against me 
because of the particular religion to which I 
do not belong; will you not give me alms? 
That is what I am asking. Under the secular 
Constitution, religion has been taken into 
consideration. (Interruptions) 

I am now coming to the pragmatic part, 
and notto theory. I am giving the facts; based 
on them, J say that these is an one sided 
approach. Even the Constitutional provision 
was not accepted. It was negatived by the 
courts also. I am a Harijan, and my father is 
also a Harijan. I am a Harijan Christian. My 
father is entitled to benefits, whereas J am 
debarred. What difference is there between 
my father and myself? Do I not share the 
same blood. Have I not been educated, with 
the sweat of thiS agricultural labourer that is 
who has given me this education? Is it a sin 
that I am born as a Harijan or a Scheduled 
Caste? 

Unfortunately, the courts also have given 
a different verdict, as if prose Iytl sat ion is the 
property of one community. I am giving an 
example viz. the case of Devarajan vs 
Ambalkar. 

MA. CHAIRMAN: Nowyouhavetostep. 

SHRI S. BENJAMIN: Madam, this is the 
first time that I am speaking. I had not ac-
cepted offers made to me by my party to 
participate earlier. As such, I should be given 
more time. (Interruptions) 
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I will not touch the -theoretical aspect. 
Previously, you know, Buddha was taken as 
one of the Avatars. So, in the name of the 
Constitution, secularism was accepted. 
Nowadays, in the name of Buddhist religion, 
the same process is accepted and adopted. 
The hon. Minister knows that a consensus 
approach is made, to every problem. In this 
case also, we have got clear indications from 
Ambedkar, Gandhiji, the Finance Minister 
and several other people who have given 
their opinion on the Scheduled Caste Har-
ijans. May I request that a cosensus may be 
arrived at after due consultation? The cause 
of the minorities and the poverty-stricken 
must have been taken into consideration by 
the Leftists a long time back. 

But unfortunately, you have let us down 
and our cause is not taken up. Therefore, 
sectarianism and secularism cannot go to-
gether. But secularism is taken as an advan-
tage to make Hindu propaganda. (lnterrup-
lions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You conclude. 

( Interruptions) 

SHRI S. BENAMIN: Now Buddhism is 
also part of the Hinduism. because they 
have taken him as another Avtar. Previ-
ously, in the name of Constitution, you had 
proselytised the people. Now, you are prose-
lytising them in the name of Buddhism. So, 
there is no seculartsm, but sectarianism. Our 
nation is considered as a united country 
even though there are variations. That is why 
we enjoy unity in the midst of diversity; and 
to maintain that. the minorities must be given 
adequate protection. Otherwise, the country 
will go sectarian. This is not the idea of the 
ConstitutIon. Secularism is reflected in the 
Constitution. To maintain the dignity of the 
nation and seculansm, you have to treat 
those minorities on par with others. Other-
wise, it will be construed that you are treating 
us as guests only to serve the nation, and not 
as patriots or natives of this nation. (Interrup-
tions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Your please conclude. 

SHRI S. BENJAMIN: We are the patri-
ots and the nationals of this country. We love 
this country; we breathe in this country; we 
die in this country; we have no other loyalty. 
You have to treat us on par with others. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You support, J under-
stand, Mr. Faleiro. Now you conclude. 

SHRI S. BENJAMIN: We, the people of 
this underdeveloped country, are approach-
ing the nations of the world and the World 
Bank for help, no because of any other thing. 
That is why I request you to treat the minori-
ties, those who are deprived for centuries, on 
par with others. You had discrim inated us for 
centuries. Now also we are being discrimi-
nated. Why do you want to discriminate us? 
You do not want secularism to prevail; you 
want sectarianism to prevail. Otherwise, you 
should have included these people in this 
Amendment. You should help these people 
in getting the benefits of the developments 
that are taking place in this country for the 
unity and integrity of the nation. 

[ Translation] 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS 
AND MINISTER OF STATE IN THE MINIS-
TRY OF TOURISM (SHRI SATYA PAL 
MALIK): Madam Chairman, I beg to move 
that discussion on this Constitution (Sched-
uled Castes) Orders (Amendment) Bill, 1990 
may be stopped here itself. The Minister'S 
reply and voting on this Bill can take place 
tomorrow. 

After that, we may start discussion on 
Constitution (Sixty Eighth Amendment) Bill, 
1990 relating to Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes, which may last upto 5.30 
P.M. 

Later on, we can start discussion under 
Rule 193 on cyclone that has hit the state of 
Andhra Pradesh. The Hon'ble Members of 
various Parties, who did not get an opportu-
nity to speak on this issue, can now speak, 
as the subject matter is almost same and is 
comprehensive. 
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PROF. P.J. KURIEN: I agree with you. 
But there is a problem for as. There are two 
or three speakers from our side who want to 
speak. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You have to take my 
permission. This is a proposal made by the 
Government. I would like to know your reac-
tion and then we shall conclude it accord-
ingly. 

SHRI SARYNARA YAN JATIYA (Ujjain): 
Its continuity should not be disturbed. 

PROF. P.J. KURIEN: Our problem is 
this. Otherwise, we do not have any other 
difficulty. I agree with the hon. Minister. But 
we have three more speakers who evil take 
only two or three minutes each. Either they 
may be allowed today or they should be 
allowed before the Minister replies tomor-
row. On this condition, we can agree with 
han. Minister. 

16.00 hr •. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The Government has 
not proposed that the discussion should be 
finished. 

[Trans/ation] 

SHRI SATYA PAL MALIK: Discussion 
should be finished. 

( Interruptions) 
[English] 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Hon. members, 
please understand wha1 the proposal is. The 
proposal is not to close the discussion alto-
gether. There are many speakers. Even if, all 
cannot be allowed, definitely, some can be 
allowed. 

[ Translation] 

THE MINISTER OF LABOUR AND 
WELFARE (SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN): 
Madam Chairman, before you give your 

decision, we would like to urge upon you that 
though we wanted this Bill to be passed 
today itself after concluding the discussion 
onthis issuetoday, but since the members of 
the Opposition Parties and others expressed 
the opinion that as voting on this Bill is to be 
held tomorrow, discussion on this Bill may be 
finished by 3.30 P M. today and after that we 
may take up other item, which is in regard to 
the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 
Commission and discussion on this issue 
also should be finished today itself so that 
voting on both the Bills may be held tomor-
rcwa1thesametime. Yesterday, the time for 
discussion on this issue was fixed upto 3.30 
P.M. We do not have any objection but due 
to lack of time an agreement was made , 
under which It was to be finished by 3.30 
P.M. but now it is 4 O'clock. Therefore sug-
gestion has ooen made by the Minister and 
by the Government that discussion on this 
subject may be stopped now and we may 
take up the next item of the Agenda. Tomor-
row, after that reply will be given, and if any 
of the members wants to seek clarification 
chart may give him one or two minutes. But 
discussion on this issue may be finished 
today. Voting on it may be held tomorrow. 

(Eng/ish] 

MR. CHAIRMAN: The time allotted is 
finished. It can be extended. Butthe Govern-
ment has made an appeal that they want to 
include the next Bill at this stage. That also 
deals with more or less the same subject. 

( Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Would you let me 
finish or not? If you interfere like this, I 
cannot complete. Please listen. This is the 
Government's proposal. My understanding 
is that the hon. members belonging to those 
parties, whose members have not spoken at 
all Will be allowed tomorrow. I hope that the 
House will agree with this proposal. 

PROF. P.J. KURIEN: On our side there 
are only two more speakers. Not necessarily 
today, but tomorrow before the hon. Minister 
replies, they may be allowed to speak. 
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SHRI SA TV A PAL MALIK: That is 
agreed. 

MR. CHAfRMAN: With this understand-
ing. I believe, everybody agrees. I have 
already spoken that the members of those 
parties who have not spoken will have an 
opportunity to speak, very briefly. 

SHRI PIYARE lAl HANDDD 
(Anantnag): I want to make brief SUb-mis-
sions. If any speech is allowed today, that 
will be of the members of those parties who 
have not yet spoken, not of those who have 
already spoken. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You have not listened 
to me. This is the proposal of the Govern-
ment. 

SHRISATYNARAYANJATIYA(Ujjain): 
My name is there. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: There are many 
names, not oniy yours. 

SHRI SATYNARAYAN JATIYA: When-
ever my chance to speak comes, the debate 
ends there. Please allow me to speak. 

SHRI RAM NAIK (Bombay North): 
Madam. it is a coincidence that it is always 
happening in his case. So, I request that he 
should be given more time to speak as 
others are given ... (Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I have given my rul-
ing. It is the prerogative of the Chair. The 
Chair tries to accommodate all Parties and 
as far as possible the Members. Therefore, 
I have heard all of you. Tomorrow when it 
comes, whoever in the Chair will try to satisfy 
as many Members as possible. 

Now, if the House agrees, then we shall 
take up the next Bill. 

SEVERAL HON. MEMBERS: Yes. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: With the unanimous 
consent of the House, I now call upon Shri 
Ram Vilas Paswan to move that the Bill 

further to amend the Constitution of India be 
taken into consideration. 

16.08 hrs. 

CONSTITUTION (SIXTY-EIGHTH 
AMENDMENT) Bill 

[ Translation] 

THE MINISTER OF LABOUR AND 
WELFARE (SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN): I 
beg to move: 

''That Bill further to amend the Consti-
tution of India be taken into considera-
tion". 

[SHRI NIRMAL KANTI CHATTERJEE in 
the Chai~ 

16.08 1/2 hrs. 

Mr. Chairman, Sir, many Hon'ble 
Members have expressed their views on 
Constitution (Scheduled Castes) Order 
(Amendment) Bill, 1990. Someofthe Hon'bie 
Members will get an opportunity to speak on 
it tomorrow also. This Constitution Amend-
ment Bill is also a very important Bill. (lnter-
ruptions) 

All the Hon'ble Members of this House 
are aware that there has been a long stand-
ing demand to provide constitutional status, 
constitutional powers and statutory powers 
to the SchGduled Castes-Scheduled Tribes 
Commission and this Constitution Amend-
ment Bill was presented in this House during 
the year 1978 also, but unfortunately it could 
not be passed at that time. Later on, in 1979 
this Bill was presented again and discussion 
on it was to be held on 19.7.79 but again it 
could not be passed due to the downfall of 
the Government. Today after 11 years, this 
Constitution Amendment Bill has been 
brought in the House and I would like to say 
only this thing to the Hon'ble Members that 
the present Government is determined and 
I would like to say it clearly that if the Hon'ble 
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Members and leaders of all the parties give 
their cooperation on these issues, I can say 
it with certainity that whatever suggestions 
they give in reg~rd to the upliftment of Sched-
uled Castes and Tribes, weaker sections of 
the society, will be implemented. Because, 
on such policy matters, especially, on the 
matter of weaker sections, it has already 
been deleyed very much. The period of 43 
years is not a short time and it s not proper if 
after such a long time the people feel disap-
pointed on this account. I think that it is 
dangerous not only for the Government but 
for the entire country if the people of Sched-
uled Castes, Scheduled Tribes, minorities, 
downtrodden deprived of their rights and if 
their is feeling of disappointment among 
them. Therefore, when discussion :m this 
issue was held in the morning, and Prof. 
Ranga tried to link it with the other issue, that 
I felt all that time there has not been any 
change in the tradition of the Congress Party 
Particularly in regard to the people of these 
communities. But I feel happy ... 

[Eng/ish] 

PROF. P.J. KURJEN: We have made it 
absolutely clear .... 

MR.CHAIRMAN: Please sit down. You 
will have your say. 

[ Translation] 

SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN: I am gIv-
ing my thanks for this only. Mr. Chairman, 
Sir, I was giVing thanks for this. In the morn-
ing, when an effort was made to link this 
issue with the other issues I was little appre-
hensive. But the Government is happy that 
aU the Members of ruling and opposition 
parties are unanimous on the issue of Sched-
ule Castes and Tribes and weaker sections 
of the society. Therefore, I have stated that 
if all of you have been cooperating with the 
Government though J consider this thing that 
the Government do not have 2/3 minority, 
the Government will fulfil the promises made 
to the people by passing these Bills in the 

House. There are two points, many of our 
friends are saying the points about which law 
has not been enacted. There is a need to 
enact the law. Secondly the law, that has 
been enacted, is not being implemented. So, 
it should be implemented. Thirdly. there is a 
need to bring about a comprehensive change 
in the view point of our society, about which 
our friends have stated that problem will not 
be solved only by enacting a law, rather our 
social outlook should be changed. The issue 
of Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and 
the weaker sections of society is not just an 
issue concerning their welfare, but it is a 
problem for the nation, it is a stigma on our 
society. We should see such problems in this 
prospective only we had promised in our 
election manifesto that if our party comes to 
power, constitutional status and statutory 
powers will be given to the Scheduled Castes 
and Scheduled Tribes CommIssion. When 
the issue to extend the reservation for 1 0 
years was raised in tt:e House for the first 
time, I had stated at that time also that the 
Government if firmly resolve to implement it 
I can say this thing that whether present 
Government have a five year's time or one 
year time, as a Minister of Welfare, Minister 
of Labour and as a part of the Government of 
India, J would like that we may fulfil the 
promIses made to the the people within a 
year. I can count them one by one. We have 
submitted that reservation may be extended 
for 10 years, it has been increased by the 
cooperation of all of you. We seek the adVice 
of Ministry of Law to enact Prevention of 
Atrocities Act for Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes. They have advised us 
that the Central Government is not under 
any obligation to consult the State Govern-
ments, the Central Government can issue 
Notification. The Central Government house 
issued Notification. On 30th January that 
constitutional status may be given to the 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 
Commission. The Government have brought 
this in the Parliament and it would be passed 
if all of you Cooperate with the Government. 
Many of our friends are saying that reserva-
tion quota has not been fulfilled during the 
period of 43 years because none of the 
officer is afraid of any action. Eligibility 
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criteria is changed. Some times it is said that 
the height should be 5 foot 6 inches but the 
boy is of 5 foot 10 inchesj the chest should be 
32 inches but a boy having chest of 36 inches 
is available. Then they say that education 
Qualification should be matriculate but a boy 
having M.A. qualification is available. 

Even after that it is being Selid that he is 
not suitable. It is also being said that he is not 
reliable and capable. 

" [Eng/ish) 

If the suitable candidates belonging to 
Scheduled Castes,and Scheduled Tribes 
will not be available, the seal will be treated 
de-reserved. 

[ Translation] 

I had said in the morning also that Dr. 
Ambedkar's birth centenary is being cele-
brated this year. While making an announce-
ment to this office. We had made a resolve 
that no reserved vacancies to what even 
categories they might belong to, will remain 
unfilled by 14th April. We are bringing for-
ward a Legislation which will specify that 
officers who will try to, de-reserve reserved 
vacancies' will be punished. Provisions re-
lating to land reforms should be included in 
the Ninth Schedule. Poor people who are 
being given land deeds d not get the posses-
sion of the land. In order to check such 
propositions this Bill is being brought for-
ward to amend the constitutions and incor-
porate the provisiors in the Nineth Sched-
ule. Once this Bill is passed the land hill not 
be able to take recourse to the counts. The 
people will get the ownership of the land 
along with the land deed. Any problem if' this 
cennection will be lacked after by the Gov-
ernment. 

SHRI JAG PAL SINGH: I, would like to 
suggest that after giving the land deed to the 
poor man, it should be the responsibility of 
the Government to fight the case, if any in the 
court of Law and ensure that the poor people 
get the posession of the land ill the right 
earnest. 

SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN: We will 
look into that point also. We will consider all 
the good suggestions which would come up 
from various quarters in this connection. We 
will implement the suggestions. Under the 
Prevention of Atrocities Act we have written 
to the State Government's to set up special 
courts in the 12,500 districts and there should 
also be separate counts at places where 
atrocities are committed on Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled Tribes. We will see 
that special courts are set up in the remain-
ing 30 peT cent of the districts in Rajasthan by 
15th June. We will set that special courts are 
set up in each and every district. Dr. Am-
bedkar has been honoured with "Bharat 
RcUna". h has upgraded Government's status. 
It is surprising that Sharat Ratna was not 
awarded for 43 years to the most deserving 
person who framed the constitution of India. 
If was the first and foremost duty of the 
Government and we did it. Dr. Ambedkar's 
portrait has since been displayed in the 
central Hall of the Parliament. We will accept 
the suggestions made by the hon. Members 
during the course of their speech. The safai 
Karmacharis are being addressed as bhangis 
in an abusive manner. They have not so far 
been given the status of Safai Mazdoors. 
They are still carrying night soil en their 
heads in all the 3900 cities in the country. 
After 43 years we have made a resolve to 
engage them in other fibs in the next three 
years. Even after this if there is still some 
menial work which they ar required to do, we 
will stop that practice also, we will ensure 
that flush latrines and 'Sulabh Souchalayas' 
are bult in all the places. We will root out the 
very cause for which they were made un-
touchables. One can see in Karol Bagh that 
the Shoe makers get only Rs. 25 for a pair of 
shoe they make. Out of this amount, the 
leather costs Rs. 12 and the remaining 
amount is their labour charge. But the same 
pair of shoes costs Rs. 150 in the market. 
Then who takes the difference of Rs. 100. tn 
under to same the shoe makers from such 
an exploitation, we have decided to form co-
operative societies and ensure that the ac-
tual profit reaches the pockels of the labour-
ers and no m iddlemain takes the lioll 's share. 
This will also help people in getting shoes as 
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reasonable rates. 

Sim i1arly , tens and thousands of people 
are working in the cottage Industry. But they 
are working there as labourers and not as 
owners Government's intentins are very clear 
in this regard. We had made some Commit-
ments to the people. If we had the least 
intention to consume time, we would have 
taken six months to fulfil one commitment 
and in this way could have taken another 6 
months for fulfilling the next item. Instea,j of 
doing that we are making all our efforts to 
fulfill the commitments at the earliest pos-
sible. For this purpose we have brol:Jght 
forward three Bills at a time. The Bills relate 
to ganling of certain facilities to Neo-Bud-
dhists and the Scheduled Castes and Sched-
uled Tribes and Land Reforms. Besides, 
these Bills relate to welfare of Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled Tribes and those 
sections of the society who have been sub-
jugated for thousand of years, who have 
been bound by fetter and whose voice has 
been supressed. It is the labour class which 
has been denied the dignity of labour and 
have been made downtroddens with the 
result the growth of the country got ham-
pered. We have, therefore, made a resolve 
that we will give them the dignity of labour. 
We stick to the slogan that people capable to 
earn will earn and people who indulge in 
exploration will totally be wipped and a new 
era Will come. That IS why this constitutional 
Amendment Bill has been brought forward 
which should grant statutory status to the 
commission of Scheduled Castes and Sched-
uled Tribes. 

I had mentioned this very point in the 
House in last December also. Now two things 
are under consideration, one is the Commis-
sion of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes and the other is the office of the 
Commission of Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes. But nothing substantial is 
being done. Though reports are being pre-
pared honestly, the report is not-being sub-
mitted to Parliament on time. Even if the 
report is submitted in the Parliament, no 

discussion is being held on the report. Even 
if a discussion is held, the Commission has 
no powers to implement the discussions. For 
exampleathiefbeforeproceedingtocommit 
a chest, takes some chappatis with hIm. In 
case he ancounters a dog which might bark 
at him, to divert his attention he drips some 
pieces of the chappatis before it. This helps 
the thief in commiting the theft easily. Similar 
is the case with spending huge sums in the 
name of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes. A sum of Rs. 1000 crores was spent 
in the Fifth Five Year Plan followed by Rs. 
5000 crores in Sixth Five Year Plan, Rs. 
10,000 crores in Seventh Five Year Plan. 
Even after spending Rs. 16,000 crores dur-
ing these Plan periods, we have not been 
able to list 16 lakh Adivasis above the pov-
erty line.j As such, we have decided that 
benefits of money being spent. On develop-
ment work for Adivasis should reach them 
direct. I would like to lite one more example. 
In the national highway project, though there 
are ample avenues of employment, but the 
Adivasis cannot avail any such opportunity. 
Sim ilarly, electricity is being supplied to 
Adivasis, but they do not get it. It is being 
diverted to other places and the Adivasis are 
being shown as beneficiaries paper only. 

There is no dearth of leaders and poli-
cies in this country. But what is lacking, it is 
the intention. As long as intentions are not 
clear, nothing can be done. Nw I would like 
to request the speakers to come up and 
count the achievements of the Government 
and thereafter make their suggestins. We 
will welcome them. With thiS thing in view we 
crne with the Bill for making the Comm ission 
for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 
more powerful. We have proposed to give 
the Cabinet Minister's status to its Chair-
man. Earlier it was only of the rank of a 
Secretary. Similarly we have proposed to 
give the status of a Minister of State to its 
Deputy Chairman. The Commission will not 
only enquire into the complaints, but also 
examine their. It can summon the parties. It 
will also send its representatives to partici-
pate in the meetings held by the Planning 
Commissions of various status and the 
Central Planning Commission while prepar-
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ing plans for their respective spheres. We 
have already said that before taking up any 
major planning or project in the interest of the 
Adivasis, the proposal of the projects to be 

. taken up will be discussed with the Adivasis 
and they will be duly consulted before tack-
ing a final decision in the matter. It should not 
be so that major projects will be taken up in 
various Areas like Dhanbad, Hazaribagh 
etc. and the Adivasis will be displaced from 
there in order to provide land for the projects. 
Neither they are being paid any compensa-
tion n6r any employment. The people who 
land whose acquired became homeless. 
Such major project have become a course 
for them. The Commission has been given 
full authority to go into cases viz. Cases of 
atrocities, socia-economic matters, matters 
relating to reservatIon or other such discrimi-
nations. Some nghts which have been left 
and have been listed and the President, from 
time to time ...... . 

SHRI C.K. JAFFER SHAR1EF (Bang a-
lore North): We are happy to note the various 
fight. Being granted to them. I want to old that 
they should be given the right to write confi-
dential reports so that they can work better. 

SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN: All right 
you have saId a right thing and I said the 
same thing before you came. At the same 
tIme we are making provisions for taking 
punitive measures agaInst those officials 
who violate these instructions. Apart this a 
Committee has also been constituted under 
the C,hairmanship. of the Prime Minister. A 
committee has also been formed at the 
Secretarys' level. This Committee will moni-
tor progress after every three months. We 
want to see that not a single seat is left 
de reserved on 14 April, 1991, the day of Dr. 
Ambedkar's birth centtnory. Not a single 
backlog should be there. We are proceeding 
with this objective In view. The previous 
Government had claimed that they would fill 
up the backlog within 3 months. If the back-
log could have been filled up within 3 months, 
why that work could not be completed during 
last 43 years? We have no apprehensions to 
your intentions. When we learnt that this 
work can be done withIn 3 months, our moral 

get a boost and we set a target of 1 year to 
accomplish the task. Quartly reviews will be 
made one after the another for class I, class 
" and class III posts and the number of 
employees in each category vis-a-vis the 
number of Scheduled Castes and Sched-
uled Tribes among them will be worked out. 
" the back log of posts in each category will 
be worked out and action will be taken to fill 
up all the reserved vacancies in each cate-
gory. 

There are a number of other castes also 
which have not been included in the list of 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. 
As you are aware, earlier the laws were 
being enaclied by a notification from the 
President specifying that such and such 
castes in a particular States belongs to 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. 
For a subsequent amendments or for mak-
ing any addition or deletion in the Parlia-
ment. 

Due to some reasons the previous 
Government had taken decision that there 
was no need of it. But when I took charge as 
a Minister, I received many representations 
from various states stating that the condition 
of such and such castes was worst than that 
of the scheduled castes in their area and 
they had discriminated on the ground of 
caste. It was stated that although these 
caste belonged to Scheduled Tribes but due 
to some reasons they have not been in-
cluded in the scheduled list. There is a gen-
eral complaint of the people that some castes 
are included in scheduled caste in a particu-
lar district but not in other districts. Similarly, 
tribes in a particular district have been in-
cluded in the list of Scheduled Tribes but not 
in other districts. The State Government 
have recommended to include them in the 
lists of S.C.lS.T. and the same has been 
approved by the Registrar General of India. 
We are preparing the list and before finalis-
ing it, we have asked the Chief Ministerofthe 
States to reexamine the matter and furnish 
the lists of the castes which have been left 
out in order to facilitate us in taking decision 
in the matter. Besides this, if hon. Members 
have any additional information with them in 
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respect of castes which deserve to be in-
cluded in the list of Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled tribes, their names should also 
be sent. We will definitely look into it as I 
promised earlier. 

SHRI RAJENDRA AGNIHOTRI 
(Jhansi): Do you propose to complete this 
task within one year? 

SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN: We pro-
pose to complete this work by the end of 
December this year but it can be done only 
after receiving your suggestions in time. 

SHRI RAJENDRA AGNIHOTRI: All 
official machinery is in your hands. I want 
that it should be completed under a time 
bound programme. (Interruptions) 

SHRI HARBHAJAN LAKHA (Phillaur): 
There is a general complaint that their con-
fidential reports are written by the officers 
belonging to caste Hindi such as Brahmins 
who are never fair to them in giving reports. 
it is, therefore, suggested that a provision 
should be made in this Bill to the effect that 
officers belonging to none-other than that of 
S.C.lS. T. should write the confidential re-
ports of the employees belonging to Sched-
uled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. 

SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN: We have 
already taken decision in this regard that 
appropriate representation would be given 
to the people of the weaker sections of the 
society and scheduled castes and sched-
uled tribes at the places where policy mat-
ters are dealt with and appointments and 
promotions are made. We have already 
taken this decision. Even then, it is not the 
end of our goal. Now I beg to move the 
motion for considerations of the Bill. Discus-
sion has to be taken on it also. If hon. 
Members continue to raise their individual 
queries then there will be no end of it. Hon. 
Members of all parties will speak on it and 
express their views. I will reply the points 
raised by them. 

There is a reply to the debate .. 

[ Translation] 

SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN: Now, I 
beg to move the motion for consideration of 
the Bill in the House. 

SHRI CHHAVIRAM ARGAl (Morena): 
Mr. Chairman, Sir, the situatin has assumed 
'such a pass that the people of Scheduled 
Castes Scheduled Tribes are not getting 
reservation in the Rajya Sabha, Legislative 
Councils and in legislative Assemblies in 
proportion to their population. Reservation 
quota for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled 
Tribes is not being filled up even in the lok 
Sabha Secretariat. the President Secretar-
iat, the Vice-President Secretariat and the 
Prime Minister office. When this is the situ-
ation in the offices located in the capital city 
of Delhi, how can you ensure reservations in 
other offices located at other places in the 
country? 

SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN: Mr. Chair-
man, Sir, similar views, as expressed by the 
han. Member, have been expressed by some 
hon. Members belonging to the Congress 
Party and hon. Shri Hukumceo Narayan 
Yadav. There are no two opinions about it 
that the Parliament is the supreme body and 
the Government has no objection in bringing 
a Bill on thE. line as suggested by the hon, 
Members provided all the political parties 
approve the proposal unanimously. So far 
we have moved forward taking all the politi-
cal parties in confidence. Our position is just 
like that of a cricket player who has to make 
run as well as save the wickets also. So we 
have no objection. The hon. Members are 
requested to take up the matter with their 
respective parties and obtain their concur-
rence. If all the political parties, be it the 
Congress Party or the leftist parties or for 
that matter any other political parties, agr~e 
to the proposal, the Government has no 
objection to bring a bill providing reservation 
for the people belonging to S.C.lS. T. in the 
Rajya Sabha and the Vidhan Parishads. We 
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are of the opinIon that reservation should be 
provided in private sector also and all or-
ganisations which receive Government aids 
and assistance. But in order to do it, unanim-
ity among the political parties is required. 

SHRI CHHAVIRAM ARGAL: There 
seems to be no basis of the announcement 
being made by the han. Minister in the House. 
There is no provision for reservation in the 
Rajya Sabha and other bodies. (Interrup-
tions) 

~ 

MR. CHAIRMAN: No, no. You please sit 
down. 

(Interruptions) 

MR. CHAIRMAN: You have to sit down. 
I am on my legs, you please sit down. There 
should be no more interruption. He will also 
reply to the debate. If all the questions are 
answered right now, there will be no need of 
any reply. Do you want like that? Right now 
there should be no interruptions till he con-
cludes has speech. After that Member will be 
speaking, many questions wi" arise and the 
Minister will give reply. 

[ Translation] 

SHRI CHHAVIRAM ARGAL: I want 
clarification on one point only. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: No, you please sit 
down. Not like this. 

SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN: Mr. Chair-
man, Sir, I appreciate the feeling of the han. 
Member .. Hls expectations are very high and 
should be high also. But It is not possible to 
set the things rrght In one stroke. It is only six 
months ago we came in power. How do you 
expect from us to set the thing right within 
such a short span? The Government has 
open mind in this regard and we are pre-
pared to take action on the suggestions of 
the hon. Members and various political par-
ties. We will implement all our promises 
made in our manifesto bit by bit. This bill is 

aimed at providing constitutional status to 
the Com mission so that it could work more 
eftectively. With this hope I urge upon the 
hon. Members to express their views rising 
above party line and offer their concrete 
suggestions as also lend their support to the 
passage of the amending Bill. This but was 
first introduced in 1978 but at that it was not 
carried. Now after a gap of 12 years, we have 
brought this bill in a new form. I hope you will 
obliged us by lending your support to this Bill. 

[Eng/ish] 

MR. CHAIRMAN: There is an amend-
ment in the name of Shri Girdhari Lal Bhar-
gava. Is he moving his amendment? 

SHRI GIRDHARI LAL BHARGAVA: 
(Jaipur): SIr, I beg to move: 

"That the Bill be cIrculated for the pur-
pose of eliciting opinion thereon by the 
31 st August, 1990." 

PROF. N.G. RANGA (Guntur): Mr. 
Chairman, Sir, the han. Minister made some 
reference atthe very beginning of his speech. 
I am afraid, he was under a mIsapprehen-
sion. It should not be understood that we are 
opposed to these Bills, the last one or the 
present one. We were opposed to the change 
in the programme. The Session was sup-
posed to have ended by Friday last. We had 
to agree with the Government for its exten-
sten so that these Bills also could be consid-
ered and passed. They were expected to 
have been considered and passed earlier 
and it could not I::e done. Then, they wanted 
more time and we had to agree with them. 
We did; but subject to certain conditions. We 
stated here one of those conditions. We 
asked them to pi ace those papers on the 
Table of the House and make it possible or 
make it cashier and convenient for us all to 
cooperate with the Government for the ex-
tension of the business of the House and its 
duration for the consideration of all there 
Bills. We were not supposed to be opposed 
to these Bills. It is wrong for him to say that. 

I did not say that. 
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PROF. N.G. RANGA:Sofaras the8ills 
are concerned, we are generally in favour of 
them. That was the reason we were pre-
pared to cooperate with them. But, it is a 
matter of extension of the Session beyond 
the stated period. Therefore, we stipulated 
this particular condition. This condition is 
nothing new. Earlier we have been makIng 
these demands. We wanted all those papers 
to be placed on the Table of the House. The 
Government said: 'relevant papers.' We said: 
'no'. Then, they said some papers were 
missing . Alright. make up those papers 
whatever they are. But, please for 'God's 
sake. place the whole lot of them on the 
Table of the House. It is still possible for them 
to do so. Otherwise, you would make it very 
difficult for us and you you make it impos-
sible also for us, we do not know. But, we 
have given them a prior warning. That is the 
idea. Therefore, I do not want my han. friend 
or the House to be under the impression or 
to away with the impression that we are 
opposed to the extension of the various 
privileges which the Government Wishes to 
extend to the Scheduled Castes. Scheduled 
Tribes, Backward Classes and so on. 

Safar as this Bill is concerned, we are all 
in favour of it. It is a pity that he has been 
going on saying that so much time has been 
lost. Who have been elected as members of 
the backward classes, members of the 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 
Commission till now? Most of those mem-
bers belong to and hail from the backward 
classes, Harijans and the Scheduled Castes. 
Other people were being kept away or they 
had themselves abstained from going into it. 
But in spite of that, the Commission did not 
have sufficient powers. That is the reason 
why although they had been conducting very 
many useful studies in regard to all those 
places and all those incidents where these 
unfortunate people were being treated very 
badly. atrociously, in spite of those reports 
and surveys having been made and reports 
having been submitted to the Government, 
the social condition of the unfortunate crores 
of our people, tribal people as well as Har-
ijans have not improved. The recommenda-
tions made by this Commission have not 

been implemented satisfactorily, either by 
the State Governments or by the Govern-
ment of India. That is the reason why myhon. 
friends-so many of us on this side and so 
many on that side-have been clamouring 
and making the demand that this Commis-
sion should be given statutory status with 
necessary powers. And with the cooperation 
of the State Governments, in most cases, 
and if need be, in certain cases, they would 
be able to take necessary steps to redress 
the grievances and also to minimise the 
sufferings of these unfortunate crores of our 
brethern in our country. We have been making 
these demands. But somehow or other, our 
Harijan MlAs, our tribal MLAs and our differ-
ent political parties-in spite of their best 
possible intention-because of various rea-
sons including the pressure of work in this 
House, we have not been able to take the 
decision or the initiative. Now all the credit 
goes to my friend, Shri Paswan. He used to 
be here on this side, on the side of the 
Opposition earlier. I used to admire his 
passionate advocacy for the cause of these 
people and I am glad he has found the very 
important position in this Government. He 
has come forward with this Bill. We are all in 
favour of this Bill. We would like it to be 
passed. But that does not mean that we are 
too optimistic about its capacity to render the 
needed services and to provide the needed 
protectIon to these unfortunate people. Their 
conditions can be improved provided there 
is a revolutionary change, salutary change in 
the minds of our masses. We have to carry 
on that constructive work, that Gandhian 
work. We are also Gandhians; they also 
claim to be Gandhians. But we have not 
been able to work in a Gandhian manner, 
with Gandhian spirit and earnestness in order 
to raise these people. 

What is more unfortunate is, even those 
educated people who hail from the tribals as 
well as from Harijan community have not 
been able to compete with us, if not to 
surpass, at least to work in step with us, in 
working for the uplift of their own people. 
There have not been many Ambedkars or 
Jagjivan Rams. 
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h is very unfortunate. We hope for their 

emergence in larger number in times to 
come and we hope those people who come 
to be appointed as Members of this Commis-
sion, when the statutory status comes to be 
given by Parliament through this Constitu-
tion Amendment. they would also be able to 
work in the foot steps of Dr. Ambedkar, Shri 
Jagjivan Ram or so many of our own public 
spirited Harijan leaders and tribal leaders. 
There used to be Shri Jaipal Singh who used 
to provipe leadership for the tribal people. 
We live in that hope and we hope other 
Members hailing from other communities 
also would be able to help our country to 
remove this blot on our society and on our 
history. We condemn that apartheid there in 
South Africa. There has been apartheid here 
in our own villages. These people have been 
condemned for such a very long time and we 
have got over it. It was Mahatma Gandhi who 
roused the conSCience, who tried hiS best 
effectively to rouse the conscience of our 
people here in our country. Not that there 
were no earlier people. There were people 
like Dr. Ambedkar. Sv:ami Vivekananda, 
Brahmos. Arya Samajists and to many other 
national leaders. But itwas MahatmaGar.dhl 
who made the salvaging, the upliftment, of 
these people, a national problem and. what 
is more. he made it a condition precedent for 
the achievement of our SwaraJ. Many of 
those Congress stalwarts i" those days used 
to be unhappy about Mahatma Gandhi's 
attitude in regard to thiS mattPr. In spite of It 
all. even today, there are areas where not 
only these Hanlan and tribal people. but 
even backward class people are being ill-
treated and are being kept down We have to 
rise above all th~se tt-.lOgs. It needs a social 
and economic revolution and political revo-
lution also. Somebody has been saying thiS 
mOrr1lng. "If you de not hasten to Improve the 
conditions of these people, they would them-
selves come and take up positions." A time 
would come wh~n not one. two or three 
Paswans or Ambedkars or Jagj'van Rams 
WOUld be occuPYI!'~l th(· Centre's front 
benches butthose people tll2msC:!lves would 
push the iront bencrws and drive the rest oi 
them Into the other benches. I would wel-
come that but provided It IS done In a non-

violent manner. It can be done inl an instltu· 
tionalised manner, non-violent manner, only 
through this kind of a revolutionary yet evo-
lutionary legislatton and also attitude. Mere 
legislation is not enough. According to our 
Constitution. they are welcome to come to 
this House and to become Ministers. In spite 
of it all, their condition continues to be just as 
unsatisfactory as it has been for a very long 
time. Therefore. the mind of the people. the 
approach of our people, has to be changed 
and can be changed and ought to be changed 
by Parliament as well as the public and their 
leaders. 

I welcome this Bill. 

[ Translation] 

SHRI CHHEDI PASWAN ( Sasaram): 
Mr. Chairman Sir. with your permission. I 
would like to put some question .. (Interrup-
tions) 

[English] 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Now the regular 
debate will continue. Shrt Santosh Bhartiya. 

SHRI KUSUMA KRISHNA MURTHY 
(Amalapuram): Since my name has been 
called, please allow me to speak. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: I have called you. But 
I substituted Prof. N.G. Ranga in your place. 
Thal'lk you. 

SHRI KUSUMA KRISHNA MURTHY: 
He has made some observations. I am the 
initiator of the debate. You must allow me to 
speak. 

MR. CHAIRMAN: Does he not belong to 
you, Party? Pleas sit down. You ha'.'e to 
understand this. Please understand this. 

I Trans/ationl 

SHRI SANTOSH BHARTIYA (Far-
rukhabad): Mr. Chairman. Sir, Shn Ranga is 
the senior-most Member ('f th,s House and in 
this sense, he is the 'Bhishma Pitamah' of 
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this House.' Today, the way he took the
cudgel in support of the policy of the previ-
ous Congress Government in respect of
S.C.lS.T., I am reminded of the agony and
inner conflict with which Bhishma of the
Mahabhartamight have suffered. Shri Ranga
is a living example of honesty and self-less
service. For the last few years, he has been
in the rUling party buy for the most part of his
life, he had been in opposition. Even after 43
years of independence, the situation has not
improved in the villages where the people
belonging to Scheduled Castes still cannot
sit on a cot before Cl person belonging to
Caste Hindu. They are not allowed to draw
water from the common wells and separate
taa-pots are kept for them at village tea-stalls
and they are asked to wash the tea-pots
themselves despite making payment for the
t(~aserved to them. !n this society, which we
have inherited from the old generaiion like
Shri Hanqa, atrocities we still being commit-
ted on the wamen folk of the people belong-
Iilg to Scheduled Castes. Everybody cases
of atrocities on' the weaker sections are
reported in the newspapers. When the people
belonging to S.C/S.T. go to lodge FIR to
Police Station, reports arc not lodged. On
Ii':,., contrary, they ,Ire lodged in the police
loc« up and sent to Jails. There has been
L·! , tiCp of sending the people beionging to
'I.,' l"U section to jails without any rhyme or
In i~;onso that their services could be utilised
10- d?clning the jail premises. For the .ast 42
years. this has been continuing in our society
and still we do not have much hope of
improvement. I think there is no need to take
more examples to show how the people
belonging to upper castes have exploited
the weaker sections for their own interests.

Besides this, the funds released from
tile Centre during the last 41 years for the
Scheduled Castes and weaker sections have
not reached to them. I would like to know
where the funds have gone. Who have been
benefited from the schemes launched for
them. How many of them have got scholar-
ships. Who got bcnefrt of tho facilities qrantcd
to H1!·,rn and amplovmcnt provided under

those schemes'; V'M anyone 81seever made
accountable Ior rt?Who will baar the respon-
sibility to- this. But one day we will have to
reply these questions. When I hear words of
praise from a senior Member of the House,
like Shri Ranga, I feel distressed. I start
thinking whether I am Sitting in the 'Kaurav
Sabha'.1 am distressed because such things
have been uttered by a person who had
been a freedom fighter. May be I sound
bitter, but I am just trying to convey it through
you that the backward and the weaker sec-
tions do not even enjoy facilities like drinking
water, roads and hospitals which are our
basic requirements. As many as 99% of
them do not have houses to live in. Who is
responsible for this situation? Even today.
the evil practice Of carrying night soil on head
has been continuing in our country. The
previous Government did nothing to elimi-
nate this evil practice. Who is responsible for
this system? In many parts of the country.
the people belonging to weaker section are
not allowed even to take out barat proces-
sions. Not only this, there have been cases
in which the brides were prevented from
consurnrnatinq their marriages and enjoying
honeymoon with their husbands. Iwould like
to ask who is responsible for all this pass. It
has afflicted to our society like leper to the
body. Had they ever supported a single
movement launched during the last 40 years
to fight against these social evils?

Sir. the harijans were disposed of land
for which 'Puttas' were granted to them.
When they tried te resist, they were not only
beaten but mass killings were made. Their
villages were burnt down and police helped
the ( iminals. Ido agree that this exploitation
has buen going on for centuries, but the fight
against this social injustice, which should
have been started after the independence,
was not started. Instead of repenting for the
atrocities committed by them, the people
who were instrumental in perpetrating such
crimes on them are now saying that they
don't have any hope from this Bill. The ego of
superiority and feeling of high and low
nurtured by them over the centuries make
them to utter such words. I would like to tell
you that the bonded labourers generally
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come from the people belonging to Sched-
uled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and weaker 
sections only. not from the caste Hindi such 
as Thakur and Brahmin. I do not want to say 
anything more in this regard as it may agitate 
them. We have to atone the sin which has 
been committed by others in the last 40 
years. Today, through this Amending Con-
stitution Bill, we are try ing to rectify the wrong 
done over centuries. This social injustice 
could have been fought back long long ago. 
In this speech, Shri Ranga has repeatedly 
stated that we had to carry out a social 
revotution in this regard. He is the senior-
most Member of this House and is almost at 
the fag end of his life. I would like to know why 
he did not start this social revolution in these 
last 40 years? To whom you are saying this? 
It is true that I alll not narrating all the facts, 
as I do not intend to hurt anyone. However, 
If persons like Bhajan lal felt hurt, this made 
me happy because these are the people who 
are responSible for the vlctimlsation of the 
weaker sections. I know that thiS Commis-
sion IS not gOing to bring any revolution. but 
It is a small step in giving boost to the down 
trodden to fight fortheir nghlS. ThiS Commis-
sion may not prove the sur or the moon, but 
It will certainly prove a flickering star to give 
some light to the downtrodden in gropping 
their way in the darken. 

The way he tried to justify the thin in the 
morning pained me very much. They are 
blackmailing us on a maner concerning the 
welfare of Harijans. This attitude on their part 
IS not understandable. If you do not agree to 
it, you are free to say so. You are in opposi-
tion, you have every right to obtain papers 
which you like from the Government. but it is 
not proper to 1isrupt the proceeding of the 
House which IS engaged In a discussion on 
a matter concerning the welfare of the Sched-
uled Castes and Scheculed Tribes ............. . 
It is a sheer black mal! 011 an Issue concern-
Ing the poor 311d the wcakO::>f sec110ns. It IS the 
worst kind of blackmail ever seen. It means 
that you are in favour of continuing the atroci-
ties being 

17.00 hrs. 

perpetrated on them for the last forty years. 

I am happy that the whole House and, for that 
matter the whole country and the press are 
a witness to the worst kind of bfack mail 
being practised by them. They should know 
that blackmail is an oftence under the consti-
tution of India but they are openly blackmail-
ing us on this issue. Sir. I am pained to see 
it. 

Before I conclude, I would like to submit 
that I have a high regard for the veteran 
parliamentarian to whom I referred to above 
as the symbol of the previous regime. lor he 
may not be in the ne)"t Pariiament but a 
tradition should be created for the guidance 
of =~r future generation that on the occa-
sions like this, one should speak the truth 
rising above one pany affiliations. Truth is 
always a truth, it does not belong to one or 
the other party. r, therefore, urge upon the 
Members of the Congress Party to let this Bill 
passed Without putting any condition what-
soever. With this request, I resume and beg 
pardon of the hOil. Member whom I symbol-
ised as the symbol of the previous regime. 

SHRI RESHAM LAl JANGDE (8i-
laspur): Mr. Chairman, Sir, the Constitution 
came into force in 1950. Dr. Ambedkar and 
sponsored the Bill on reservation for Sched-
uled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, at that 
time and the policy was to remain in force for 
a period of ten years. Unfortunately, though 
forty years have passed since then, we have 
failed to achieve what should have been 
achieved within ten years. So far, As. 20,000 
crores have been officially spent on the 
Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes 
and I feel that not even Rs. 1,000 crores out 
of that amount has reached them. This is the 
reason why districts like Bastar, Sarguja, 
Palamau, Kalahandi and Bolangir even to-
day remind us of the days of yore. 

17.03 hrs. 

[MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER in the Chait) 

Even ~oday, the people in these districts 
roam around in scanty clothes. Their own 
resources are being misused to exploit them. 
Large scale migration from rural areas is 
taking place and a majority of the migrants 
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belong to the Scheduled Castes and Sched-
uled 1ribes. They dwell in Jhuggis alongside
the city's sprawling and glittering roads and
one can find thousands of them working as
bonded labourers. The Labour Ministry is
playing hide and seek with them. Untold
stories of their sufferings and misery are
hushed up and we are kept in the dark about
them. Thousands of people belonging to the
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes
coming from the Chattisgarh regions are
leading hellish lives as bonded labourers in
Uttar Pradesh and Delhi.

I want to say that we talk a lot about the
upliftment of Scheduled Castes and Sched-
uled Tribes, but when it comes to practice,
even the presentation of the reports of the
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes
Commission is delayed by three-four years.
In the last forty years, not even a single State
Assembly took up this report for discussion.
Leave alone the State Assemblies, even this
august House has never taken up for discus-
sion the report of the Scheduled Castes and
Scheduled Tribes Commission since 1950. I
have to say this with utmost distress. From
1952 to 1962, I was a Congress Party M.P.
of this very House. Even during those days,
this report was never taker. up for discus-
sion. Though repeated assurances are given
by the Union Home Ministry about checking
the oppression, harassment and atrocities
unleashed on the Scheduied Castes the
Scheduled Tribes, when it comes to sharing
the blame, it passes on the buck to the State
Governments. The State Governments treat
us contemptuously. As a result, incidents of
atrocities and harassment and increasing
day by day. I do not want to dig old graves,
but I would like to bring to your notice certain
things. More than half the expenditure in-
curred on Tribal Sub-plans and Harijan
component plan is met by the Central Gov-
ernment, but no attention has been paid
regarding the proper utilisation of these funds
by the State Governments for the implemen-
tation of these plans. Has the Scheduled
Castes Commissioner even given a report
with referenCE<to the utilisation of the funds

allocated for Harijan component plan? After
all, as the hon. Shri Ram Vilas Paswan has
said, what are the reasons for the diversions,
delay and lapse of crores of rupees kept
apart for Harijan Component Plan, in almost
every state? Shri Paswan is a personifica-
tion of the values and principles that Baba-
saheb stood for and I sincerely hope that his
services would take him to new heights and
he would excel Dr. Ambedkar. The need of
the hour is that the Central Government
should be made accountable for the imple-
mentation of Harijan Component Plan and
Tribal Sub-plans. The State Governments,
whether they are headed by the Janata Dal
or the Congress Party are most unreliable,
when it comes to the implementation ()' 'he
Welfare Schemes forthe Scheduled CC' ;S.
For the past forty years, we have ~'·')n
observing that the Central Governme ;' is
not at all accountable for the implf"'~( '1: ."' In
of the Harijans Component Plan a-rc v, .oal
Sub-Plans, even when it involves u)ntral
funds. Henceforth, the Central Ccvernrnent
should be made accountable for it and the
Members of Parliament should be allowed to
raise questions in the Parliament regarding
the implementation of the Harijan compo-
nent plan and Tribal Sub-plans, irrespective
of their being Central or State subjects.

To give an example, no steps have
been taken in any district across the country
to implement 'Jaldhara Scheme'. Though
crores of rupees kept for this, have been
diverted, no one has paid any attention to it
so far. Similarly, even today, hundreds of
Harijan villages across the country do not
have water enough to tend this fields. Har-
ijan villages do not have motorable roads
and the money allocated for this purpose by
the Central Government do not reach them.
In this regard, I would like to ask you to take
effective steps in this direction. Mere pres-
entation of Scheduled Caste Commissioner's
report would not do. The upliftment of the
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes
are possible. only of you find ways and
means to solve their manifold problems. I
would iike to say here that poverty cannot be
alleviated by reservations alone.
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Migration to cities are still continuing. 
What steps do you propose to take to check 
the monopoly of trade and industry by a 
handfuf of muhimillionaires business houses, 
which is proving to be a bottleneck in the 
development of the Scheduled Castes and 
the Scheduled Tribes? Poverty alleviation is 
impossible unless and until job reservations 
are made in the industrial sector, whether 
they be private or public sector. Such provi-
sions should be made so as to help them 
escape from the clutches of poverty. It is said 
that the bigger fishes eat the smaller fishes. 
Similarly, the well-off among the Scheduled 
Castes and also among the general cate-
gory exploit their brethern for their personal 
advancement. Well-off people among the 
Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribes 
Communrties likethe Kevats and Dheemars. 
who hold high positions in the Government, 
corner all the benefits kept aside for back-
ward classes. There are many such Sched-
uled Castes and Scheduled Tribes whose 
conditions have not changed even after forty 
years of Independence. Even today, they 
are treated like slaves and no one seems to 
be concerned about them. I would like the 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tnbes 
CommiSSion to look after the welfare of such 
Scheduled Castes and the backward classes 
as rt would enable us to walk together on the 
path of SOCialism, otherWise the uphftment of 
the Scheduled Castes would remain a dis-
tant dream. 

Regarding suppression and atrocities, I 
would like to state that the Scheduled Castes 
Commissioner should be given the authOrity 
to investigate under the Commission of 
Enquiry Act. The Corrlmlssloner should be 
given the authority to collect eVidence, con-
duct enqUiry and present its report to the 
admInistratIon and the Home Ministry should 
take the necessary initiative and act as a co-
ordinator. I am not bothered about the crea-
tion of a separate Ministry for this purpose, 
but strong and effective measures should be 
taken to check the atrocities perpetrated on 
the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes, 
and also improve their standard of living. It 
would serve no purpose if a separate Minis-
try IS created and if Home Ministry does not 

co-ordinate with it. It would prove beneficia' 
only if there is effective co-ordination be-
tween the two ministries. After this, I would 
like to say that the Central Government 
should make special provisions for the de-
velopment of districts like Bastar, Koraput, 
Mandla, Sarguja, Palmau, Kalahandi, etc., 
which have remained backward for centu-
ries. Although, they are not centrally admini-
stered territories, the Union Government 
should pay special attention towards it as 
otherwise, these areas would remain back-
word by centuries, while the rest of the 
country makes progress. While we would be 
enjoying the fruits of development, the people 
in these areas would be leading a hellish life. 
Irrespective of the pace of development, 
those wt,o toil would continue to toil, con-
tinue to be oppressed and would remain 
backward, while those who have made prog-
ress would make further progress. 

In this regard, I would like to say one 
more thing, that is, the preslt)ntation of the 
report of this Commission every year in the 
Parliament and the State Assemblies should 
be made obligatory. The State Government 
should furnish the necessary information 
and reports sought by the Commission, within 
a time bound programme. Today, the situ-
ation is such that the State Government do 
not furnish the necessary information upto 
three orfour years. It should be made consti-
tutionally obligatory on the part of the State 
Governments to furnish the information 
sought by the Commission. At the moment, 
there IS no such provision. Secondly, the 
report of the Commission should be pre-
sented every year and it should be taken up 
for discussion. The 1990-91 report should 
be takeJ'l up for discussion in 1991-92 itself. 
It would serve no purpose if like stale food, 
the report is presented and taken up for 
discussion afterfouryears of its preparation. 

I would like to mention one more thing 
here. There are many drawbacks in the 
existing reservation policy-Candidates be-
longing to the Scheduled Castes and Scheel 
uled Tribes get their interview cards four 
days after the interview. There are rnany 
other loopholes too. The confidential report 
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of the Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe 
employees are deliberately spoiled without 
any rhyme or reason, just in order to debar 
them from further promotions. While those 
belonging to the Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes are sent on loop line, other 
employe& after sent on stream line. Who is 
going to be accountable for all this? The 
State Governments do not realize their re-
sponsibility, rather they take it as their liabil-
ity. To make speeches on it is one thing but 
to put it into practice is something else. How 
many of the Members of Parliament and 
State Assemblies hav& got the cases regis-
tered against practice of untouchability at 
their own initiatives? There is hardly any 
Member who has done so. They think that if 
they do so, they may lose the votes of the 
people belonging to general category. So 
they are afraid of taking initiatives in the 
matter. H they have courage, they should 
take initiative do _get the cases registered 
against practice of untouchability and chal-
lans issued against the offenders. They 
should fight against such elements. But very 
few Members of Parliament have courage 
and conviction to do so. I would like to 
appeal all the Members of the Parliament to 
take initiative in this regard. I would like to 
know the number of cases registered in this 
regard during the last 40 years after inde-
pendence. I think that there will be hardly any 
village in the country where untoucllability 
has not been practised. So long as the 
politics of vote-catching is there, things will 
not improve. 

"SHRI MATILAL HANSDA (Jhargram): 
Sir, I rise to support this Bill which has been 
broughtforth by the Hon. MInister. Shri Ram 
Vilas Pas wan tor the we Hare of Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled Tribes people. While 
supporting it, I will like to place a few things 
before this House. The progress and im-
provement of the Condition of our SC & ST 
people is very necessary in the interest of the 
over all social. economic. cultural and politi-
cal development of the whole country. One 

class of people of our country are trying to 
move forward by trampling upon these un-
fortunate people. But that is not posable. in 
the language of poet Tagore I will say. "he 
whom you have thrown down, is pulDng you 
down too; and whom you have kept back-
ward is also puHing you back (preventing you 
from making any progress). The progress of 
the country means the progress of all the 
people living there in. It does not mean 
increasing enjoyment of an types of benefits 
by a handful of people of the upper state of 
society, who have already concerned all the 
benefits. 

Mr. Deputy Speaker. I know that in 
many States like Bihar Uttar Pradesh, 
Madhya Pradesh, Orissa etc. beastly atroci-
ties have been committed on the Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled Tribes and they are 
continuing even now. In 1989 the number of 
barbaric atrocities committed on the Schad-
uled Castesandthe Scheduled Tribes people 
all over the country were 1 ~.687 and 3404 
respectively. These atrocities were commit-
ted by an large by caste Hindus. The anti-
social elements perpetrated many heinous 
crimes against them and even robbed the 
honour and chastity of their womenfolk under 
the instigation of rick land owners. The houses 
of these poor people were burnt down and 
they were dispossessed of whatever little 
land they had. Such heart-rending incidents 
are known to all the Han. members of this 
House. Whenever stern administrative ac· 
tion were sought to be taken against these 
anti-social eiements, who had the secret 
support of some political parties like the 
Congress etc., efforts have bren made by 
these political parties to hush up the cases. 
This is very despicab1e. I strongly condemn 
such act.s Everybody should condemn such 
two-faced policy of the Congress and theIr 
political parties. 

Sir. the adivasis the tribals the so-called 
low-caste people raged incessant struggle 
against the British imperialists sacrificing 
their own lives. Heroic stories abou! them 
are heard all over the country. But after 

*Transtation of the speech originally delivered in Bengali. 
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independence these hopIess people have 
not gained anything, there has 00 been any 
improvement in their condition. As a reward 
of their sacrifice they have got only disap-
pointment. exploitation, deceit and hatred. 
The Govt. of India has enacted some legis-
lations against the practice of untouchability. 
Under Art. 17 of the Constitution untouch-
ability is prohibited. Anybody practicising 
untouchabifity shall be punished. The pro-
tection of civil Rights Ad was passed in 
1959. That was further amended in 1976. 
The objective was laudabfe, no doubt. But a 
legislation only symbolises a good intention. 
A marked lack of enthusiasm and good in-
tention has been observed in all the States 
among those whose duty it was to implement 
and enforce these legislations. For instance, 
the Indian Succession Act was passed in 
1956, but inspite of that many peopte are 
reludant to give a share of their property to 
their daughters. Similarly many law enforc-
ing agencies do not show any duty-con-
sciousness to enforce the Protection of Civil 
Rights Act. Hence what is needed, is a 
committed administration and a committed 
administration can be built up by the political 
leadership. As an Adivasi myself, I have 
found a shining example of that in West 
Bengal. tt is admitted by all that the people of 
West Bengal are politically advanced. Under 
the leadership of the left front there people 
do not create barriers among themselves on 
the basis of caste, creed, religion language 
etc. They look upon every man as a human 
being. As a result of such committed political 
leadership, there the Government officers 
entrusted with administrative responsibIli-
ties have to work as protectors of the law and 
not its destroyers. But we have not seen 
such instances in Bihar and in ather parts of 
the country in the past. Whenever atrocities 
were committed on the SC& ST people there, 
the Government officials made a deal with 
the perpetrators of such crimes at the cost of 
the victims. Hence I believe that a socially 
conscious, strang willed ad political well in-
tentioned leadership only can create a so-
cia-political culture in society which will be 
able to bring about an upliftment and real 
progress ofthe unfortunate SC& ST people. 
In West Bengal the so called high caste 

people do not have a feeling of separation 
towards the SC & ST people. They are not 
looked down upon For creating such a situ-
ation what is needed is education and social 
and political consciousness. I request all the 
hon. members to make efforts for the spread 
of education among these people and forthe 
creation of a social and political culture. 
Otherwise the more enactment of legislation 
will not solve the problem. That is why even 
after the enactment ofthe Scheduled Castes 
and the Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of 
atrocities) Act, in 1989 the atrocities on the 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribe 
people are continuing in different parts ofthe 
country. Only the other day in U.P. a Sched-
uled Caste family was attacked and some 
people wee killed. The Han. Prime Minister 
was saying that day that on the day of the Lok 
Sabha elections in 1989, a Scheduled Caste 
person was polling agent in a booth in his 
constituency. But he was killed the very next 
day. This type of misfortune does not befall 
any SC & ST person in West Bengal. There 
not only male adivasis are in position as 
village Pradhansand Chairmen of Panchayat 
Samitis, but women adivasis are also found 
holding the position of village Pradhans. 

With the improvement in their economic 
condition, the atrocities on the SC & STwill 
come down and nat only that, they them-
selves will be more conscious about their 
rights and freedom. The funds given by the 
Centre to the States in the Five Year Plans 
for the welfare and upliftment of the SC & ST 
people, have not been fully spent by most of 
the States for this purpose. When want of 
funds creates obstacles in the process of 
developmental work. I fail to understand why 
available funds are remaining unspent. This 
is because either the states do not have 
adequate machinery for the purpose or they 
lack good intention of actually benefitting 
these weaker sections. I, therefore. supporl 
the proposal of setting up a National Com· 
mission as provided in the Constitution (Sixty-
Eighth Amendment) Bill, 1990. I hope this 
Commission will be·able to monitor whether 
the States are properly spending the funds 
provided to them for the welfare of SC & ST. 
Moreover the members of the Commission 
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should be ,able to make new suggestions in 
the light of their pradical experience in the 
field for making the welfare measures more 
effective. 

t-or real welfare of the SC & ST people, 
they have to be given actual right to land. For 
all the land, that has become vested, the 
landless SC & ST people shall have to be 
restored full right and control over that land. 
I will urge all the Hon. Members to look to the 
achievements of West Bengal. Sir, the 
amount of land distributed among the lan-
dless poor in West Bengal is half of the total 
land distributed in the whole country only 
Kerala and Tripura has shown some prog-
ress in the distribution of vested land. Other 
States have fallen behind. This is due to lack 
of good intention and political will on their 
part. I will request the Hon. Minister to ar-
range for a strict watch on the State Govern-
ments by the Centre. The National Front 
Government has expressed its good inten-
tion of carrying out land reforms by amend-
ing the Constitutions. I am very happy about 
it. I demand that this may be expedited. 

The proposAd national commission 
should ensure that the SC & ST people who 
work as daily wage labourers in different 
States, get the just and minimum wages. 
The workers th'emselves are not very alert 
and conscious in this matter. The Commis-
sion should assist them. In West Bengal the 
adivasis and landless labourers have been 
able to bargain for somewhat higher wages 
through agitations. But in other States suet-. 
agitations and movements are not very 
strong, and in many places there are no such 
movements at all at present. Therefore the 
National Commission should keep a watch 
and see that with launching of such agita-
tions for better wages in those places they 
may not be tortured mercilessly as we find in 
Bihar. Orissa, U.P., M.P. etc. Vigilance is the 
key, to the establishment and protection of 
rights. The Govt. of India should declare 
minimum wages for the labourers engaged 
in agriculture and construction work etc. 

where mostly SC & ST people are employed. 
The Adivasis live in forests for generations 
and find their means of livelihood from the 
forest products. They have been deprived of 
their income from the forests in many cases. 
At many places they have been deprived of 
their land also. unscrupulous people have 
purchased their land through fraudulent 
methods. The Govt. should consider how 
the land can be restored to the SC & ST 
people through enadment of special legis la-
tion etc. For higher education of the SC & ST 
people special provisions like grant of schol-
arships etc. are there. But along with this 
more importance should be given to their 
primary education. Many superstitions are 
prevalent among these people and many of 
their activities are based on superstition. 
These should be removed. For freeing them 
from these superstitious beliefs, committed 
and devoted teachers are needed. It must be 
ensured that nobody remains illiterate. In our 
Constitutions, in the Directive prinCiples of 
State Policy, provision has been made for 
compulsory education of boys and girls upto 
14 years of age. The Central Govurnment 
should follow the Constitutional provision in 
this respect and try to educate all our people 
at all levels. I will like that maximum "stress 
may be put on primary education for success 
in this field. 

I will request the Govt. that in the ap-
pointment of the members of the National 
Commission, priority must be given to their 
sense of duty, dedication, sense of social 
values and their commitment for the prog-
ress of the soCiety. They must not be ap-
pointed to this important poSition due to the 
support of any political party. In fact a provi-
sion to this effect should have been i'lade in 
the Bill itself. However, in the matter of 
appointment these things should be kept in 
mind. 

I once again extend my support to th,s 
Bill and with that I conclude. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Mr. Ram 
Sajiwan, your party has been allotted four 
minutes time. 
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SHAI RAM SAJIWAN (Banda); Mr. 
Deputy Speaker, Sir, I thank you for provid· 
ing me time for four minutes. I rise to support 
the Constitutional (Amendment) Bill for the 
Welfare of Scheduled Castes and Sched· 
uled Tribes people. Oniy this much can be 
said in the time at my disposal. But I am to 
make some more points. No doubt, a num-
ber of good legislations have been made for 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes 
but their implementation is not effective. We 
ap~rehend that the present legislation may 
also meet the same fate. Still we hope that 
with the tempo with which hon. Minister has 
brought this Bill, a new era is expected to he 
raid and these laws would be effectively 
implemented. Therefore, with this belief in 
minds, we are to move forward and support 
it. However more expeditiousness is required 
in the matter. The reservation quota meant 
for them are not fulfilled. The han. Minister 
has said that he would get it filled within one 
year. It is a good thing because by doing so 
he would be completing a task which was not 
completed by them in 40 years. The han. 
Minister deserves to be congratulated for 
this. Due to faulty land reforms laws, people 
belonging to weaker sections are not given 
posseSSion of the land for which pattas are 
granted to them. Even if possession of the 
land is given to them, crops raised on the 
land are destroyed and they are even dis-
possessed of the land gIven to them for 
constructing houses for them. There sorts of 
atrocities are being committed on them. In 
order to check these atrocities, you have to 
take stern measures and I hope you WIll not 
fInd yourself lacking on this score. You have 
to fight against the powerful sections of the 
society who put hindrance in the develop-
ment and upliftment of Hanjans, as this is the 
main problem. Hence you have to make 
more vIgorous efforts forthls. The other day, 
a discussion was held in the House about the 
number of Indian Ambassadors abroad be-
longlOg to the Hanjan community. I would 
like to know the number of persons belong-
109 to the Scheduled Caste and Scheduled 
Tribes appointed as Ambassadors and 
Governors. If a legIslation is made providing 
for 20 to 25% reservation for them in matters 
of appointment of Ambassadors and Gover-

nors, we will welcome such legislatiOn. "you 
have guts and are interested in ursharing in 
new era, you bring such legislation. How 
many Vice-Chancellors of Universities have 
been appointed amongst the persons be-
longing to SC/ST? That is why I am laying 
stress on connected efforts to improve the lot 
of these people There are educated and 
honest persons in our community. They are 
capable of shouldering such responsibili-. 
ties. At present, Mr. Paswan is in a position 
to do such things through constitutional 
changes. We "",II support him if he takes 
steps to usher in new era in the country. But 
in order to achieve this goal, he is not to 
contend with trivial changes only but he will 
have to bring revolutionary changes in the 
Constitution. 

SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN: If you 
have some Idea, pleas elaborate it. 

SHRJ RAM SAJIWAN: The people be-
longing to SC/ST should be appointed Vice-
Chancellors, Governor and to the other high 
posts as also reservation of seats in the 
Rajya Sabha and the Vidhan Parishads be 
provided for them. All of use including the 
C.P.!., will support it. But if you don't do all 
this, we would be forced to expose you. You 
should boldly take such measures. There 
are many persons on your side who are bent 
upon the retrograde it. Therefore, I would like 
to emphasize that the Harijan will get justice 
only if you take firm, honest and revolution-
ary steps. They could do little for harijans 
during the last 42 years. How are your saying 
that you will do all things for them in one 
year? It is good if you do it even within five 
years. We will continue to support you. We 
would not let you fall We too have to see 
whether you do It or not. Words alone are 
useless. Therefore, I would like to warn you 
that you should take some firm steps. When-
ever any atrocities are committed on Har-
ijans in any state, a report is obtained. The 
report is prepared by the concerned police 
Inspec!or who tries to hush up that case. 
This report is submitted to the Central Gov-
ernment through State Government. What 
action is taken by you on the report? 
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SHRI RAM VILAS PASWAN: What can 
we do when the laws are so? 

SHRI RAM SAJIWAN: What for you are 
sitting in the Government when laws are so? 
Laws are violated. this what I am saying. 

SHAI RAM VILAS PASWAN: Better ask 
Basu Sahib in this regard. 

SHRt RAM SAJIWAN: First of all, you 
should get prepared and the entire House, 
the majority would be with you, if you come 
forward courageously. This is alii am to say, 
and now I conclude while supporting it. 

17.33 hrs. 

DISCUSSION UNDER RULE 193 

SItuation arising out oft he cyclonic storm 
in the Bay of Bengal and the relief meas-
ures undertaken by the Centra' Govern-
ment and Governments of Andhra 
Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and Union Territory 

of Pondlcherry 

[English} 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: The House 
shall now take up discussion under Rule 193 
on the situation arising out of the cyclonic 
storm in the Bay of Bengal and the relief 
measures undertaken by the Central and 
State Governments concerned. 

Shri PC Thomas-not present. 

Shn K.S. Rao. 

SHRt K.S. RAO (Machilipatnam): Mr. 
Deputy Speaker, Sir, at least, I think, after 20 
days after the serious devastation that oc-
curred in Andhra Pradesh-it occurred on 
the 9th of this month-that this House could 
give us some time to discuss the matter. 
(Interruptions) After 20 days, we are dis-
cussing it. Four days back, I was insisting on 
discussing this matter under Rule 193. In 
fact. aU the members from Andhra Pradesh 

in Bay of Bengal ste. 

were aggrieved that this matter could not be 
discussed for 20 days. There is a saying that 
unless a child cries for milk, the mother does 
not give him milk. We have been giving 
notices right from the 10th of this month. But 
it could not come to the mind of either the 
Business Advtsory Committee or the Gov-
ernment to allow this matter to be discussed 
in the House. The Government should not 
take Into account hew many members are 
there in the Congress Party from Andhra 
Pradesh; the Government must take into 
account the feelings of the people of Andhra 
Pradesh. Had the Minister taken serious 
note of the devastation that had occurred in 
Andhra Pradesh-He himself had expressed 
it in the note that he gave the other day-l2m 
sure, every member of the House would 
have understood how serious it was. I will 
quote only ene. If the newspapers and the 
Government were to give the number of 
deaths, they started with 30, then it went on 
to 409, 50 and so on up to 1000 now. After 20 
days, obviously, we can understand that 
there are still areas which are inaccessible 
and the number of people died could not be 
accounted for. till today. The cyclone was 
there for only one day. H it had continued tor 
some days I can understand their going on 
increaSing the number of deaths. There is 
some meaning if such reports go on coming. 
But the cyclone was there of only one day 
and the reports of deaths are continuing to 
come even today. 

SHRI LOKANATH CHOUDHARY 
(Jagatsmghpur): That is the State Govern-
ment's work. 

SHRI K.S RAO: The gravity of the cy-
clone and the pathetic situation of the people 
can be well imagined by the fact that several 
areas were inaccessible for quite a long 
time That is why we were making an uproar 
In the house on the other day. I therefore 
request the hon. members not to misunder-
stand us. 

I do not want to repeat the statistics 
given by the hon. Minister himseH. More than 
a erare of people have been affected by it. 
Almost all the coastal districts have been 
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affected completely. and people along 1000 
km of the coast line have been affected. The 
loss of property is, even unimaginable and 
even on governmental account it has been 
very heavy, which is possibly unheard of in 
the history of this country. About the property 
lost. it is pathetic state to see it. 

The worst affected by the cyclone were 
the people who were living near the coast. 
especially the poor people in particular. and 
those of the farming community. The poor 
people have lost what all they have got. their 
household articles. utensils etc. I do not 
know how many years it will take for them to 
cover and procure the small things which 
they have lost now. The Government should 
never think in terms of rupees when it comes 
to the question of providing help to the af-
fected .people-whether it is the utensils or 
whether it is shelter or anything else be-
cause it may take months and years for the 
poor people to recover from the loss. 

h is of course the duty of the State 
Governments as Mr. LJknath Chaudhary 
has said. When the han. Prime Minister 
himself. having seen the gravity of the Situ-
ation was asked In my constituency. Machili-
patnam to declare it as a national calamity. 
he said that, having seen the devastation 
caused. "I do not think that there will be any 
other calamity which can be called a national 
calamity." So. we do not have to emphasised 
that it is a national calamIty and it has been 
accepted by the PrIMe Minister himself and 
the disaster has beer, total. There IS no pOint 
in saying that the State Government has to 
look after all these people. Everyone of U5e 
knows that when It comes to our State. our 
own constituency we turn to the Central 
Government for help and we will say that the 
Government of India should help them. But 
everyone of us will also agree that the dev-
astation caused IS so vast that it will not be 
possible for the State Government alone to 
come to the rescue of the entire people and 
the Central Government must help them in 
every respect including providing financial 
assistance to the State Governments. 

We are certainly grateful to the Prime 

Minister who has announced a relief of Rs. 
86 crores. But all we wanted to impress was 
that this figure is according to the report of 
the Ninth Finance Commission. This recom-
mendation was made by the Ninth Finance 
Commission in their report. But that is only a 
provision made not taking into account the 
seriousness of the national calamity it is a 
normal figure provided when a normal cy-
clone or flood or drought occurs. But such 
assistance should not be limited to the pro-
vision made by the Finance Commission's 
recommendation only. So. while we thank 
the Prime Minister for the assistance that as 
given. haVing come to the rescue of the 
people. I want to say that It is no place to the 
people. We request that the whole House 
should come to the rescue of the people 
affected by the cyclone and to bring pressure 
on the Government to come to the rescue of 
the affected people and to provide them their 
essential and basic requirements. Everyone 
of us know the pathetic conditions of these 
poor people. 

I would like to make a few points in 
regard to the farming community. The farm-
ing community in the cocn:;tal belts invariably 
is far from the civilised society. The accessi-
bility is much less in some of those parts. 
They live almost in seclusion. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: How much 
time do you need? Your Party has 41 min-
utes. I have a list of ten people to speak. You 
have already taken eight minutes. 

SHRI K.S. RAO: I will take a httle more 
time. The farming community has lost every-
thing there, and particularly in my area. There 
are two crops of paddy which is being culti-
vated. The first crop was also lying in teh 
fields as a he ap and the second crop has 
come. Later the cyclone had come before 
they took away the paddy from the fields. So, 
they lost both the crops. In some parts. 
paddy is lying after harvesting in a gad sha,>e 
which is to be taken by the FCI or some 
millers. As the FCI had not come forward to 
purchase their paddy. they could not oppose 
it of. Also they did not have enough time. so, 
they lost both their crops. The condition of 
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the farmer in that part is, if you were to get 30 
bags of paddy or two tonnes of paddy, one 
and a half tonnes goes towards expenditure 
and the net income to the farmer is only one 
third of total crop yield. That means, if one 
crop goes, he will become bankrupt for two 
crops. It takes two years for him to recover. 
In one year if he loses two crops, then it will 
take four years to recover for him. This 
aspect has to be looked into. He should not 
be treated like a businessman or an industri-
alists. So, the farmer must be understood 
properly. He is not getting the crop insurance 
properly. Crop Insurance also applies one if 
the crop fails. There is no provision for such 
calamities in the crop insurance. The Crop 
Insurance Act must be amended in such a 
manner that the people who loss the crops 
like this also must be compensated. We had 
requested the Fel to open local centres 
immediately for purchasing some of these 
paddy, which is discoloured, wet and even 
germinating sometimes. With the hope that 
Fel will come and purchase their paddy, 
they are still keeping the paddy in their fields. 
Fel, though promised but not in a substantial 
way. So, more promise, as I said last time, 
would not help the farming community. 

Similar is the case of poultry people. 
Sixty lakhs of poultry were dead and the 
insurance people had not gone there. The 
poultry farmers are keeping the dead birds 
under the fear that if they are not physically 
shown, to the insurance people they will not 
repay. This is leading to epidemic. The smell 
is unimaginable and rt is stinking. Nobody 
can go anywhere near it. Fortunately or 
unforttinatelythe dead cattle were removed. 
But these are lying there causing health 
hazards. So, I wantthe hon. Minister to direct 
the Insurance Companies to go to the rescue 
of these people and make a survey immedi-
ately. 

In regard to self-employed personnel, I 
do not want to emphasise once again the 
same condition. 

Drinking water is not available in the 
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villages today. It is polluted. They do not 
have water. Water is being carried for miles 
together. So, immediate arrangements have 
to be made to get underground water for 
drinking purposes at least, if not for other 
purposes. 

I want to suggest some permanent 
measures which areto betaken immediately 
so that this can be tackled. The Government 
must find out the reason why cyclones are 
coming continuously, particularly in coastal 
areas. Almost every year we are getting 
cyclones. This is the expellence for the last 
several years, J:.articularly for the last ten 
years. 

To save the human lives, every VIllage 
must be provided With three or four cyclone 
shelters so that human lives can be saved in 
such an eventuality. 

There is another thought. If at least 300 
to 400 metres wide area adjacent to the sea 
coast is developed with tall trees, then the 
devastation due to cyclone which comes at 
a speed of 250 kph can be minimised. 

Sim ilarly, there is proposal on the part 
of the Government of India to construct 
coastal roads. This coastal road can be of 
use if it is constructed at least 6 to 10 metres 
high to prevent tidal waves or sea water 
entering into the villages of the coastal ar-
eas. 

If these permanent measures are to be 
taken, though we cannot prevent cyclones, 
at least, we can save the live of human 
beings, property, cattle and other things. So 
this may be given a serious thought. 

Finally, I once Again request the han. 
Minister to declared immediately-though 
the Minister has gold me personally, it is not 
officially declared-as a national calamity 
and assistance must be given treating it as a 
national calamity and the State must be 
given immediate assistance so that the 
people have immediate relief. 

As several of my friends are there to tell 
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other points, I conclude by saying that the 
one Ham Radio which has helped to a very 
great extent in reducing the calamity. It is a 
professional radio and not a governmental 
organisation which is doing almost free serv-
ice. It does not cost anything. But the service 
rendered by Ham Radio is enormous. I wish 
the han. Minister to go into the details and 
assist that Ham Radio, those professional 
who work voluntarily in such. eventualities, 
go to the villages and warn all the villages 
through wireless and other things. 

[ Translation] 

*SHRI BH. VIJAYAKUMAR RAJU 
(Narasapur): Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, the 
cyclonic storm on 9th and 10th of this month 
has affected very badly the state of Andhra 
Pradesh. Tamil Nadu and Orissa have also 
suffered to some extent. 

At the outset I express my deep grati-
tude to the Han. Prime Minister who visited 
the cyclone affected areas of Andhra Pradesh 
on 12th and again on 19th of this month to 
study the situation personally. He was kind 
of enough to release Rs. 84 era res as grant 
immediately. He also released Rs. 2 crores 
from Prime Minister' Relief Fund. Cholera 
vaccine and bleaching powder etc. were 
also supplied in time. The people in the State 
will ever remain grateful to him for the sym-
pathy and understanding he has shown. He 
has shown personal interest in the rescue 
and relief operations. 

Also, I take this opportunity to express 
my gratitude to the Meterologieal Depart-
ment of India for its timely warnings which 
averted a major loss of life and property. 
Similarly all the army, airforce and navy 
personnel who without caring for their lives 
rescued marooned people, provided them 
with food and drinking water deserve my 
special thanks for their services. The Hon. 
Minister of State for Agriculture has given 
particulars of loss. I do not want to waste the 
time of this House repeating the same. In 
view of the unprecedented loss the Govern-

ment should take the following steps 10 res-
cue the people. 

1. All the insurance and comprehen-
sive crop insurance daims should 
be settled immediately. 

2. All the areas upto 20 to 25 Kms 
from the sea have been submerged 
by the sweater. The tidal waves 
ranging from 6 to 10 feet height 
have wasted these away every-
thing. The loss is total Even now all 
areas are submerged under salt 
water to a depth of 1 ft. to 2 feet. 
These tidal waters have deposited 
thick layer of saline earth in the 
fields detrimental to soil fertility. 
The Govt. should help the farmers 
in removing the salinity. 

3. In thousands of acres the paddy 
stacks still lay under 1 to 2 feet 
water. The paddy stacks have been 
comple1eiy soaked in the continu-
ous heavy rains. The Govt. should 
purchase this discoloured paddy or 
rice by relaxing the specifications 
through Food Corporation of India 
and Andhra Pradesh Rice Federa-
tion as they have done in the case 
of Punjab in the past. 

4. Pucca buildings should be con-
structed for the people who have 
lost their houses in the recent cy-
clone with part of the money as 
grant, balance as loan from the 
National Housing Bank. 

5. (a) The outstanding crop loans 
should be written off. 

(b) Fresh loans must be sanc-
tioned for the coming Khariff 
season. 

6. In respect of the Poultry Farms, the 
present outstanding loans should 
be converted into long term loans 

*Translation of the speech originally delivered in Telugu. 
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and fresh loans should be sanc-
tioned to undertake repairs to the 
structures. 

7. Immediate steps should be taken 
to supply drinking water in tankers. 
Steps should also be taken imme-
diately to supply fodder to the sur-
viving cattle population. The entire 
responsibility should not be left to 
the state. government alone. 

Sir. J want to make few suggestions 
which will help in averting the tragedy in 
coming years. Experts have predicted that 
the sea level might go up by 3 or 4 feet in the 
next coming 3 or 4 decades. In such a case 
the entire area will be submerged in the sea 
water. The adjacent agricultural lands will 
lose their fertility. Lakhs of people have to be 
evacuated to safer places. All of them have 
to be rehabilitated. One can well imagine the 
huge expenditure involved in this. Hence an 
expert Committee should be appointed to 
study the entire matter thoroughly. Appropri-
ate steps should be taken to avert the pre-
dicted calamity. Following steps will help in 
averting the future danger. 

Kolleru is a world famous lake. Many 
artificial lakes have come up in recent years 
to boost fishery. New Roads have been laid 
around it. Many new farms have spring up. In 
fact. Kolleru is not the Kolleru once it used to 
be. As a result the waster water is not flowing 
out freely, quite often resulting in the inunda-
tion of adjacent areas. Krishna, Godavari 
Districts are receiving floods mainly on this 
acrount. 

.. Hence to serve Krishna and Godavari 
Districts from th,s danger it ;s necessary to 
dig Perantala Kanumu canal to take such 
water to Upputeru at a faster pace. Also a 
regulator should be constructed to save the 
area from the back lash of sea water. 

The Government should also take up 
the follOWing works in order to avert inunda-
tion due to heavy rains and floods:-

a) 
to Eleeru 

Bickavolu should be diverted 

b) Kovvada Can31 should be 
diverted to Godavari and a reservoir should 
be constructed on it. 

c) erra Kaluva should be di-
verted to Godavari; 

d) Thammileru protection bunds 
should be raised and strengthened. 

e) A parallel drain to Enamadurru 
drain should be dug up. The old course of 
Gontheru drain should be repaired immedi-
ately to drain out waste water into the sea. 
Otherwise sea water may flow back causing 
enormous damage to the entire area. 

Sir, I do agree that the works mentioned 
above should be taken up by the State Govt. 
Since the Stat& Govt. has no money to 
undertake these works it has been postpon-
ing the work indefinitely. East GodavarL West 
Godavari and Krishna Districts of the delta 
region are suftering year after year on ac· 
count of heavy floods. Hence I appeal to the 
Central Govt. to take up the above men· 
tioned works as a part of the strategy to 
combat floods. Sudameru protection bunds 
should also be raised and strengthened. 

A portion of Gunderu and Battiprobu 
drains should be diverted to river Krishna. 

All the major, medium and minor drains 
should be widened and deepened in the 
delta area. Bunds should be also be strength-
ened and widened so as to utilise them as 
coastal roads. Sufficient number of regula-
tors should be constructed to prevent sea-
water entering the land. Sir, both the State 
Govt. and Central Govt. should team to 
undertake the above mentioned works. We, 
the farmers of the area are also ready to 
contribute our might for the execution of this 
gigantic task. We are prepared to pay better· 
ment tax if necessary. Only by taking the 
above-mentioned measures, we will be able 
to avert inundation of these lands by sea 
water in the coming decades. 
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, hope the Han. Minister would consider 
my suggestions serio(J$ly. I concJude my 
speech thanking you for the opportunity you 
have provided me to speak. 

SHRI KUSUMA KRISHNA MURTHY 
(Amalapuram): Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, the 
cyclone that hit the coastal districts during 
7th, 8th and 9th of this month, was the first of 
its kind in this century because I had the 
op~rtunity to see the losses of previous 
cyclones. I was the first Member of Parlia-
ment to visit the cyclone-hit areas when the 
cyclone and tidal waves struck Diviseema in 
1977. The loss of life was more but the 
overall loss from this cyclone was very much 
compared to that 1977 cyclone. In fact the 
State Government this time had taken cer-
tain steps that minimised the loss of life. We 
are grateful to the hon. Prime Minister also 
who has shown a positive gesture in visiting 
the places twice personally and also for 
announcing reasonable amount of assis-
tance. 

Sir, I would not make a long speech for 
want of time, but I would like to make some 
observations. In 1977, I had visited the cy-
clone devastated places and had also gone 
through Dr. Kotesam's Report whICh was 
submitted in 1955. In that Report, Dr. 
Kotesam had made certain recommenda-
tions. He had specifically recommended to 
construct cyclone shelters and also to raise 
a green belt on the coast line. He also 
suggested about the development of drain-
age system. At that time, I had raised this 
issue and had also represented to the hon. 
Minister at that time Mr. Kaushik was the 
Minister. The Government had taken a seri-
ous note of it and 828 cyclone shelters were 
constructed on the coasthne. My friend made 
an observation that in every village three or 
four cyclone shelters Will be able to help the 
people if tidal waves come. Certainly it will 
not be so, because each time the tidal waves 
come they take away lakhs of lives. After 
spending twenty days in the cyclone hit 
areas and discussing with the local people-
most of them in the coastal belt-I could find 
out certain things. The Government has to 
take two important steps. One is that in the 

cyclone affected areas they have to con-
struct the coastal road; the second is to raise 
the green belt and that way the speed of the 
wind could be controlled. In the tidal-prone 
areas the Government has to take serious 
and sincere steps to construct a cyclone 
shelter in miniature for every family-I am 
repeating, Sir, a cyclone shelter in miniature 
for every family in the form of a terraced 
building because all the people of the village 
cannot be accommodated in one or two 
cyclone shelters. I visited a place near the 
sea coast where thousands of families were 
there. Only one cyclone shelter was there 
where about four hundred people were 
accommodate.d Had there been tidal waves, 
almost two thousand people would have 
been washed away. In the entire coastal belt 
in my constituency, lakhs of inhabitants are 
there. Therefore, a few cyclone shelters will 
not serve the purpose. Once you provide the 
cyclone shelters in miniature in the form of 
terraced buildings, it will not only save the 
human lives but we need not spend thou-
sands of crores of rupees for reconstructing 
the houses also by way of relief. In the long 
run, we can save thousands of crores of 
rupees. This is an important aspect and the 
Government should make a note of it and 
they must cooperate with the State Govern-
ment. It should not be treated simply as a 
State subject. I am happy that the Prime 
Minister made an important observation and 
treated this as a national calamity. The sec-
ond equally important aspect is that the 
people there must be provided road 
network ... (Interruptions) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: It is six o'clock 
now. What is the desire of the House? Should 
we continue or should-we take it up tomor-
row? 

AN HON. MEMBER: Tomorrow, Sir. 

SOME HaN. MEMBERS: let us finish it 
today, Sir. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: O.K. we will 
continue up to seven o'dack. 

SHRI HARISH RAWAT (Almora): Sir, 
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there is no request from the Treasury 
Benches. It least the Minister shouid make a 
request. 

[ Translation] 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
OEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND 
COOPERA nON IN THE MINISTRY OF 
AGRICULTURE (SHRI NITISH KUMAR): 
We have no objection, we are ready. 

[English] 

SHRI K.S. RAO: H the hon. Minister 
agrees to take it up tomorrow, it is O.K., 
otherwise we can continue today. 

[ Translation) 

SHRI NITISH KUMAR: We are pre-
pared, it all depends on you. We can com-
plete it today itself. 

[English] 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: We will go up 
to seven o·dock because there are so many 
other matters to be discused tomorrow. 

[ Translationl 

SHRI SHOPAT SINGH MAKKASAR 
(Bikaner): Since it is a serious matter we 
should finish we today. 

18_00 hrs. 

[English] 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I think we are 
discussing a very important issue. Let us 
discuss it in such a fashion that something 
comes out of it. It is a fact that the cyclone has 
hit the area and people have suffered. There 
is no dispute about it. There are certain 
things which are done by the State Govern-
ment. There are certain things which have to 
be done by the Central Government and the 
State Governments need some assistance 
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and all that. Let us classify that and discuss 
it. There is no point in repeating the same 
thing what other hon. Members have said. 
Something should come out of the discus-
sion. 

SHRI KUSUMA KRISHNA MURHTY: 
Sir, I will give the suggestions instead of 
narrating the situation there. Sir, during the 
time when cyclone occurred last time, I also 
requested then to instal a radar system at 
Machillipatnam and they did it. That was set 
up, but it has been totally damaged in the 
present cyclone. During the cyclone, our 
experience is that one radar system will not 
be enough to help the people in warning 
aoout possible occurrence of cyclone. There-
fore, there should be two more radar sys-
tems. Apart from one at Machillipatnam there 
should be one at Kakinada and another at 
Amalpuram and the radar system in Masuli-
patnam should be repaired because it has 
been heavily damaged in the present cy-
clone. 

MR DEPUTY SPEAKER: It is true that 
the entire eastern coastal area is covered 
with the cyclone warning system through 
Satellites. This is done through the Space 
Department. 

SHRI KUSUMA KRISHNA MURTHY: 
Sir, apart from that, thistimethecommunica-
tion systems have completely broken down. 
The installation and improvement of wire-
less system would go a long way in helping 
people in the cqastal areas, specially during 
the cyclone. 

Sir. the farmers have lost everything 
and the Central Government have given 
relaxation in the matter of purchasing paddy 
from the farmers there by the F.C.I. whether 
it is discoloured or partially spoiled. The 
State Government made all possible ar-
rangements and the District Administration 
has also come a big way to help the F.C.I. 
Sir, I have been there for about 20 days and 
I have seen the problems faced by the farm-
ers there. The F.C.1. is not at all responding 
in purchasing their paddy. I would like the 
han. Minister to take this matter very seri-
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ously. In spite of the fact that the Govern-
ment has given relaxation, F .C.I. has not 
responded to help the farmers and they are 
always insisting on their own norms, instead 
of responding to the relaxed norms. They are 
trying to look after their own interests instead 
of looking the interests of the farmers. This is 
a special situation of its kind and it is a 
national calamity. Therefore, I plead with the 
Cenf(al Government that they must immedi-
ately Instruct the F.C.I. to help the farmers by 
purchasing their paddy. Com ing to the assis-
tance, I may point out that declaring the 
assistance in a routing way by the Central 
Government is not sufficient. The hen. Chief 
Minister of Andhra Pradesh made it clear in 
the recent interview with the World Bank 
team that the Central Government's assis-
tance of Rs. 86 crores will not be sufficient to 
provide food and reasonable shelter even in 
the two districts. Therefore, the Centre should 
respond in a big way. I would request the 
Central Government to bear at least 50% of 
the total loss occurred in the recent cyclone. 
Besides, there are number of areas where 
assistance has not reached properly be-
causetl,ere are big breaches on the National 
Highways. Even today most of the affected 
places are unapproachable and there are 
number of breaches on the roads. Even for 
me it has taken 20 days to reach the main 
land. Therefore, the National Highways and 
the other road systems must be repaired and 
improved immediately, speCially on the 
coastal areas. I have been insisting the 
Government to construct the coastal road 
between Thada and Itchapuram and this 
road construction should be taken up right-
earnest and if necessary it should be taken 
up on war-footing basis. It will definitely help 
the affected areas in a very big way. 

MA. DEPUTY SPEAKER You have 
already spoken for 10 minutes. 

SHRI KUSUMA KRISHNA MURTHY: 
Before concluding. I would like to impress 
upon the Government at Andhra Pradesh 
inherited a crippled economy. Secondly, the 
severe power out put halt to the progress of 
industrial growth. On both these counts it 

requires much more help in this hour of 
need. Therefore, on these counts the Gov-
ernment should think in a big way and come 
forward with big financial assistance that 
would definitely help relieve the distress of 
the people of Andhra Pradesh now. 

[ Trans/ation] 

SHRIJANARDAN YADAV (Godda): Mr. 
Deputy Speaker, Sir. Andhra Pradesh was 
the worth hit from the cyclone that developed 
in the Bay of Bengal on the 2nd May. It 
paralysed the life in Andhra Pradesh and 
caused massive devastation. Similarly, the 
coastal areas of Bengal also suffered heavy 
loss due to this cyclone. These areas of 
Bengal and its bordering areas in Bihar did 
not receive any central assistance. Due to 
this cyclone, the districts of Dumka, GOOda, 
Sahibganj, Pakurn Bihar received heavy 
rainfall. A" the Kuchha houses were col-
lapsed in the heavy rain. They are living 
under open sky in this hot season. The 
Central Government has taken no steps to 
mitigate their hardships. 

I hail from Bihar. Bihar is the worst 
sufferer of floods. People are facing a lot of 
difficulties after this cyclone. Epidemic breaks 
out after floods. I would like to request you 
that the central assistance should be given 
to Bihar, West Bengal. Pondicherry and Tamil 
Nadu to the extent possible. Farmers in 
these states should be given loans as their 
crops have been destroyed. Side-by-side, 
preventive measures should also be taken 
to check spread of disease as also drinking 
water should be provided. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Drinking 
water has to. be provided by State Govern-
ment, not by the Central Government. 

SHRI JANARDAN YADAV: I would like 
to reiterate that the maximum assistance 
should be provided to the cyclone-hit states 
to compensate the economic loss suffered 
by them. 
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18.09 hr •• 

SHRI LOKANATH CHOUDHURY 
(Jagatsinghpur): Mr. Deputy-Speaker, Sir, 
the cyclone that lashed the eastern region 
specially Andhra Pradesh is like a Pralaya. It 
is perhaps the worst in the cyclone history of 
India. I am telling this because I come from 
the State whre cyclone invariably oomes in 
the cyclic order in every three years and 
never the speed of the wind was less than 
240 kilometres. So, what do 240 kilometres 
mean? Those who have been in the midst of 
cyclone would have felt it. So, sir, the cy-
clone as it has been stated has become 
something different. If you see the history of 
cydone in the 19th century, in the 18th 
century and in this century, you will see that 
it is more frequent row. Never before, it was 
like this. Something has happened to the 
natural process. Therefore, cyclone has 
become almost a regular thing in this coun-
try. A Jot of damage has been caused in 
Andhra Pradesh. h is beyond the powers of 
any State Government to meet the situation. 
The people should be maintained till the next 
crop is nurtured. The fertile lands of Guntur 
district of Andhra Pradesh are inundated by 
Saline waters. That land will remain unpro-
ductive and will not be fit for cultivation for 
five years and drinking water will not be 
available. I am speaking from my experience 
in Orissa. So, the Government should do 
something to maintain the people till the next 
crop is raised. The second thing is that they 
should do something for the land so that it is 
cultivated and rural people raisetheircrops.1t 
requires a high cost. No State Government 
Can meet the situation. The Prime Minister 
himseH has said: if it is not a national calam-
ity, then what will be national calamity? If you 
treat something as a national calamity, is it 
the responsibility of the State Government 
alone? The Government of India has re-
leased only Rs. 32 crores out of the Finance 
Commission's grant for natural calamity. Will 
it be sufficient to meet the situation? There-
fore, in such cases where such devastation 
takes place and human misery comes to this 
position, it should be first the responsibility of 

the Central Government to come forward 
with help. It should not behave in a way that 
some other Government is there and our 
Government is different. Such a tradition has 
been created in this country. The national 
calamity should be treated as national ca-
lamity involving all the national parties. My 
submission is to lessen the difficulties of the 
people of Andhra Prades~. it is the primary 
responsibility of the Government of India to 
treat it as a national calamity and help the 
Andhra Pradesh Government because the 
resources of the State Govemment are not 
enough to meet the requirements. 

In Orissa also, we are apprehending 
cyclone every three years. The speed of the 
wind that had hit the Andhra coast indicated 
something. When a low pressure comes, we 
should see whether the speed of the wind 
can be checked. Similar methods are being 
applied in America. Again and again, cy-
clone is destroying the eastern coast and 
makes the life miserable there. So, the 
Government of India should think about 
preventing in by limiting the speed of the 
wind so that the damage is reduced. Forthat 
purpose, the new methods which are ap-
plied in the America and other countries 
should tried here also. To check this, a 
coastal road cum embankment is neces-
sary. When thousands of people died in 
Orissa, Shri Biju Patnaik who was the then 
Planning Board Chairman, employed a 
commission under the leadership of Dr. 
Khosla, a renowned engineer. He said that 
this can be checked, if there is a highway on 
the coastline. It should start from Haldia to 
Rameshwaran in Tamilnadu on Eastern 
coast. This permanent measure should be 
taken to tackle cyclone. It is high-time to take 
action when the damage occurred due to 
cyclone in Andhra Pradesh is staggering. 
The Government has estimated the loss to 
one thousand crores of rupees. To check 
such an extent of damage, preventive meas-
ures should be taken. 

Another point is, there should be a green 
belt and in the cyclone areas, intensive 
warnings are to be given. It is because of the 
warnings that the lives could be saved. In 
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Andhra, in the earlier cyclone in 197710,000 
people died. This year only 1,000 people 
died and many lives could be saved. There-
fore, warning should be more intensive and 
it should be done frequently. Advance warn-
ing signal radars should be installed and 
shelters should be made in a big way. It is not 
the duty of the Government to do it. It is not 
only Andhra Pradesh but Tamil Nadu, Pon-
dicherry, Orissa and West Bengal should be 
taken care of so that further devastation 
does not come every year and destroy our 
national economy. 

With this. I submit that while taking 
permanent measures to tackle cyclone, the 
Government must come forth with declaring 
it as a national calamity and taking the re-
sponsibilityof mitigating the sufferings of the 
people of Andhra Pradesh, maintaining those 
who have suffered till the next crop comes 
and also helping them in every possible way 
so that they produce and live with dignity. 

PROF. N.G. RANGA (Guntur): Mr. 
Deputy-Speaker, Sir, I endorse every word, 
every suggestion that has been made by all 
the hon. Members today and their speeches 
have been very constructive. I thank you for 
adviSing us to place the ideas before the 
House instead of silT'ply repeating what we 
have seen about the devastation that has 
been caused by the cyclone. 

Now I am glad that my hon. friend from 
Orissa has raised it to this level that it is a 
cyclone f(om one end to the other on the East 
coast and it has to be looked at that way. I am 
very glad that this time, the Government 
here at the Centre as well as at the State 
have risen to the occasion and have seen 
that the Prime Minister here and the Chief 
Minister their and their leaders of the parties 
they represent, to go there on the spot and 
see all the sufferings of the people and have 
come back. So have our Members of Parlia-
ment also. I may just add to what they have 
already observed. I wish to express my 
admiration for the heroic efforts that are 
being made by those lakhs of Harijans, 
weavers, backward class people and the 
Kisans to meet the challenge of this disaster 

and to go on reconstructing their own social 
economy and crop economy also by their 
own effo'1s without having to wait for some 
kind of aid coming from the Heavens. 

having said that, I would like to say that 
it is necessaryfortheGovernment, in view of 
the fact that these cyclones are periodical 
visitation, to think terms of working out a 
regular policy-not for prevention of cyclone 
but-for the prevention of the extent of 
damage that can be caused and that is being 
caused by the cyclone. Therefore. they 
should ask the experts to study the various 
ways and means by which they can prevent 
the extent of damage that would be caused 
by cyclone. Other countries like America 
have had this experience. But then, their 
standard of living is much higher. But to 
involve their experience may also be useful 
in our country. Let the Government make 
some efforts in that direction. 

According to the latest statement made 
by the Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh Dr. 
Chenna Reddy, thousands of crores rupees 
worth of damage has been done and more 
than Rs. 1 ,000 cores would be needed in 
order to provide protectives steps. From 
where this money would come? All of a 
sudden, you cannot find it. The suggestion 
have been making over a numberof years is 
that there should be a permanent Natural 
Calamities Protection Fund established here 
at the Centre to which the Government of 
India would be making annual grants and 
then at the State level also for these affected 
States especially. There is drought also in 
various areas, especially Rajasthan. There 
also they should have a world sponsored 
fund. Some years ago, th~re was talk of 
establishing such a Fund at the World Food 
Organisations. I would like the Government 
of India to support it and strengthen it. At that 
time, unfortunately our Government was 
unwilling to become partner in it nor did it 
care to take the initiative for fear of political 
interference possibly coming in the way of 
making these grants and also distribution 
and so on like that. But now the time is ripe 
for organisation like that at world level, then 
at the State level and at the national level. 
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Every year, certain percentage of the na-
tional revenue should be contributed. Un-
less we have some such financial equip-
ment, it would not be possible for the Gov-
ernment to go to the rescue of the sufferers. 

Then there is the question of credit. My 
han. friend Shri K.S. Rao has already re-
ferred to it. There is the credit which is 
needed by the farmers and which has al-
ready been supplied to the farmers but which 
cannot be repaid at all. The long-term credit 
which has been supplied to the farmers for 
which instalments have got to be paid, those 
instalments have got to be written off. For 
two years thereafter, the capacity of the 
farmers would not be there to repay these 
thi'Vs. Similarly, taxes also. Land revenue, 
for instance, has to be written off. So many 
other things have to be done. 

I would like my han. friend the Minister 
in charge of it, to get a regular summary of 
the speeches and suggestions made here 
and also in the other House and let their 
officers give them the necessary advice in 
detail as to how much help has to be ren-
dered to the State Government. This time, I 
must congratulate the Central Government 
for dismissing the earlier delaying proce-
dures and for advancing money to the State 
Government and also for sending Study 
3roups so on. But that it is not enough. 
Nhatever advance they have given today is 
,lot at all enough. 20times such advance has 
o be given. Wherefrom is another matter. 
The help of insurance companies has to be 
invoked. Banks have got to be also pressed 
into service. 

Having said all this, what is it that they 
can do? At least now, as I have said, they 
should express their gratitude to the weav-
ers, to the Harijans, to the backward class 
people and to the helpless people, for having 
risen to help themselves and making their 
heroic effort in order to withstand the shock 
of this terrible calamity and then prove them-
selves heroic as befitting Indian citizens. 

SHRI A.N. SINGH OEO (Aska): Sir, 'will 
not take much time as the matter has been 
discussed thoroughly. But I want to just point 
out that though the cyclone has vastly dev-
astated the Andhra State yet a portion of 
Orissa has been very badly affected, that is, 
the Ganjam District of Orissa. Unfortunately, 
the Government has not taken any note of it 
and no team has been sent to the Ganjam 
District. From the last assessment which I 
got from the Collector of the Ganjam District, 
the damage to crops, the Government build-
ings, roads, private buildings etc., comes to 
nearly Rs. 20 crores in only a portion of the 
district which has affeded. While consider-
ing this cyclone which has taken place in 
Andhra, the bordering district of Orissa, that 
is, the damage done to the Ganjam District, 
must also be taken into consideration and 
sufficient help must be given to the Govern-
ment of Orissa for relief measures. 

I would also like to take this opportunity 
to point out a few matters which need imme-
diate attention. As you know, our friends 
have already described how the Eastern 
Coast is prone to cyclonic conditions. The 
worstcycfoOiccondition that we have seen is 
in Andhra and in Orissa. There was a time in 
Orissa in 1971, when the cyclone took about 
15,000 lives. If you cannot prevent a celone, 
at least, you should take some measures so 
taht the brunt of the cyclone is lessened. Out 
of the many suggestions that were given and 
mooted in those days, one was that every 
village should you should take have a raised 
platform to provide a shelter to the cyclone 
hit and flood hit people. And whene~er there 
is some measures so that the brunt of the 
cyclone or flood, the villagers should be 
evacuated to take shelter in those places. 
But, unfortunately, nothing has been done. 
As my hon. friend as said, it is never possible 
for any State Government to take these 
measures. " is time when the Central Gov-
ernment starts planning in a proper manner 
to prevent this devastation of cyclone and at 
the same time to come to the help of the 
State Governments. 

There is another aspect which we have 
not taken into consideration that is about the 
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crop damage. When there is a cyclone, the 
town people, the rich people are not af-
fected. It is only the poor class, the Harijan 
class and people living in villages who are 
affected and especially the farmer class. If 
we have apermanent corp insurance scheme 
and when there is a cyclone or a flood, if they 
are paid compensation from the insurance 
scheme that will go in a great measure to 
help these people. Second thing is, the 
Centr~ Government had started a scheme 
an year back known as fire prOedion scheme 
for giving insurance compensation to fire 
aff.ected villages. Unfortunately, it has not 
been working successfully and in our State 
not a single pie has been paid under this 
scheme. But the scheme is there. I would 
request the Central Government to extend 
this fire insurance scheme also to cyclone 
and flood affected areas so that whenever 
any village or a house is washed away or 
blown out, the poor people should be able to 
immediately obtain this compensation from 
this similar scheme like the fire insurance 
scheme. Therefore, these measures must 
be taken up Immediately. Otherwise you 
never know when and at which place the 
cyclone will hit next ye~:u-it may be Tamil 
Nadu; it may be Orissa; it may be West 
Bengal or it may be Andhra. The whole 
Eastern Coast is prone to cyclone. 

With these suggestions, I would again 
request the Government to take into consid-
eration the flood damage that has been done 
to tbe Ganjam District and prOVide neces-
sary help. 

SHRI GOPI NATH GAJAPATHI (Ber-
hampur): Mr Deputy Speaker, Sir, the extent 
of loss to human lives animals birds as well 
as property in the State of Andhra Pradesh 
can well be gauged by the detailed report on 
the cyclone presented to thiS House by the 
han. Minister of' State for Agriculture Shn 
Nitish Kumar recently. In this regard, I take 
thiS opportunIty In expressing my heart-felt 
condolences to the members of the be-
reaved family. I earnestly request the Cen-
tral Government to offer more liberal assis-
tance both in cash and kind to the affected 
people of Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, 

Orissa as well as of the Union Territory of 
Pondicherry. The prompt of the cyclone af-
fected areas in Andhra Pradesh by the Hon. 
Prime Minister and Shri Rajiv Gandhi are 
praise worthy. 

We have observed from past experi-
ences that owing to the geographic nature of 
the coast line of Tamil Nadu Andhra Pradesh, 
Orissa and even West Bengal, these states 
have became highly cyclone prone. Hence it 
is worth while seriously explore the idea of 
providing more cyclOne shelters or circular 
shaped buildings which are more cyclone 
resistant. These should be put up all along 
the coast line of the Bay of Bengal. 

Further a long term plan must be imple-
mented to- repair the drainage system and 
protect the people, in the general sense, 
living along the one thousand kilometre coast 
line of the State of Andhra Pradesh. 

It is reliably learnt that the United States 
has given 25 thousand US Dollars to the 
Prime Minister's Relief Fund to assist the 
victims of cyctore hit districts of Andhra 
Pradesh. This is according to the United 
States Information Service release. I highly 
commend thiS exemplary humanitarian 
gesture. I also take this opportunity to appeal 
to all corners of the world for rendering 
immediate liberal assistance to all the cy-
clone affected victims of Pondicherry, the 
states of Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh and 
Orissa. 

In Orissa State, I wish to furnish details 
of damages to Ide and property reported in 
the Economic Times, dated the 24th May 
1990. I quote: 

"Irrigation proiects. roads and build-
ings suffered serious damages in the 
recent rains that lashed Orissa's 
Ganjam District and the resultantfloods 
with the loss estimated at about Rs. 20 
crores, according to a preliminary offi-
cial estimate." 756 houses were com-
pletely razed in 419 villages while 7965 
houses were partially damaged. One 
person was killed when an electric 
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pole fell on him. The high floods had 
badly hit several villages under Bhis-
magiri Panchayat of Oigapahandi Block 
of the district. The rivers which wrought 
havoe were the Rushikulya. Godahad. 
Vamsadhara, Ramnadi and its tribu-
taries. The estimates showed that the 
Ghodahad medium irrigation project 
sustained damage as the swollen 
waters overtopped the reservoir while 
the canals breached the embankments 
at several points. Several hundreds 
acres of paddy land was sandcast by 
Ramnadi in Digapahandi Block. The 
sources said that the floods played 
havoc in the riverin villages in Pa-
lakhemundi subdivision entering 50 
villages in Parlakhemundi and Kasi-
nagar blocks." 

"The flood waters, which crossed the 
red mark at Kasinagar, entered into 
low lying areas of the town, demolish-
ing several hundred mud houses of 
poor Harijans. 

According to information reaching here, 
at least 500 minor irrigation projects 
suffered heavy damages on the eve of 
paddy sowing season. Many of the 
irrigation tanks were breached in Oi-
gapahandi, Sankehmandi, Chikiti and 
Chatrapur blocks. 

Although the Bhalluabhai minor irriga-
tion project had not suffered any major 
damage, its tour km long canals were 
breached at several points and about 
one dozen structures had collapsed." 

Sir, I have taken the valuable timeofthis 
august HOlJse ;'l:.rtIcularly to apprise the 
han. Minister of state for Agriculture present 
here of the full details. Last week, when I had 
a personal discussion with the han. Minister 
to request him for rendering immediate 
assistance to the flood-affected victims of 
Ganjam District of Orissa State, I was per-
plexed to know that the official report from 
the Government of Orissa had not yet reached 
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the Centre, to enable the later it render 
speedy assistance to the flood-affected vic-
tims of Ganjam. 

In this regard, I have written twice to 
taken up with the hon. Chief Minister of 
Orissa as well as the District Collector of 
Ganjam to expedite the essential official 
report to the Centre. 

In keeping with the decision of my party 
leader, Shri Rajiv Gandhi, for donation of 
one months' salary 

by all Congress(l) MPs for cyclone relief to 
Andhra Pradesh, I am pleased to donate in 
my own small way my one months' salary for 
the flood-affected victims of Ganjam district 
to which , belong. 

I take this opportunity once again In 
earnestly appealing to the Central Govern-
ment to offer its maximum assistance, both 
in cash and kind, to the cyclone victims of 
Ganjam District in this hour of calamity. 

SHRIA. VIJAYARAGHAVAN (Palghat): 
Sir, regarding the natural calamity, which 
had taken place in Andhra Pradesh, the han. 
Members have already discussed the de-
tails and the velocity of the problems faced 
by the farmers and people. 

I would also like to point out some of the 
difficulties faced by the people of Andhra 
Pradesh. As a person from Kerala, we have 
acute shortage of rice. Only one-third of the 
required quantity of rice is produced in Ker~ 
ala and we are always collecting it from 
Andhra Pradesh. If there is no rain in Andhra 
Pradesh, then the Keralites will always pray 
for rain In Andhra Pradesh because if ther' 
will be rain in that state then only will we get 
rice. This time, after hearing about this ca-
lamity we are quite afraid about the situation 
in our State. So, while discussing this thing, 
I would like to recall something about the 
defects in relief. Even though we had enough 
idea before-hand regarding the natural ca-
lamity, which was going to take place, there 
were reports that there was adequate relief 
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measures during the first three days of the 
natural calamity. Why was the state of af· 
fairs? In the first three days, the position was 
very bad. So, many villages had lost connec· 
tion with the other places. I have read in the 
newspapers that due to the effective system 
of relief measures, there was an increase in 
the price of ric". up to Rs. 12 and in the case 
of kerosene, it was up to Rs 8. 

R.garding relief measures taken by the 
Government, they have given 12 points, but 
allotment of Kerosene was not included in it. 
We should have anticipated that electrical 
connection and distribution system will be 
affected due to cyclones. There should be 
kerosene available to the affected people. 
The required quota of kerosene was not 
given. The statistical figures show that from 
1979·90, there were about 175 cylones with 
different intensity and damaging the coastal 
areas. This means that this is a regular 
process in this area. So, some permanent 
measures should be taken in this regard 
would like to point out the bad drainage 
system in the Godavari region. Godavari is 
the main area of rice production in the whole 
country. The drainage system in Godavari 
region was planned before 200 years ago. At 
the time of floods and cyclones, the saline 
sea water enters the cultivated area. The 
sea is not accepting that much water, it is 
resulting in floods. Due to the inadequate 
drainage system in that area, there are many 
hardships faced by the people. So, there 
should be proper and adequate drainage 
system in this area. The drainage system of 
this area should be improved. 

I would like to say something about the 
housing pattern in this area. In advanced 
countries like Japan, there are frequent 
earthquakes. The mechanism that they have 
been wing should be introduced here. The 
housing pattern should be in such a way to 
tackle the cyclones successfully. We should 
think over and Improve our housing pattern 
to meet the calamity and HUDeO should 
take the initiatives in this regard. Necessary 
help should be given to the affected people. 
Shri KS. Rao has rightly pointed out about 
the allocation of rice to the people. At least 50 

kg. of rice should be given to each family 
which is affected and only then, they can 
survive till they get some job. Regarding 
financial assistance, we are giving Rs. 1001 
- but we should give them the utensils also. 
Regarding the waiver of loans, the Central 
Government has announced that an amount 
up to Rs. 10000/- is to be waived for 1 988-89. 
But for Andhra Pradesh, the loan waiver for 
1988·89 also should be considered by the 
Government. About the handloom weavers, 
we have to give them the looms and as per 
the announcement of the Government, we 
are giving them only Rs. 100. Our fishermen 
have lost their boats and nets. So, proper 
help should be given by the Central Govern-
ment so that they can get back their nets and 
other things for their livelihood. As far as 
cyclone shelters are concerned, we have 
already some cyclone shelters. But we should 
calculate the population of each and every 
village of the area and according to that, a 
new system should be introduced to tackle 
the cyclone. The Chief Minister of Andhra 
Pradesh has come with a new proposal 
regarding the permanent measures in this 
regard. It is regarding the World Bank loan. 
I have some reservations in this regard. In 
his connection, there should be properevalu-
ation and consultation as we are going to the 
World Bank to get huge financial assistance. 
The welcoming part as far as the issue of 
cyclone is concerned is that there is no dirty 
linen washing among the leaders of the 
various political parties. We are thankful to 
the new system which has been introduced, 
namely, the calamity relief fund. I am thank-
ful to the Chief Minister, the Prime Minister 
and all the concerned political parties. I am 
from Kerala and we have a had bitter expe-
rience during the previous regime. When we 
had floods, one of the Central Minister, came 
and had an aerial visit of the floods. The 
people had anticipated that something wiIJ 
come from the Minister after his visit, but we 
have had a bitter experience. The Minister 
come back without any assurance to the 
people and did not announce any relief to the 
people. On the next day, one of the promi· 
nent newspapers came out with a column 
news on the relationship between the floods 
and the Minister. The paper said: The Minis-
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ter was bom on a day when there were 
floods; his father fell into the floods and the 
Minister was also swept away in the water. 
There was no assistance by the Govern-
ment at that time. 

But this time, our Prime Minister went to 
have an on-the-spot assessment of the 
cyclones. He announced Rs. 86 crores of 
help to the Government; without any formal 
request or memorandum, the Central Gov-
ernment has given Rs. 32 crores on the spot. 
I would congratulate the Government for this 
and request them to take further steps to 
assist the people. 

[ T rans/ation] 

SHRI J. CHOKKA RAO (Karimnagar): 
Mr. Deputy Speaker. Sir. the cyclone has 
brought misery to crores of people, yet there 
has been less damage and devastation this 
time because the scientists of our country 
forewarned it some two-thre<J days -in ad-
vance. I would. therefore. like to thank those 
scientists through you. Secondly, I would 
like to thank the Government too for its 
instant and timely assistance rendered to 
the affected people. Then, the han. Mem-
bers who come from Andhra Pradesh and 
Orissa have given some very good sugges-
tions here in the House. I would like to render 
two-three suggestions more rather than 
repeat the suggestions already given by 
them. The Government should keep in mind 
the suggestions that have been given here 
for a permanent solution to this problem. The 
hon. Prime Minister and the hon. Minister of 
Agriculture paid an immediate visit to the 
cyclone-hit areas and promised large scale 
assistance and relief measures there. Then 
our hon. Members from Andhra Pradesh 
and the State Finance Minister too met the 
hon. Prime Ministerthere. He promised every 
possible assistance to them. He was of view 
that more any more assistance in this case 
should come from the centre itself because 
this was a huge and difficult task and the 
Sta1e Governments could not do anything in 

it because their finances are very limitedand 
relief measures could not be takan up unless 
the Central Govemment comes forward. This 
is the view of Member of avery party. I hope 
that the concerned hen. Minister wi" (X)me 
forward to ennounce the promised central 
aid to meet the situation. 

Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir. with regard to 
the loan waiver scheme of the Central Gov-
ernment, it has been said here that the 
Govemment is going to proceed with it. The 
Central Governmentshould waive the co-
operative loans as well. I mean to say that 
you should. at first waive the loans of the 
cyclone affected people of Andhra Pradesh, 
keeping in view the extent of loss they have 
suffered forthwith and funher give them fresh 
loans so that they can earn a livelihood. Do 
not get bogged down in Centre-State wran-
glings, rather initiate relief measures expedi-
tiously. Again, write off other loans, if any, of 
such people. 

Mr. Deputy Speaker. Sir. the whole 
cyclone hit village remained inundated in 
water for 3-4 days altogether. Derooted trees 
lay flat across the roads but the surrounding 
villagers, who were themselves a poor and 
hungry lot. cleared the roads of all the ob-
stacles against heavy odds and helped out 
the affected people. I would like to thank 
them all through this House. Without caring 
for their lives, they chopped the wood of the 
fallen trees and cleared off the roads tor 
communication. Thus. I say that the rural 
people always come forward to the help of 
others despite being themselves in pain and 
misery. Such affected people will migrate to 
the cities and confront many odd problems if 
we fail to evolve a permanent solution to the 
problem. My submission is that credit should 
be given forthwith to suc~ poor people as the 
agricultural labourers. we~.vers and fisher· 
men as well. The loans they have drawn till 
should be written off and further advance 
loans given to them so as to make ttiem able 
to earn a livelihood. Then, any extra loans 
given to them by the co-operative or other 
banks should be based on easy terms of 
conditions. The whole paddy produce of the 
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farmer has been damaged by getting 
drentchad into water. I express my thanks to 
the Government of India for the relaxation 
they have given in purchasing this damaged 
produce. They have taken a timely action. 
But there is no further purchasing there. This 
is not a coastal area alone. It is very unfortu-
nate that 60 lakh people in the coastal areas 
of Andhra Pradesh have been affected by 
this. Along with this, some of the paddy 
produce has been damaged due to the 
subseqLent excessive rains in Telangana, 
Khammam, 'Warangal, Nalgounda, and 
Karimnagar and relaxation should be ex-
tended to these areas as well. It is very 
regretful that paddy has been sold at a price 
of Rs. 40 lesser than the support price at 
Karimnagar, which is my constituency and 
no mill and no trader is ready to buy it e'len 
at this price. The Food Corporation of India 
has opened up certain centres on the eve of 
the advent of Rabi season but the lower rung 
officials of the oorporation are divesting the 
farmers in collusion with the traders. The 
Central Government or the hon. Minister is 
very sympathetic to us after much of pres-
sure was exerted by us and so is the Food 
Corporation but lakhs of people are still 
suffering out of it in T elangana area. It has 
brought misery to 60 lakh people in this Delta 
area. In Telangana area too, the crop is 
selling at Rs. 40 less than the support price 
and it has inflicted heavy losses upon all the 
farmers. Co-operatlve loans should be ex-
tended forthWith without being I anguished in 
the debate entrusting the responsibility 
thereof either upon the Central or the State 
Government. Again, the Centre should write 
off the loans upto Rs. 10,000. I would like to 
speak for half a minute more. The seeds and 
the fertilizers should be distributed free of 
cost. As most of the land has been rendered 
unproductive due to the cyclone, the farmers 
should be given a 50% subsidy or as much 
as they need in the next season for the 
purpose of carrying out their farming. The 
farmers cannot cultivate anything in the 
coming seasons if this aid is not given now 
and this will affect their economic position 
very adversely in the next year as well. While 
bringing this to your notice, I take your leave. 

[English) 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Yes, Mr. 
Minister. 

SHRI K.S. RAO: Sir, I have given a list 
of a few Members who want to speak. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Five speak-
ers from your party have already spoken. 
You should have decided as to how to allot 
the time. I have been warning you from the 
morning. 

SHRI K.S. RAO: Sir, it is a very impor-
tant subject so they want to speak. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I will give you 
time but please don't repeat the points. You 
have given me ten nam~s which are to be 
adjusted in 40 minutes. 

SHRI K.S. RAO: Sir, please don't get 
angry. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: You should 
understand the difficulties of others also. I 
can give you as much time as is possible but 
what is the point in repeating the whole thing. 
We are already sitting late. 

SHRI K.S. RAD: Sir, it is a very impor-
tant subject. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: That is why 
we extended the time from 6.00 p.m. to 7.00 
p.m. All right, you don't now waste the time. 

Yes, Shri A. Venkata Reddy. 

SHRI A. VENKATA REDDY (Ananta-
pur): Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, you are aware, 
there was a terrible loss of life al'ld damage 
to property in Andhra Pradesh due to the 
recent cyclone. The State Government has 
taken very prompt action and a save a lot of 
lives. The agriculturists and the labour class 
were affected very badly and the State 
Government is doing very good things in 
order to help the victims and the needy 
people. The Prime Minister was pleased to 
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visit the affected areas and announced some 
relief and the relief which was announced by 
the Prime Minister is not adequate. There-
fore, , would request the hon. Minister of 
Agriculture, who is is present in the House, 
and also the Prim~ Minister to grant more aid 
liberally. because, there is a heavy loss of life 
and property in the area. I hope and trust that 
the Central Government will do the needful 
in the matter. 

I would also bring to your kind notice 
that in addition to cyclone affected areas, 
there are areas which are affected by 
droughts and famines. I am very glad that the 
State Government and the Central Govern-
ment are taking prompt action as far as the 
areas which are affected by cyclone are 
concerned. As far as the areas which are 
affected by droughts and famines are con-
cerned, the State Government and the 
Central Government are not taking them 
very seriousfy. Because, whenever any 
drought or famine occurs, the people suffer 
due to want of rain, drinking water and food. 
The people who suffer due to drought or 
famine are more than the people who suffer 
due to cyclone. Therefore, f would request 
the State Government and the Central 
Government to take prompt action and take 
permanent measures for the eradication of 
famine. I hope and trust that the State Gov-
ernment and the Central Government will do 
the needful in the matter. 

In Andhra Pradesh, there is a Ray-
alseema region which consists of Ananta-
pur, Kurnool, Cuddappa and so on. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Anantapur 
district is not a cyclone affected district. 

SHRI A. VENKATA REDDY: They are 
backward districts. The condition of the 
agriculturists and labour class is very poor 
and they are becoming still poor. The rainfall 
in the Anantapur district is very low. It re-
ceives second lowest rainfall in India. Anan-
tapur district is suffering because of famine. 
Because of vagaries of monsoon, people 
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are suffering. They are not getting drinking 
water because of want of rain. The geolo-
gists have also made a survey of Anantapur. 
They have said that the Anantapur district is 
going to become a desert very shortly and 
unless the Government takes a keen inter-
est to save the district from becoming a 
desert it is bound to become a desert. To 
save the district of Anantapur from becom-
ing a desert, I request the Central Govern-
ment to Constitute Anantapur District brought 
Prone Area Authority as was done in fais-
almer, Rajasthan. 

SHRf BAlGOPAl MISHRA (Bolangir): 
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I do not want to 
repeat what other speakers have already 
told. 

I would like to draw the attention of the 
House to the fact that East Coast has be-
come a regular victim of cyclones for the last 
two decades at least. In this Coast, where 
afforestation was there, had bee" totally 
depleted. So, through you, I would request 
the Government to have a green belt of at 
least one kilometre on the shore line from 
Rameshwaram to Haldia and this green belt 
should be strengthened by a bund for the 
same length. 

19.00 hrs. 

In a cyclone, as you know, the tidal force 
spoils agricultural land totally, and the farm-
ers do not get crops for ten years; the salinity 
of the land increases and sO,life becomes a 
problem there. 

Similarly the power supply system usu-
ally breaks down when cyclone is there So, 
I request Government that in this cyclone-
prone belt, instead of cables which are 
erected on poles, it would be better-and I 
think it would be permanent solution-if 
underground cables are laid throughout the 
region. 

I thank the Prime Minister who has 
shown his concern by visiting the cyclone-
prone areas twice; but, unfortunately, after 
the Prime Minister'S visit and the Chief Min-
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ister expressed concern ~)Ver the tragedy of 
the people, reports have come in the media 
that the benefits 01 the relief measures which 
were to be taken, are not reaching the people. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: I think we will 
sit for half-an-hour more. 

SHRI BAL GOPAL MISHRA: Some anti-
sociall.elements, village touts are taking 
advantage of the situation-which usually 
takes place in such a crisis. So, the Central 
Government should supervise things, and 
request the State Governments to take stern 
measures against these anti-social elements, 
so that the relief reaches the needy people. 

In 1982-83, Orissa had a severe flood, 
and got relief to the tune of Rs. 360 crores, 
out of which hardly Rs. 100 crores were 
spent in Orissa, and the remaining Rs. 260 
crores were misutilized and misappropri-
ated by certain vested interests. 

Lastly, I would Inform the Government 
that during this Andhra cyclone, Ganjam 
distrtct in Orissa was very badly affected, 
and the loss-according to information from 
the Collector of GanJam olstrict--is more 
than Rs. 50 crores. The neighbouring district 
of Koraput was also affected by aflash-flood, 
in which the communication system of Kora-
put district was totally disrupted. So, I take 
this opportunity to request Government that 
a Central team should also be sent to Kora-
put and Ganjam, to assess the loss and to 
give aid to those people, because a part of 
Orissa has also been a victim of chronic 
drought in 1987 and 1988, and again in 1990 
when it has been hit by a cyclone. So, the 
economic condition of the farmers is pitiable. 
They are worse than beggars. Government 
of India should take note of this, and help 
these people. 

SHRI BASAVAPUNNAIAH SINGAM 
(Tenali): I represent the Tenali parliamen-
tary constituency which was directly hit by 
the cyclone. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: You should 
have spoken first. 

SHRI BASAVAPUNNAIAH SINGAM: It 
started in Edirumandi, which is in my con-
stituency. I would also like to bring to the 
notice of the House that 10,000 people died 
in 1977 in Devisema which is also in my 
constituency. Though I am the first man to be 
affected by the cyclone, perhaps today I may 
be the last man to speak on it. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: You may take 
as much time as you want, if you raise new 
points. 

SHRI BASAVAPUNNAIAH SINGAM: 
Any how, our friends, had suggested several 
measures. I will not repeat all those things. 
So far as devastation is concerned, it isa well 
known fact, and the entire country has taken 
note of it, and the Prime Minister has rightly 
described it as a national calamity. I would 
also like to thank the Leader of the Opposi-
tion for having visited the affected areas and 
sharing the suffering of the people. But I 
would have been .nore happy if the leaders 
of the other political parties had also visited 
the affected areas. But I am sorry to say that 
during the present discussion of such a 
serious subject, all the front benches are 
vacant, exceptthe Congress benches, where 
our leader Mr. N.G. Ranga is sitting. When 
this is the situation, what will be our feelings? 

I am not taking it as an objection, but it 
would ,have been more appropriate if more 
Members had been present. A calamity like 
thIS is a recurring menace to the entire east-
ern coast. 

In the circumstances, I would like to 
appeal to all the Indian scientists to take thiSlf 
as a challenge. (Interruptions) ( have al-
ready thanked the Prime Minister and oth~r 
leaders who visited the affected areas. I 
appeal to the Ind ian scientists'to take this as 
a challenge and see that, to minimise !he 
devastation that may be caused to the sea 
coast, whenever there is a cyclone, they can 
create artificial depression somewhere else 
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so that the cyclone can be diverted. They 
can dilute the intensity of the cyclone also. 
Everything may be impossible to do, but 
after research the scientists may find some 
way out how to minimise the intensity of the 
cyclone. 

In a calamity like this, normal allotment 
of the funds is not sufficient. In these circum-
stances, I have rightly observed that only in 
the rural areas the sea coast people are 
being affected by the cyclone. But there are 
rich people living in the cities like Bombay, 
Madras. Calcutta and Delhi. The income tax 
assesses are there. So, I suggest to the 
Government of India to levy surcharge par-
ticularly for cyclone. They can keep this 
amount in reserve fund. Whenever there is a 
cyclone. they can take this amount and 
immediately come to the rescue ofthe people 
affected. Nothing is going to be affected now 
and then. Particularly in my constituency as 
well as the sea coast of Andhra Pradesh, 
every district was affected by the cyclone. 
You know it very well that the cyclone will be 
followed by heavy rains. Due to heavy rains, 
there is flood in every areas. More damage 
is being caused by the flood, particularly in 
Krishna and Godavari Divisions. delta ar-
eas, which are the greenery of India they are 
being affected by these floods. It is a cultiva-
tion area for the last 100 years. But the 
drainage system was not attended to by the 
Government. So, the Central Government 
should take special interest and see that the 
drainage system is repaired and restored a 
the vulnerable position. 

Several fnends have spoken about the 
measures to be taken. I suggest to the 

• Government that the House Committee may 
be deputed to visit the affected areas. In 
Orissa, Madras and 8angalore, where there 
is recurrence of this menace, they can study 
it and suggest to the Government what are 
the measures to be taken up by the Govern-
ment. It may be more appropriate particu-
larly in the eastern coast in Andhra Pradesh. 

There is a proposal pending with the 
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Government of India that a Highway from 
Ichapuram to Toda should be constructed. Jt 
is a motorable road. Whenever there is a 
calamity, it is difficult to approach the people 
because of lack of communications. If this 
road is constructed, then there will be no 
difficulty to approach the people in case of 
crisis. That proposal is pending with the 
Government of India; and the Government 
of India has to take immediate steps to 
sanction this project and see that this road is 
constructed. 

The Government of India should main-
tain permanent helipads in same places. 
That was our experience. Ahalipad was not 
there in the sea coast. That is why a helicop-
ter couldn't go far away and drop-the food 
packets. So, I suggest to the Government of 
India to construct a permanent helipad in the 
coastal area so that it becomes easy to help 
the people in case of crisis. 

I also request that the Government may 
announce immediate relief for the farmers 
which were badly hit by the cyclone. They 
have to commence their agriculture in the 
month of June, which is the next month. 
Instead of waiting to find out whether they 
are wilful defaulters or not, the previous loan 
may be written off and the new loan may be 
granted again. The Government should come 
to rescue of the farmers. 

WIth these words, I thank you for giving 
me this opportunity to speak. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Surcharge 
on income tax was y~ur new point. 

SHRI P. NARSA REDDY (Adilabad): 
Mr. Deputy Speaker I would not repest the 
points which the hon. members have al-
ready mentioned, but to two or three points, 
I wish to invite the attention of the Govern-
ment. One is that the yard-st;ck of giving Rs. 
25,0001- per family has been reduced to Rs. 
15,000/-. Since the Prime Minister was kind 
enough to give Rs. 2 crores they are adding 
that sum of Rs. 10,0001- to this Rs. 15,0001 
- and are saying that is Rs. 25,0001-. 
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I respectfully submit to you that the 
Government should not have any differen-
tiation between a person who dies in Delhi 
and a person who dies in Punjab. All these 
people who have been affected by the cy-
clone, have lost their crop, their houses and 
they have actually lost everything. They are 
all now in relief camps and their number is 
about six lakhs and odd. So, it is not as if we 
are asking for lakhs and lakhs; even if the 
Government gives proper assistance on par 
with the other persons then I think the State 
and the Central Governments would bedoing 
justice. That is one point I want to mention. 

Secondly. the hon. Prime Minister was, 
pleased to say on the 18th May that this is a 
national calamity and that it must be treated 
as such. I would invite attention to the report 
of the Seventh Finance Commission which 
said. 

"Where a calamity is of a rare severity 
the Central Government should ex-
tend assistance to t he State concerned 
even beyond the schemes suggested 
by the CommIssion." 

Now. earlier It was the margin money 
and advance loan of 5 percent that was only 
being given and a sum of Rs. 240 crores was 
yearly given. The Ninth FInance Commis-
sion had said that, notwIthstanding this, Rs. 
86 crores should only be given. That was the 
figure arrived at for the last ten years which 
was being given by the Central Government 
to the State Government. This IS a strange 
way of deciding ti"ings because in the years 
1 979, ~~980 and up to 1988 the Central 
Government was giving, for all the calami-
ties like floods, droughts and everything. 
These years the Rs. 6, ~ 40 crores but tender 
gave only Rs. 900 crores upto 1989-90. So 
in that context, for floods the average that 
they have given all those ten years was fixed 
at Rs. 86 cores. notwithstanding or not tak-
ing into consideration the demands made by 
the State Governments forthe calamities. All 
these ten years the have been giving accord-
ing to the recommendation made by various 
Finance Commission: but it is fantastIc and 
it is not according to principles of natural 

justice. Nor is it according to the demand 
made by the Seventh Finance Commission. 

AN HON. MEMBER: That recommen-
dation was by a Congressman. 

SHRI P. NARSA REDDY: Yes, the 
recommendation of the Seventh Finance 
Commission is also by a Congressman. You 
need not be very anxious about it. 

So, I request that the recommendation 
of the Seventh Finance Commission be taken 
into consideration. 

The other side which I wish to bring to 
the notice if the Central Government is about 
the Railways and the highways. They have 
been badly damaged. It would cost about 
Rs. 98.33 crores to repair the national high-
way and the Central Government will have to 
provide the money, and also expedite the 
repairs. So also, about the Railways, it is 
estimated that daily the Railways are suffer-
ing a loss of As. 40 lakhs because the iron 
ore is not being brought to Visakhapatnam 
port as the embankment of 30 to 40 kilo-
metres has collapsed and four bridges also 
have been damaged. Therefore, the Eastern 
Railway IS not at all able to run the trains and 
from the southern SIde from ViJayawada up 
to Waltarr the trains services are disrupted. 
Unless these railways lines and the National 
Highways are restored and for that also 
money is given by the Central Government 
movement of the traffic both the road and 
rail, and normalcy cannot be restored. The 
movement of the supply of rice also has 
been disrupted. The Central Government 
should give money and help the State Gov-
ernment in restoring the communications on 
a war footing. 

My fourth point is, what Shri Murfi Decra 
has already said. In 1977 I was a Minister for 
Revenue when cyclone came. I had been to 
Maharashtra and met the Chief Minister and 
also several industrialists. They wanted only 
exemption under Section BOG or other rele-
vant sectIons of the Income-tax Act. Many 
voluntary organisations are there to give 
clothes, utensils and zinc sheets for housing 
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in Gujarat and Maharashtra. During the last 
cyclone, they had given crores worth of 
material. So, free arrangement of goods 
through railways or by planes must be made 
for the donated articles. Income-tax exemp-
tion also will draw more funds which will go 
a long way in helping the affected people. 

The hon. Minister has mentioned that 
he has arranged 15,000 tonnes of phos-
phate fertilisers. We are thankful to him. But 
the Minister has not shown in his note about 
the land damaged. Twenty thousand hec-
tares of land had become saline. The Relief 
Commissioner has requested the Central 
Government to provide gypsum, apart from 
phsophate fertiliser, to cure salinity. The 
Central Government must be provide gyp-
sum in a larger way. 

The other point which the hon. Minister 
has not shown is that 55,000 hectares of 
garden land had been damaged. Thirty-three 
thousand hectares of mango gardens nine 
thousand hectares of banana land, and six 
thousand hectares of lime garden which are 
uninsured crops. Normally the landholders 
lease them to the poor people. These poor 
people have suffered. If there is any provi-
sion under the General Insurance Act, then 
we can help these poor people. 

Forty-two crores of rupees worth of 
damage had been caused to the irrigation 
canals. One-third of the cost must be borne 
by the Central Government and two-thirds 
must be borne by the State Government. 
The Central Government should come for-
ward to bear the one-third cost. 

Lastly, there is an acute shortage of 
power. We have got two thermal stations. 
For Kotlagudem thermal station, coal alloca-
tion is 2.8lakh tonnes and for Vijayawada, it 
is 2.70 lakh tonnes. This is the allocated 
supply by the Central Government. The 
requirement for full generation in regard to 
Kottagudem thermal station is 3.6 lakh ton-
nes and for Vijayawada it is 4.0 lakh tonnes. 
Therefore, there is a shortfall 01 about 2.2 
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lakh tonnes. So, special arrangements should 
be made to provide this from Singareni Col-
lieries or Talcher in Orissa. My hon. friend 
Mr. Chaudhary asked the Central Govern-
ment to provide this. The Central Govern-
ment must immediately supply coal so that 
the power shortage caused due to this cy-
clone could be to some extent redeemed. 

DR. VISWANATHAM (Srikakulam): Mr. 
Deputy-Speaker Sir, I will take only a few 
minutes. 

Floods and cyclones go together. Here, 
prevention is better than cure. Unless you 
have a measure which links all the rivers, 
especially in the cyclone prone area, even 
God cannot help it. Suppose cyclone affects 
one area, the other area can take the flood 
water and reduce the havoc. In this regard, 
our scientists have given us their ideas much 
earlier. But nothing has been done so far. I 
hope the present Government will look into 
the matter and act very quickly. The present 
Government has given us to understand that 
village development will be their priority. 
About fifty per cent of the revenue is being 
allotted. Now it is an opportunity forthem to 
develop Andhra Pradesh area. Agriculture 
and employment, village development, and 
reconstruction of collapsed houses in the 
villages, all these can be taken afresh. In-
stead of having small hamlets on the river or 
sea shore, you can make large cluster of 
houses at centrally located places. They can 
be viable colonies with 500 or more houses 
where everything can be provided easily 
especially roads and other facility systems. 
There you can construct three-tier houses 
on columns which can stand both the floods 
and the tidal waves. Suppose, you have two 
to three tier system. In case of cyclone, 
people need not go to far away villages but 
they can simply go from one tier to the other 
tier and save their lives. If these measures 
are taken on a war footing and with innova-
tive new methods, I think, repeated spend-
ing of non-productive expenditure can be 
minimised. 

In addition, the farmers, especially the 
small and marginal farmers are affected. 
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The credit of Rs. 10000 Js taken only by a few 
people. But other people, who are of the 
same status, are nat given the loan due to 
paucity of funds. Nowthe Government must 
look into the matter afresh and those eligible 
farmers must be given extra loan relief of Rs. 
10,000 for clear th~ir private loan and save 
them from this periJ. So, I request the Gov-
ernment through you to review this loaning 
relief system along with those people whose 
Joarls have been- wiped out, other people 
who have not taken the loan, must also be 
given Rs. 10,000 and while treating them on 
par with the beneficiaries. 

SHRI S. BENJAMIN (Bapatla): While 
thanking the Government for the timely 
assistance. the way the damage was caused, 
it can be divided into four categories. 

First is, steam boats to a great extent, 
were washed away. And prawn plantations 
were completely damaged in one constitu-
ency. In other constituency plantation of 
mango, paddy and also nce mills were blown 
away to a great extent. In the third constitu-
ency, tobacco of burly quality of millions of 
kgs. was completely drenched. For these 
three items, there is not other way except 
that the Central Government make a survey 
and take necessary action. In the fourth 
constituency, the industries were also 
washed away. And several educational insti-
tutions which were to open form 16th also 
washed away. So the UGC must have to 
come forward with assistance. I do not know 
to what extent they have taken action so far. 
I request the Government and the UGC to 
come forward in a great measure to help 
these areas. 

Government has come forward with one 
thlng and that is right to work. By this provi-
dential manner, the projects were opened 
where there is lot of work for the workers. I 
request the Central Government to come 
forward to provide the work. 

[ Translation] 

SHRI DASAI CHOWDHARY (Rosera): 
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, we all feel pained 

due to the large scale devastation inflicted by 
the cyclone and other natural calamities 
upon our countrymen. I would like to make 
one thing clear about it, at the very outset, 
that there is need to make certain changes in 
the Relief Code. We are having an obsolete 
Relief Code formulated far back and no 
amendment has been made in it subse-
quently. The farmer living in rural villages, 
the backbone of our country, have to suffer 
many losses today. We do not provide them 
relief and assistance when they fall a fictim to 
the natural calamities. Therefore, I request 
you to change the Relief Code and make a 
provision therein for providing more and 
more assistance at such times. 

Secondly, I would like to say that the 
surveys conducted in these areas do not 
prove helpful in channelising the aid and 
assistance to the people really affected by 
the calamity. The people affected by the 
calamities barely become the beneficiaries 
to the loans and assistance provided by the 
Government. I WOUld, therefore, request that 
the Government of India should depute a 
fact-finding team to the affected areas that 
can conduct survey for 1 0-15 days of its stay 
there and subm it the report. 

Thirdly, I would like to say that the grant-
in-aid extended by our Government in the 
shape of loans and other assistance at the 
time of these calamities is not adequate. 
That should be enhanced in order to provide 
prompt assistance to the suffering people 
and share their agony and apathy. 

Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I would like to 
say that a drastic cut in the income of the 
country's farmers is being made in the name 
of the Crop Insurance. The amount of Crop 
Insurance is deducted from the amount of 
loan extended to the farmer, but when his 
cor gets destroyed or washed away, his 
claim is nullified by the Government by sim-
ply denying having received any money from 
the farmer in the name of crop insurance. 
May be the farmer'S money does not get 
deposited in the bank due to the involvement 
of the Cooperative Bank in the process. But 
I submit that the crop insurance scheme 
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should necessarily be enforced and com-
pensation provided to the cyclone affected 
people forthe damage caused to their crops. 
With these words, I thank you. 

SHRI SYED MASUDAl HOSSAIN 
(Murshidabad): Mr. Deputy Speaker,r Sir, 
almost all the points and aspects have been 
dealt with but one point remains to be cov-
ered as yet. Floods or draught and cyclones 
are a regular and recurrent phenomenon of 
our country. The relief manual is an out-
dated one. There are inadequate resources 
available in our area to meet the eventuality 
of providing prompt and timely relief. I would 
like to request the hon. Minister to bring 
about amendments in the relief manual so 
that adequate, instantaneous relief and 
assistance can be expended to the flood, 
draught and cyclone hit people. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Hon. Minis-
ter, Sir, the time of the House can be ex-
tended until you conclude your speech. 

[English] 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: One point 
which I would like to make is that the debate 
has been quite pointed. Many good points 
have been made.lthmk you may please look 
into the suggestions which have been made 
and act appropriately. 

I Translation] 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE AND 
CO-OPERATION IN THE MINISTRY OF 
AGRICULTURE (SHRI NITISH KUMAR): 
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, I will conclude my 
speech in just 15 minutes. I would, at the 
outset, like to-thank, on behalf of the Govern-
ment all the hon. Members who participated 
in this debate. The healthiest part of the 
debate was the constructive suggestions 
were rendered by the hon. Members in this 
hour of national calamity rising above their 
party polittcs to a humanitarian platform. I 
had given a detailed description of the loss 
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and damages caused due to the cyclone 
while making a statement on behalf of the 
Government in this House. The hon. Mem-
bers who participated in today's debate also 
did not make any mention of the Govern-
ment concealing the details of the damage 
caused. The House was informed about the 
details of devastations as received by the 
Central government. So far as relief meas-
ures in this hour misery are concerned, the 
Central Government has very aptly and 
progressively provided the assistance. Our 
hon. Prime Minister visited the area twice, 
first on 12th May and then on 19th. He made 
an aerial s~rvey as also met the affected 
people in order to get acquainted to their 
misery by visiting the area by road. 

Certain ;ssues have been raised by 
hon. members. The Prime Minister issued 
several directions after returning from there. 
Those directions are being followed. The 
han. members have raised a discussion 
besides those instructions. Most of it relates 
to relief. I am not referring tu permanent 
solution In fact no member has suggested 
anything new which is not covered in the 
directions given by the Prime Minister. As far 
the question of declaring it a national calam-
ity a similar demand was made in Andhra 
Pradesh. The same demand was also made 
when a statement was made in the House in 
this regard. This demand has been reiler-
able today also. The Government is consid-
ering it seriously. The people living in that 
region and the State Government have asked 
the han. Prime Minister to consider it as a 
national calamity Mr. Deputy Speaker, sir, 
you are aware that the Ninth Finance Com-
mission made certain suggestions and rec· 
ommendations and on the basis of those 
suggestions a calamity relief fund was es-
tablished in 25 States. It was formed sepa-
rately in every State having 75 per cent 
contribution of the Centre and 25 per cent 
contribution of the State concerned. In the 
past whenever there occurred a calamity 
there used to be great demand for Central 
help and considering this fact a calamity 
relieffund has been established in the States. 
As per the Ninth Finance Commission a fund 
of Rs. 86 crores has been earmarked for 
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Andhra Pradesh. The total amount of relief 
fund for 25 States is Rs. 804 crores. When 
the Prime Minister paid his visit to that State 
for the first time he announced that for the 
year 1990-91, Rs. 86 crores have been kept 
in the calamity Relief Fund of Andhra 
Pradesh. The Central Government have to 
pay As. 64 crores and As. 501 lakh in four 
quarterly instalments, but keeping in view 
the effect of the storm half the amount of Rs. 
64 crO(es and As. 50 lakh that is Rs. 32 
crores and Rs. 50 lakhs has been released. 
After this amount is spent the next installment 
would be provided by the Centre. It has not 
come to surface fully otherwise in normal 
circumstances only wage and means ad-
vance would have been given. I want to say 
something regarding Bihar. In the wake of 
ha~storm at that State the Prime Minister 
visited the area and gave an assurance that 
the necessary relief would be provided to 
them. A central team went to the State of 
Bihar on tour and on the basis of its report 
Rs. 54 lakhs was released as wage and 
means advance. H the Bihar Government 
need further assistance after spending this 
amount then additional assistance would be 
released out of calamity relief fund of Central 
Government. 

[English] 

SHRI K.S. RAO: Mr. Deputy Speaker, 
had asked all the Members not to repeat 
what the other Members have said. You are 
repeating the same thing which you have 
told in your statement. We want something 
more to be told now. 

( Translation} 

SHRI NITISH KUMAR:' am coming to 
that point. The Central Government took the 
matter very seriously and released the nec-
essary amount. Now the question is this that 
the Ninth Fmance Commission has stated 
that the Government can consider the mat-
ter if the sufferings are on a large scale and 
it should do that. The Principal Secretary to 
the Prime Minister convened a meeting on 
24th May in which the opinion of the con-
cerned departments were sought. They were 

consulted and the State Government's opin-
ion is being sought regarding the require-
ments of Andhra Pradesh. Whatever stand 
is taken in the case of Andhra Pradesh, the 
same will hold good in case of other states 
also. As per the recommendations of the 
ninth finance Commission. As such, discus-
sions are underway regarding the situations 
under which national calamity can be de-
clared. It is not that government want to 
ignore it but from rpocedure point of view it is 
necessary. A detailed memorendum from 
the State Government in this regard has 
been called for. I would like to say that the .. 
State Government, people living in that re-
gion and the hon. members of the House 
have also made a demand, but no memoren-
dum in this regard has been received from 
the State Government so far. Memorandum 
is also necesssary for this. The centre can 
take action on that only. Ranga Sahab, you 
need not worry in this regard. h is no use to 
make any announcement, a serious initia-
tive is underway in this respect. As such 
there is no reason to worry. The second thing 
that I wish to say is this that the Government 
has made a proviosion under HUDeO insur-
ance in the event of loss to the houses in the 
event of outbreak of fire but not in the wake 
of flood or cyclone. Consequently it is not 
possible to get any kind of immediate benefit 
out of it but discussions regarding the courses 
of action to be adopted in the wake of such 
a situation are underway_ The financial insti-
tutions like HUDeO, commercial banks or 
Housing banks have been advised to grant 
loans on liberal term for the repair of dam-
aged houses and construction of new houses. 
The chairman of HUDCO has gone to Hydera-
bad to discuss the issue with the State 
Government. Instructions to build perma-
nent houses in place oftemporary ones have 
been given and the financial institutions 
should extend assistance in this regard. 

Arrangements to provide seeds are also 
being made. The National Seed Corporation 
and other such agencies who supply author-
ised seeds have been asked about the 
availability of the seeds and to provide the 
variety of seed as per their requirement. 
Recently has been said that assistance 
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should be given by the government for hor-
ticulture and contingency pian. The Central 
Govemment is prepared to formulate horti-
culture and contengency. h wants to extend 
help to them under this lay. The State Gov-
ernments have been asked to prepare con-
tingency plans and the Central Government 
would make all possible effort to implement 
the same and this has been communicated 
to them. 

The han. members had also mentioned 
about the procurement. They have asked 
that the damaged paddy and rice should be 
purchased on concessional rates. Eighty 
centres have been opened for this purpose 
and the purchase is being made. As per the 
latest information received by me before 
coming to the House. 4611 M. Tonnes of 
paddy and 7894 M. Tonnes of rice have been 
purchased till date. Rao sahab will say that 
this is less and we also do admit that it is less. 
The officers of our department are conti-
nously monitoring it and are making efforts to 
create a healthy situation. Instructions to 
make the purchases without any delay on 
the basis of the relations has been given. 
The Government is alert about it. 

Many members have said regarding the 
damages to roads and Railway tracks. In 
that context I would like to say that the 
disruption caused to the traffic on account of 
!he damage to railway tracks between 
Samalkot and Vishakapatnam and you are 
also aware that the down line has been 
; epaired. Repair of up line wilrbe completed 
by 5th June. The track between Gollprolu 
and Ravitampattu section is expected to be 
set in order by 15th of June. Many members 
have raised the questions and I also want to 
say that whatever loss to electricity has been 
caused there, efforts are on to set it right. 
loss in the production of electricity that has 
occurred due to short supply of coal in ther-
mal plants is being set right as 5 to 6 rakes of 
coal is being supplied from Western Coal 
fields instead of 2 to 3 rakes being supplied 
earlier. The quantity of coal supply from 
Singereni Colliery Ud was 25727 M. tonnes 

in Bay 01 Bengal etc. 

on 18th May. It was been increased to 42042 
M. Tonnes by 21 sl May and efforts are being 
made to maintain this pace with a view to 
ensure that power generation is not affected 
or least affected. The instructions that had 
been issued by the Prime Minister in respect 
of telephones have been complied with the 
and approximately 93% telephones have 
been set right. Out of the National highways 
that were damaged, traffic on National High-
way No.5 has been restored fully and reha-
bilitation work on National Highway No. 43, 
which was partially effected is in full swing 
and a sum of As. 50 lakh has been released 
for its restoration. 

Many hon. members have expressed 
concern about the loans by the banks. I want 
to inform the House that han. Prime Minister 
has issued directions and in compliance of 
those directions, R.BJ has issued instruc-
tions to all banks; 

1. Recovery should be suspended. 

2. The loans should be converted. 

3. Re-scheduling may be done. 

Banks will work according to these in-
structions and to review the progress of 
implementation of these schemes, regular 
meetings of the Banking Consultative Com-
mittee at State and district level will be held. 
This work will be carried out under the guid-
ance of lead banks. In this regard, whatever 
directions have been issued by the Prime 
Minister shall be strictly enforced. One hon. 
Member mentioned about drinking water I 
want to inform that efforts are being made to 
improve it and as per the available informa-
tion 739 water supply systems have been 
damaged and this includes 87 water supply 
schemes through pipes. To restore water 
supply immediately State Government have 
released As. 15 crores. 34 tankers have 
been put into Operation in the affected areas 
to supply water. In addition to this bullae'< 
carts are also being used for the supply of 
water. To assess the extent of loss to water 
supply system and the desired relief to the 
State Government the Additional Secretary 
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has gone on tour to Andhra Pradesh. He is to 
come back today. The Government is alert 
about the future course of action. Some han. 
Members have raised a doing regarding 
Ganjam district in Orissa We share the 
concern of the han. members. However, no 
demand or report regarding damage has 

• been received by us from Orissa Govern-
ment. Still we want to inform this House that 
the manner in which a calamity relief fund of 
Rs. ~6 crores has been provided or Andhra 
Pradesh. a similar relief fund of Rs. 47 era res 
has also been provided for Orissa also. In 
case the Orissa Government wants to make 
use of the relief fund they can do so and it 
they approach the Central Government then 
the centre can also consider releasing its 
share to Orissa Government. We have not 
received any such information from there. 
We have received some information regard-
ing Pond iche rry . There has been some 
damages to the horticultural especially the 
banana crop. more than hundred hectares of 
land has been affected and some cattle lives 
were also lost. Two causalities were also 
reported. According to the information re-
ceived from Tamil Nadu, seven people lost 
their lives. but now this tool has rised to 13. 
but detailed information regarding the dam-
ages. is not available with the Central Gov-
ernment and as such it is not in a position to 
take any action at the Central level. 

Many han. Members have asked us as 
to what we propose to do regarding dam-
ages to poUltry. In this regard. I would like to 
say that earlier the relief used to be provided 
at the rate of ten rupees per bird. We have 
given clear--cut instructions to the insurance 
agencies to provide assistance, without 
delay, to those who had taken insurance 
policies. 

[English] 

SHRI. K.S. RAO: But it must be done 
immediately. otherwise epidemic will come 
there. 

[ Translation} 

SHRI NITISH KUMAR: But I would like 

to say that the Central Government has not 
yet received any information from the Gov-
ernment of Andhra Pradesh, regarding the 
assistance to the poultry sector. We have not 
received any such request from Andhra 
Pradesh in this regard. However. I would like 
to tell you that our Department of Agriculture 
and Co-operation has drawn up a cxmtin-
gency action plan at its own level, so that 
assistance could be provided. as soon as we 
receive a request from the State Govern-
ment to this effect. 

[English] 

SHRI K.S. RAO: Sir, he contradicts his 
own statement. He himself had stated in the 
statement that 32 lakhs of birds have died. 

I Translation] 

SHRI NITISH KUMAR: Rao Sahib, you 
are referring to the damages. I would like to 
tell you only this much that the Central 
Government has drawn up a contengency 
action plan in advance and we are giving 
weightage to each and every point. The 
State Government could have asked us for 
some assistance particularly for the poultry 
sector, but so far, we have not received any 
such request. So far as damages are con-
cerned, as I had said earlier. we i.e. our 
Central team visited each and every area 
and made an assessment of the extent of 
damages to the houses, roads, railways and 
other assets. To save the precious time of 
the House, I do not want to repeat them. 
Keeping in mind the unanimity of the House 
in this regard. I would like to assure the hon. 
Members belonging to all the parties, who 
maintained the highest standard of decorum 
throughout the discussion on this issue, that 
the Central Government, with the active co-
operation of the State Government and volu-
tary organisations working there, are putting 
in their best efforts to combat th is calamity. H 
is but natural for the Members to come up 
with good suggestions during the discus-
sions of such nature and it becomes the 
bounden duty of a sensitive Government to 
give due weightage to such ic:;sues and to 
accept good suggestions. Many sugges-
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tions have come up regarding a permanent 
solution to this problem and many of them 
are constructive. lance again appreciate the 
spirit with which the hon. Members have 
given these suggestions... (Interruptions). 
According to the information available with 
us, I would like to say that we are all feeling 
distresed and express our sympathy for all 
the cyclone affected people, whether they 
are in Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Orissa, 
Pondicherry or any other part of the coutnry. 
The spirit with which the han. Members took 
part in this discussion and the work being 
done by this Government and others, to 
provide relief and assistance to the cyclone-
affected areas, despite our limited resources, 
is praise worthy. We sincerely hope taht 
those affected by this grave calamity would 
be rehabilitated, as soon as possible and 
that they would start their life a new. With 
these words, I thank you and cxmclude ... 
(Interruptions) ... 

[English] 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Would your 
Department look into the long-term meas-
ures? 

[ Translation] 

SHRI NITISH KUMAR: Regarding long-
term measures, I have already said that the 
Government has taken note of the sugges-
tions given by the hon. Members and we are 
definitely going to take concrete and effec-
tive measures. 

[English] 

SHRI K.S. RAO: Sir, irrespective of the 
party affiliations, the entire people of Andhra 
Pradesh have felt extremely happy when the 
hon. Prime Minister had visited the State on 
11 th and also on 19th. They have pinned 
great hopes when he mentioned that he was 
going to treat this as a national calamity and 
declare it the moment he reaches Delhi, after 
conSUltIng the officials. Now. the entire de-
scription of the reply of the hon. Minister 

indicates a total dilution of the statemnt of the 
Prime Minister in regard to his promise about 
the national calamity. He did not say even 
one word that the Government is going to 
declare it as a national calamity in a day or 
two or after 10 or 15 days. We are only 
interested in the implementation of the state-
ment. So, we humbly request the Govern-
ment once again not to make it diluted and 
request them to see that it is implemented. 

l Translation} 

SHRI NITISH KUMAR: I do not agree 
wit h Shri Rao; as here there is no question of 
any dilution the P.M.s statement. The proc-
ess of t f anslating into action all taht whatever 
the Han. Prime Minister has said there, has 
already begun. On the 24th the Principal 
Secretary covered a meeting of the officials 
concerned with it. Mere lip service would not 
serve any purpose as far as providing relief 
is concerned, rather, arrangements have to 
be made in a comprehensive manner to 
make available the relief material to the 
affected people. Our Government believes 
in work and not in words. Whenever, a dec-
laration is made by this Government, the 
entire necessary ground work is done by 
them well in advance. I have already said 
that the Principal Secretary had convened a 
meeting in this regard. 

[English] 

SHRI BH. VIJAYAKUMAR RAJU: The 
entire drainage systems in three deltas are 
completely collapsed due to the recent cy-
clone. It is happening every year. Even for 
every rain, the drainage is closed. Every-
thing is on record. 

What I am requesting is that the hon. 
Minister may please take necessary steps 
as a long-term action to repair the drains and 
other things. Otherwise, they are not in a 
position to draIn out. 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Action has to 
be taken by the State Government also. It is 
a long-term measure. 
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SHRI BH. VIJAYAKUMAR RAJU: Yes, 
it is both the Central Government and the 
State Government which should take meas-
ures. We are also ready to give betterment 
taxes. 

[ Translation] 

SHRI DASAI CHOWDHARY (Rosera): 
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir, regarding the 'Relief 
Code I have just stated that when the hon. 
Minister was a Member of the Bihar Legisla-
tive Assembly, he used to create uproarious 
scenes whenever the State was affected by 
floods and he used to say that it was neces-
sary to make changes in the 'Relief Code'. I 
would like to know whether even now, the 
hon. Minister feel the need to bring about 
changes in the 'Relief Code' or not? 

SHRI NITISH KUMAR: Mr. Deputy-
Speaker, Sir. the hon. Member has asked a 
question of a personal nature. The factual 
position is that the Relief Codes are evolved 
by the State Governments themselves and 
the responsibility of prOViding relief rests 
with the State Governments. When I used to 
speak In the Bihar Legislative Assembly, I 
concentrated on the need of effecting 
changes in the Relief Code of the State and 
even today, I feel that there is need to make 
amendments in the Rehet Code to update it. 

[English] 

SRI HAMENDRA SINGH BAN ERA 
(Bhilwara): Relief Code was made during 
the British time? Are you going to change or 
amend the code or not? 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Do not ex-
pect him to give immediate reply on this 
position. 

SHRI BALGOPAL MISHRA: Will the 
Minister consider changing the Relief Code? 
Will the Government also include hailstorm 
as one of the natural calamities? At present, 
hailstorm is not considered as natural ca-
lamity. Hailstorm is' not less harmful than 
flood, cyclone or drought. 

[ Trans/ation1 

SHRI NITISH KUMAR: Mr. Deputy 
Speaker, Sir, as I have already said Relief 
Code is a subject concerning the State 
Government and it is upto the State Govern-
ment to update it. It was laid dQwn years back 
and it is necessary to make changes in it 
from time to time so as to keep it uptodate. 

SHRI ISHWAR CHAUDHARY (Gaya): 
Mr. Deputy Speaker, Sir. I didn't get an 
opportunity to speak. I have two suggestions 
to make in this regard. The hon. Minister has 
referred to both instant and long term meas-
ures. About the instant measures, he has 
said that relief work is going on it its full 
swing, but he did not elaborate on long term 
measures although big canals (drainage 
system) and equipments have been dam-
aged. Does the han. Minister propose to 
work on any long term plan? If so. please tell 
us about the amount proposed to be allo-
cated for the purpose, as it is a national 
calamity. 

SHRI NITISH KUMAR: Mr. Deputy 
Speaker. Sir, this is a very comprehensive 
question anc it does not concern this depart-
ment alone. It is a question involving all the 
departments. Therefore, at the moment, it 
would not be possible for me to say anything 
in this regard. 

[English] 

PROF. N.G. RANGA: The han. Member 
Mr. Raju of the ruling Party as well as several 
other friends have referred to the damage 
done to the drainage work, canals and bunds. 
" money is not immediately available with 
the Government, would they be willing to 
raise a loan, hand it over to the local Govern-
ment and see that the drainage works are 
taken up? 

And the other suggestions regard to 
income-tax relaxation and so on, I hope my 
hon. friend would note down and convey the 
suggestiWls to the hon. Finance Minister .. 
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[ Translation] 

SHRI NITISH KUMAR: With reference 
to whatever han. Prof. Ranga has said, I 
would like to submit that so far as the alloca-
tion of money is concerned, we have already 
given to the-state, a lumpsum amount of Rs. 
32.5 crores as Central Assistance. As soon 
as it is spent, another instalment of Rs. 32.5 
crores would be made available to the State 
Government and all your suggestions re-
garding other matters, the views that have 
been expressed here and other related is-
sues as well as the creative suggestions will 
be sent to the State Government. 

[ Translation] 

SHRI J. CHOKKA RAO: You should at 

least write off the loans of small farmers, 
weaver, and the fishermen. What steps do 
you propose to take to alleviate their suffer-
ings? 

SHRI NITISH KUMAR: I have already 
dwelt on these things in my speech. 

[English] 

MR. DEPUTY SPEAKER: Now the 
House stands adjourned to reassemble 
tomorrow at 11.00 AM. 

19.55 hrs. 

The Lok Sabha then adjourned till Eleven 
of the Clock on Tuesday, May 29, 1990/ 
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